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Parking fee sp~rolger
Students decry paying for a deck they
won't be able to use; some will take bus

PHOTO COURTESY OF JMU
Jeff Bourne, • ~ Ccl'lete IJeduate, ~ JMU's

third athletic director In May.

Bourne
replaces

Students with cars now have to
decide between parking on campus
and saving money.
Both commuter and resident
parking stickers for the year cost
$140. Only seniors have the option of
buying a parking sticker on a semester basis for $70 per semester.
last year, parking stickers were
$35 per semester, and all students
had the option of buying the sticker
on a semester basis.

But this price hike isn't the result
of JMU doubling the price to park on
ciunpus. Instead, this year's fees are
the regular price that is necessary for
the university to pay for a parking
deck that is slated to be completed in
summer 2000, Towana Moore, assistant vice president for business services, said.
"last year it was announced fees
would be assessed at one-half the
normal rate during the first year of
vehicle registration fees," said
Moore. 'This year we are instituting

KATIE WILSON/asslist•nl photo tditor
Some students Nld they will take the bus rather then
pay $140 to pert< In commuter spec:es such • Y-lot.

Student injured in a

-strong-arm robbery

Lemish -

AD position filled
after long search

ELLYHANNON

news editor
A JMU freshman
was injured on campus
by a group of non-students during an alleged
strong-arm robbery

lflKE
GESARIO
sports editor

lt

After several mon ths of
searching, JMU found the man
who will lead the university's
athletic programs into tl\e new
millennium, naming Jeff Bourne
its new director of athletics.
Bourne, who had ,\'(Q~ed in.
Virginia Tech's a~\f~P'H-'
ment..for
director at Georgia Tech, is the
third athletic director in JMU
history. He succeeds Don lemish, who announcecfhiS.resfgnation in December. Tom Martin,
the JMU's men's soccer coach,
had been serving as the iliterim
athletics director.
"Jeff Bourne has the combina·
tion of background and skills
that we are looking for at JMU in
terms of administration, financia l management, marketing,
see A.THLETIC page 9

see PERMIT page 9

between 1 and 1:15a.m.

on Saturday.
According to a
uTimely Notification"

bulletin released by the
JMU Police, the student
was reportedly walking
back to his residence
hall in the Village when
he passed a group of
three males and two
fP.males, who began a
conversation with him.
A group of five people - three men and
two women - report-

~~~g~s~~~
Sea r ch is on for new
TEVEN LANDRY
senior wrirer

KATIE WILSON/cwbtcw phi>lo <diu>r

'EVERYTHING' IS ALL RIGHT: David Slankard, bass
player for the most famous band from JMU, and his
bandmates. played as part of the freshman orientation festivities Saturday at the Convo. Pa&e 29

Roxie Shabazz resigned from he.r
position as director of admissions on
July30.
Seizing what was described by
Vice President of Student Affairs
Mark Warner as a "wonderful opportunity," she left to become director of
admissions for Spelman College in
Atlanta.

admissifms-tUF<ree.cs.ttfe~r<=----the beginning of August In a phone
interview Friday, Shabazz confirmed
Warner's statement
Spelman, a private women's historically black college, has a student
body of 1,888.
Shabazz's departure, however,
left a huge void in what Warner said
is a "critical job." JMU is currently
searching for a new director of
admissions and already has a pool of
applicants for the position, he said.

Shabazz began her new job as
director of admissions for Spelman at

New Kid In Town

The Last Dance

The Rewhtn& Uneup=' - - - -

JMU football Coach Mickey Matthews has his

A Jersey girl shares her experience
seeing ·The Boss" in concert for her

cr-et

Therese Wolden ('99). P • 41

see ROBBERY page 9
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!m.l8'i$Ji-!94i:JI
• Coach Dave Lombattlo used 18
playe~ In a 1-0 win
WI/IJ the DulleS' fi~t game withOUt

edly commented on his
designer shirt, watch,
eyeglasses and jewelry.
They mentioned they
were non-students
from the Virginia Beach
area, according to the
bulletin. Three men
were between the ages
of 16 and 20; one female

work cut out for him as he takes owr a team
that was 3-S last year. But he's optimistic
about the team's attltude and talent. p_,. 43

first time during his final perfor·
maoce in his home state. PICe 33

see SEARCH page 9
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House Editorial:

streakWlQ aaoss the Quad.
• Jeffrey S. Johnson, 22, of
Matvero, Pa., was arrested and
charged with Indecent exposure
on April 30 at 8 p.m. alter being

POLICE LOG

caught streaking across the Quad.
• Arl unldentlflecl Individual was
observed masturbating near the

JMU Power Plant on May 1 at
8:20p.m.
He was described as a white
male, 22·25 years of age. 8holt
drly blond hair, dal1< blue basebal
cap, while tank lop, rp.y running
sholt6 and white running shoeS.
Cadets later saw him run
through
the
Maplehurst
~He

was not tound

inaaeardl.

Underage PoaMaalon of
Alcohol/Driving Under the
lnlluence

• . . _.. Expown
• Dougraa J. ,-oPii,- 2S,
Kingwood. Texas. wae emtsled
and charged with Indecent
eiCpOIUre on April SO 818 p.m.
after being caught streaking
aao. . . CMd.

• Cyprian Mendell" 20. of

-or Falifu. Wai.......,..Sc:t.ged

In olher 1NIIn. '*"flUS police

report . . fablirv:

Rape
• A rape , . . ,..,art.d on June
22. The rape ..._., QCQA'Ied
on~ No furtllr dMIIIa •

8lllllllllle.

• Hugh Gannon, 23, ol Berwyn.
PL, was arrested and charged
wllh Jndeoent exposure on April
SO at 8 p.m. after being caught

DUI and underage
p:sm 'en olllcohal on"'- 14

with

at2a.m.allrhllc:araudcapale
on the hiking trail between the

ConYoc:alion cn.r ..... 0.,.
Inn.

Drtvlng Under thelnlluence
• Non-student

Jeffery

M.
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WEDNESDAYI SEPIEMBER 1

it ~· Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.,, CCM House (t052
s.Main St.), 9 p.m, sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry

high WF, low 60"P
Mc!Mlo\r. Partly cloudy.

high 81)0F, Iow 61°F

it lnterVarsity Christian FeUowship Prayer and Praise, 7 p.m. ISAT
CFW Room. call Sarah at 574-4980
'

MARKET WATCH
AMEX

f/1'60
close: 782.52

NASDAQ

S&P 500

frts.n

,,13.74

close: 2758.90

close: 1348.27

Friday, Aug. 27, 1999

How to place a classified:
Come to 1ltt Breeze office
weekdays between 8 a.m.
andSp.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first tO
words, $2 for each additional
10 words; boxed classified,
$10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday
. .
for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be patd 1t1
advance in 1ltt Breeze office.
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JMU rated top southern school
U.S. News & World Report names JMU #1 for sixth year in a row
INA MONTEFUSCO
news editor
JMU was named the top public
Southern regional university in U.S. NtwS
& World Report's annual September rank·
ings issue for the sixth yea.r in a row.
Of all public and private schools in the
South, JMU was tied for third with Stetson
University (Fla.). Stetson and the two
schools ranked above JMU, the University
of Richmond and Rollins College (Fla.),
are all private with higher costs and small·
er student bodies.
Richmond has about <l.SOO students,
Rollins has about 2.000 and Stetson has
abou t 3,000. JMU has nearly 15.000 students enrolled this semester.
wnus is a great cxxnpliment to the slcill
a.n d dedication of our faculty and to the
great ab ilities of our students, w JMU
President Linwood Rose said in a press

release. "It is certainly possible to attach
too much significance to magazine polls,
but it's always welcome news when JMU
is included in a na tiona! ranking on academic quality. w
Rose said he was also pleased JMU
retained its ranking while it expanded its
enrollment and programs.
Mark Warner, vice president for student affairs, echoed Rose's hesitation to
give too much meaning to the ratings, but
welcomed the national attention.
wrd rather be in there than not,w he
said. "What's more important [than the
rankings) is the experience people have
while they're here."
USN&WR oompares schools in several
categories: academic reputation, graduation rate, retention rate, faculty resources,
class size, student/faculty ratio, student
selectivity, 6nancial resources and alumni
giving rate.

by a survey of presidents, provosts and
admissions directors at colleges.
JMU ranked second in the South in
academic reputation, behind the
University of Richmond.
"That magazine has a very extensive
program of using statistic information,w
said Fred Hilton, director of media rela·
tions. "They go about this in a very scien·
tific fashion, collecting data on dozens and
dozens of different variables. When JMU
is repeatedly cited, it's an indication we
have a high quality academic program.w
]MU has been recognized by several
ranking polls, including Kiplinger's
Ptrsonlll FiTIIlna, Americl's 100 Best Col1tgt
Buys 2000, the 1999 edition of The Princdon
The magazine bases 75 percent of a RnMw Guide to the Best 311 Colleges, Tht
school's rank on a formula with objective Fiske Guide to Colleges, Mother ]ones, Tht
measures of academic quality. The remain- Guide of the 101 Best V11lues in Americll's
ing 25 percent comes from a national sur- Colleges 11nd Universities and Mont y
vey on academic reputation, determined Magazine.

HOW JMU RATES

• Top public southern regional univer&ty for the slx1h year in a roN
• Third of all public and private
Southern schools, behind the
University of Richmond, Rollins
College (Fla.) and tied with Stetson
University (Fla.)
• Second in the South in academic reputation, behind the University of
Richmond
• Has lower tuition and mote students
than University of Richmond, Rollins
College and Stetson University
• Ranklngs are based on objective
measures of academic quality and
national surveys

Report says fundraising
is critical to university
Centennial Commission releases JMU study
EUYHANNON
news editor

K

The Centennial Commission answered

JMU President Unwood Rose's challenge
to constnld a document that would shape
the next decade of the university with the
releae of their advisory report in May.
The document combines broad
descriptions of the Commission's vision
for JMU's educational and social phiJoso.
phy with specific recommendations rang·
ing from the creation of new offices to
studying whether JMU should move to
Division I-A footbell
"The Centennial cOmmission did an
outstanding jab in ~ areas that
m ust be st:res&ed for JMU 'to p rosper in
the future,w Rose s.id. NJ commend all
the Commission members for the hard
worit and clear thinking that resulted in
the report. w
The report h as three sections: a n
introduction, a summary of the 12 core
and supporting characteristics that will
define JMU in 2008 and recommendations the Commission report stresses
must be completed in order for JMU to
epitomize the core and supporting characteristics described.
Recommendations are 1isled under the
subheading of the core or supporting
characteristic it was designed to support.
The Commission ranked all recornmenda·
lions into groups of either priority one,
two or three. There is no rank within each
priority group.
The Commission report states that cer·
tain recommendations must be acted
upon in order for JMU to become the
university described . The report states,
"We believe all of the recommendations
are important to achieving our goals but

the recommendations labeled priority one
a re the most u rgent ones. We believe
these recommendations must be implemented if JMU Is to become the university we have described.
Recommendations involving fwlding
and financial concerns are prominent
among the priority one groups. The report
includes a call for increased financial aid,
need-and merit-based, as weU as initiating
H
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ments. First, JMU must develop substan·
tial new sources of funding. State fund.
ing simply will not be sufficient to con·
tinue growth in existing programs much less support new initiatives."
The Commission's repor t contains
many new initiatives, all of which must
receive funding before being enacted.
Roger Soenksen, professor of speech comm unication and media arts and design,
who a.lso served as chair of the Faculty,
Staff, and Student Development commit·
tee, said the Commission did what it
thought was best for students and the
university without taking funding into

cOnsideration.
"We didn 't wo rry abo\tt

SoeNalen said. "What was impottant to us
was putting together the best plan for the
future of the university, for the students.N
Role agrees that finding funding is a priority. "Unquestionably, JMU wilT have to
increasingly look toward enhancing pri·
vale funding." Rose said. "We are grateful
for the support that does come from the

governor and legislature, but we also rec·
ognize that private funding is essential for

JMU to achieve true excellence."

Another priority one recoaunendation
in the report was moving aD academic programs located in Anthony-5eeger
HaU to the east side of South Main Street
for safety reasons no later than fall 2000.
Another safety recommendation included
hir ing a consultant to anticipate and
develop a plan for JMU's parking and
traffic needs in 2(01.
The Commission also recommended
developing Carrier Library's resources,
reducin.g teaching loads, applying for a
chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, creating an
sta~

research examining how new sources of
funding can be tapped and cur rent

sources expanded.
The Centennial Commission's co·
chairs, Virginia Andreoli-Mathie, psy·
chology depa r tment head, and
Alexander Berry, iuunediate past rector
of the JMU Board of Visitors, stressed the
importance of funding in a letter written
by them to Rose t hat pre~eded the
report. They w rote, HThe Commission
recognizes that our success in 2008
depends on ... fundamental require-

see RBPORT page 5
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SCHOOL YEAR?

We Didn't Invent The Chicken,
Just The Chicken Sandwich.•

APPLY TODAY:

Joining the Chlcl:-fii-A team means ...

Positions Starting $6.50 per hour!*

Flex!Vfe scheduling Variety of positions
Every other Saturday off - Every Sunday off
Wori:Jna at one of the highest paying jot>s on campus
N

Promotions to Over $9 per hour
Highest Starting Pay on Campus!

And ... much, much more!
Stop t>y Chick-fil-A io pick up an application and hurry
to 11ecome the newest memt>er of the Chick-fil-A team!
1

:
:
1

Jim Ulmer, Manager
Angle Welsh. Assistant Manager
Jennifer Rainville. Student Manager

:

(540) 568 - 7526
chick-fll-a@jmu.edu

FUN PLACE TO WORK!
EXCELLENT PAY!
NO WEEKENDS!

·

L------------------------.JL---------------

I

GnYOUR
1999 ·00
JMU RECYCLE
MUG!

FRII YO ALL MEAL PLAN

HOLDia:

PICK UP ITARTING AUGUIY ~0
FROM GIDOIU HALL,
III1"RAAICU 2/3 OR 4/ 5,
THROUGH FaiDAY, IIPT. 10.

REDUCE
REUSE
RECYCLE!
LOOKING FOR NUTRITION
INFORMATION?
Call Michele Cavoto, Dining Services' staff
nutritionist at 568-3916.
Services are FREE to all meal plan holders.
Additional information on menu Items can be
obtained on the dining services webpage:

··=GRE

N?

tha'~
as easy:
as•••

2 s llcea cheese pizza
bag of chips
32 oz. founta in soda
2 c heeseburger•
regular fries
32 oz. fountain aoda
b asket of nuggets
s mall orde r of fries
32 oz. fountain soda
small pasta w/ sauce
tossed salad
32 oz. fountain soda
c hicken wrap or
veggie wrap
32 oz. f ountain soda

ev~1ay
pc

Dining services
has immediate
openings for

student associates.
Starting pay is
$6.00 with a
variety of positions

d
flexible schedules. apply today!
and
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sleeve shirt and pants, threw a luggage cam.
er through a lounge area window of Dingle-

tine HaD on May 2 at12:57 a.m.
Gr11nd t.an:.nyJForgery
was • The treasurer of the Alpha Phi sorority • Unidentified individuals allegedly stopped
arrested and charged with possession of reportecly found seven blank checks dtafted up the sinks, turned on the faucets and flood-

Poueaalon of MariJuana

• John A. Gi[lllm, 18, of Lynch Station,

marijuana on April 28 at 3:09 a.m. on the
fourth floor of POIOmaC Hal.
Undel'llge Pouesalon of Alcohol
• Non-student David M. Baggeta, 19, of
Chantilly, was arrested and charged with
underage poesession of alcohol In E-lot on
April 'Z1 8111:45 p.m.
• Kevin M. Collins, 19, of Harrisonburg, was .
arrested and cl'larged with underage pos1189slon of aJoohol on April28 at 3:58 a.m. aftef a
vehlde stop at the inlelaection of Blueelone
and Port Repldc Road.
• Maty K. Bowser, 18, of Harrisonburg, was
arreatlld and charged with underage pos1189sion of lloohol on April29 at 3:58 a.m. altar a
vehicle atop al the inelrMdlon of Bluestone
DIM and P01t Republc Road.
• Oouglaa 0 . Wixted, 19, of Fairfax was
.,.,..... and d1argld wllh ~ pos1189slon of llcohol on a.t.y 7 at 7:30 a.m. In the
Gerber ..... flower bed.

REPORT, from page 3

office complimentary to the
Center for Multicultural
Student Affairs that would
serve the needs of faculty and
staff members and drafting a
plan to cap ]MU's enrollment at
15,000 students.
Other priority one recom mendations include developing
marketing and public relations
plans to promote JMU's image
as a student-centered university
throughout the region and
nation.
According to the March 25
issue of The Breeze, the 12 charac·
teristics were decided upon by
the Commission after extensive
discussion
within
the
Commission's four committees:
Academic and Student Support
Programs, Faculty, Staff and
Student Development; Resources
and Infrastructure and External
Constituencies, whjch sought
input from university and
Harrisonburg community members by hosting open forums and
monitoring discussion on the
CommissioO's Web board.
Soenksen said after the char·
acteristics were established,
each committee made recommendations as to how each
characteristic could be realized
by~ and submitted them to
the steering committee, which
then compiled the final report.
The steering committee consist·
ed of Andreoli-Mathie, Berry
and the four committee chairs:
Soenksen, Kay I<nickrehm, professor of political science and
chair of the Academics and
Student Support Programs oorn·
mittee, Karen Forcht, professor
of computer information sys·
terns and chair of the Resources
and Infrastructure committee,
and James Dudley, chair of the
External Constituencies com·
mittee and a representative
from the Harrisonburg business
community.
In December, Rose said he
would review the report with the
college deans and vice presidents.
Then, he would discuss the report
with the Boa.rd of Visitors and
release a document that would
become the university's "strategic
plan" fo.r the next decade.
Mark Warner, vice president
of student affairs, said Rose did
just that.
"The initiatives for the future
of the university will draw heav·
ily from the Centenn ia l
Commission report, the Board of
Visitors retreat, and input from
individuals and groups on cam·
pus," Rose said. '1 plan to dis·
russ my ideas on JMU's future in
detail d uring mY. inaugural

Hospital emergency room.
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Unclllrage Ponnalon of Alcohol/
Po.....lon of FaiM Ope,.tor'a

~

• ...... IC. c.tllle, 21. Gl "di •• llllll;t,
............ ctwgld . . . . . . .
IICiliUtl J Cl( alcobollnd P~llllllon of a
.._ opelllar'a bnN,on AprilS • 1:00

.....

• T..., A. Hlgln, 11, of AluMdrla, . _
....., - ct.ged wll\ undngl pollllltlion of elcohol Mel pGIHSiion of falee
~·..._on May 7 1117:30 a.m. In

a

the o.tler Hill . . . bed.

Undel'llge Pa IIIIIIOn of Alcohol/

Poaetllon of F81MidlniHicllllon
• o.non.Ptlllpl. 11, of Vienna, . . . . . . .
ed and c:lwgld will undil9 pa111111Dn of
alcohal and pollllll~i of ..... ldll. . . .
on May 7 at 7:30 a.m. In the Garber Hall
llower bed.

Alcohol and Streaking Related
~dExpoauN

• A JMU atuct.nt wu Judicially charged
wtth tncac:.nt exposure on April 30 at 7:46
p.m. on the Cluld In front ofWilllon Hill.
The student tllppecl I)V8f a temporaty
fence while Aa8ldng, Ill, and Iii hill head on

a conctllllid8walk, Jcnaddng himMll WIOOnsciouB. A Btudlnt 1ra1n1t attended to hill medIcal needs before the arrival of the rescue
equad. Friends '*-., ..he student pending
the arrival of the omce,r. The- subject was
transported to the Rockingham Memorial

·;;~

.....

and made out to a family member of another
sorority member. The total amount of the
seven canceled checka written was
$1 ,747.12. This Incident occurred In April, but

was reported Aug. 13.
Grand lMceny
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole
power tools and related equipment that
belonged to an outside contractor from a
wort< site at the Medical Arts building while
the contractor had left the area unattended
and unaecurecl on Aug. 9 between 6 and 6:30
p.m.
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly slole two
MTX 1'Z' subwoofer apeakara from a vehicle
In .J.Iot on Aug. 26 between 12:30 and 2:37
a.m.
The damage to the vehicle . . $100.

• Unldenlifled lnclvlduall allegecly broke Into
a vehicle In Z-lot and Aile a RCA CO player
WOI1h $100 and a face plall for a Sony rwdo

ed the floofs in all three sections of lkenbeny
Hal on May 7 at 12:57 a.m.
• Unidentified indlvk:luals allegedly damaged
a gasoline-powered water pump at the CISAT
retention pond between May 6 at 3 p.m. and
May 7 at 7 a.m.
·
• Unidentified Individuals allegecty damaged
a large glass panel at the College Center on
May 18 at 8:55p.m.
A cadet on patrol discovered the damage,
which appeared to have been caused by a
suspected BB shot.

• Unidentified individuals allegedly made PfY
marks on a metal latch plate outside the
Breeze office on June 10.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly kicked In
the doOr of a summer wr8llllng camper stayIng In Hoffman Hall on July 12 at 12-.52 p.m.
l..oclcsmiths were called to repair the damaged lock.

• Unidentified Individuals allegedly pried
open locked cabinets in Taylor Down Under
WOI1h $250 on Aug. 26 814:34 a.m.
conlalnlng compulef'a between J4iy 22 81 11
The damage to the vehicle W8l $100.
p.m. and July 23 817:55 a.m.
• Unldenllfled lndlvlduala allegecly ltOie a
$25 WOI1h of damage W88 done to the cabaillhalm a.xy ~. Mocfll V470, 1M- fnl*, bulb~ . . . not Allen.
II number 171, JMU 103512. belwMn mkf.
lble and~ Aug.
PellJ LMceny
The prqector II WOI1h $1,000. M polllblll- • Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole
._ . . . 8lChaultld In the encteevor to locale $177 from a safe in the F88liYaUCollege Ceohunlt
-between May 1 and Aug. 10.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
Propalty Damege
hang tags lrom the personal cars of two
• Jabell Outlz, 22. of Upper Marlloro, Met.. housekeepers In S·toton Aug. 25 at 1:10
wa arresled and charged wllh property dam- a.m.
age on Juty 2 at 2-m a.m., after rwpor1ecly
Bo4h cars were left unlociced by their ownthrowing objec:ta Into a ~Y near P·lot ers.
and damaging. Foundation Ylhlcle.
• An unidentified lnctvldual, described as a
Hispanic male, weighing 165 pounds., 5-7,
Deslruc:tton of Public Property
wearing a white T·shir1. baggy blue jeans and
• An ·unidentified Individual allegedly flip flops, alege<ly r8ITICMid and canled away
punc:tled a hole In a stall wall in the fourth the new Bnleze sigl, which wes localed out·
lloor men's room of PotorMc Hal on April 26 side of the Breeze office in Anthony·Seegef
between 2:45 and 3:05a.m. Damage 18 esti· HaD.
mated at $150.
• lJIlldllilled inciMcllall allegecly punched Peeping TomiProwler
holel through the walls of two men'a beth- • A white mate subject wearing an 018nQ8
rooma In PoDnac ..... on Aprfl30 8112 p.m. shirt W8l obaerWd hiding in ~hrubs and look·
Damage was elllmated at $300 In one beth- lng Into windDws In Wayland Hall on May 3 at
room and S50 In anoe-.
2:56a.m.
• All Individual kldcad In a door in Oatber
He was gone upon arrival of campus
Hill between April 29 al 11:30 p.m. and April police.
30 8112:01 a.m.
• A male subject, rac:e undete rmined,
The peraon responsible W8l Identified, but dressed In black, wearing a face covering,
was not arrested. The damage was estimated wes obMtved at the rear of Bell Hall on May
tobe$400.
3 at 11:43 p.m.
• Two unidentified white males of college
The subject fled toward Cantrell Avenue
age, one wearing a hat, light colored long and was not found.

Welcome Back JMU Students!
Start planning your future
with Pheasant Run Townhomes!
Open House
Today from 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Free Domino•·s Pizza, Drinks, and Prizes.
QlOl will be broadcasting live.
t'rom JMU tal<< South Main St. and tum ldl
on ROttO A>r. ""n.s from tht Hartm:ul Dod&•

ju.<t pAStthr 1,2,.1 MOtl< Thutrr.
On Rocco. tum rl~:ht on Ph<aunt Run Clrdr.
Thr Modd/Ome<e h loaotrd at579 Phr-nt Run Ordr.
P.rtdn& is a>allllbl•ln thr Ph<ll.'lllnt Run Townhumt' Lut.

Call801-0660 or 877-266-7786
for more information.
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Freshmen map it, pack it, live it
New orientation program eases students into university life

GINA M~NTEFUSCO
_ news tdlfor

~reshmen are now being treated to
a kmder, gentler orientation.
Instead of having a two-day orien·
tation during the summer, freshmen
now attend a three -par t orientation
program: " Map It O ut": a one-da y
program in July, "Pack It," a four·dav •
progra m right before fall classes begin
and "Live It," a series of programs
spread out over the first semester.
During "Map It Out," s tudents met
with their advisers, set up their e-mail
accounts, toured residence halls,
received JAC cards, took assessments
and received infor mation on their
majors. The studen ts arrived on cam·
pus at 8 a.m. and left at 6 p.m.
Freshmen arri ved on Thursday to
begin their four-day orientation a nd
move into their do rms. Their sched·
ules were busy every day, with
assessment tests, informal sessions
with Orientation Program Assistants
(O PAs) and FReshmen Orientation
Guides (FROGs), and concerts.
Lee Ward, the director of the
Cente r for Leadersh ip, Service and
Transitio ns, said the new format
reflects an attempt to give freshmen a
more complete preparation for life at
college.
"We th o ught as a university we
could do a better job preparing fresh·
men for their experience," he said.
"The way we used to do it was good
but not adequate. There were a lot

ALEX VESSELSfpilo«J tdiJqr

Freltlmen tlcicked to the Convocation Center on Friday niCM for MUte Nlllht at the
~·"Deejays from C111111US rediG station WXJM opened the entertainment show.

more things students needed to learn
~9 be successful."
·
• The class of 2003 has spent more
time interactihg with current students
a nd has had more opportunities to
talk informally with faculty about aca·
demic expectations. Ward said these
sessions help students adapt to the
new environ\flent and better work
through transition issues that come

with entering college.
"They'll be better equipped to deal
with those transitio ns," he said .
"They' ll e nter the first day of classes
with more tools a.n d [Pe) more aware of
what the challenges are going to be."
Twenty-five OPA$ and abou t 100
volunteer FROGs are helping orienta·
tion run s moothly.
· " I think it's going really w ell,"

junior OPA Jess Westcott said. "It's
challenging since it's the first year. I
think it is well worth it to have the
freshmen acclimated to the university
before classes start. "
Ward agrees the new program is
going well.
"It's going great," he said. "We had
a chance [on Thursday] to talk to a lot
of students and parents and they seem
very happy with the program. It's been
a lot of work, but we' re thrilled."
Some freshmen said they have been
enjoying o ri entation, bu t that the
schedule is very time-consuming.
" I thi nk it's good if you want to
meet people," freshman Abby Betz
said. "But we need more free time."
Freshman Tracey Messina said,
"You can't just move in. I think a lot of
the activities should be more optional."
During previous o rienta tion pro·
grams, students registered for classes,
took placement exams and received
their JAC cards.
"All of that is important and has to
be done, but it doesn't prepare you for
the kinds of c!lallenges you have as a
student," Ward said. " It doesn't give
you a sense of what the clit:nate at JMU
is really like. It's all very logistical and
mechanical, but certainly not anything
that would help students be acclimated
to the university."
Ward said JMU will make a few
minor changes to the orientation pro·
gram and will keep the same format in
place for next year.

ARA HAFER

anyone in the office, • he said. "This
means that students and parents were
being satisfied at the hall staff level."
Around 3.000 freshmen had. the cam·
• 1 think it was hyped up to be a
pus to themselves on Thursday as they chaotic experience but it turned out OK.•
moved into their dorms two days before Hillside resi4ent adviser Rhaucheeca
upperclassmen.
Fuller said. "Parenl.l acted like- they had
On a day that is typically described as known ~ for years." .
·
one of the most chaotic at JMU, many . . ~As .fr!JIIl qpperdassmen .)Wis and· ~
Office of Residence Life staff membere, ~~ Mprl'l!atiOAs like tiiferVarsity
freshmen and parand Campus
ents thought the day
Crusade For
ran smoothly.
G:hrist
also
After a week of
helped in halls
training and prepa·
by assisting parration, O RL staff
e nts a nd resi membe rs opened
d ents with the
the doors to JMU's
•
"
m o v e • i n
ALEX VESSELSfp/low tdi1or
freshman residence
process.
~ a Ulle¥lsion ttwouch campua, freshman 8lian Boyd and his fattlef Rl.a Boyd
hallsat8a.m.
" It went a lot hed plenty of CCJ1111*1Y • 3 ,000- students and their .,.,.nts arrived Thursday.
Staff members
Laurea Rley •bette r than I
" I think the enti re process went meeting and a va riety of performances
handed o ut room
Freshman expected," freshcondition forms and
man
Lauren really well," she said. "The parents and activities around campus.
Hall directors said they were con·
keys, collected hall counc:il dues, led resi· Riley said. "There were many nice people seemed happy and there were neve r
dents to their rooms, directed traffic and who were willing to help. It helped my any back-ups. The RAs were very tent with the move-in process for the
enthusiastic and they did a great job."
freshman class.
did everything they could to ensure that dad from having a corona.ry."
Check-in ended at about 5 p.m . and
"Move-in was as smooth a process as
freshman move-in day was a success.
Freshman Jacq uie Payne said, "The
Associate Director of Residence Life day seemed really well organized to was followed by a full evening of ori· you could expect it to be," HiHside Hall
Director Jason Shaffer said. "There are
Chris Gatesman said this year's fresh· me. Everyone was so friendly and entation activities.
Activi t ies included a welcome always little things that come up but you
man move-in day was one of the most helpful to my parents and me. •
organized he'd seen in the 12 years he
Huffman Hall Direc to r Amand a speech from JMU President Linwood deal with them. My staff and I put a lot
has worked here.
Calhoun said parents seemed satisfied Rose, programs with O r ienta ti on of time and preparation into opening
Program Assistants, a hall and floor this hall and I think it showed."
"This is the first yea.r I haven't seen with the move-in day.

T

staff writer

"The

.

re were many nzce
people who were willing
tO help. /t helped my dad
from havmg a coronary.
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432-9963
Mainstreet Bar & Grill is perfectly located at 153 South Main Street in downtown Harrisonburg.

Plan Your Entire Month! Check Out Our Calendar Located @
www.MegaWattlnc.co111
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Pennit fees ·r uffle student feathers
PERMIT, from page 1

the normal charge."
Some students said they feet
like they are being forced to fork
over the fee and they 're not
happy about it.
"I think it's o utrageo us,"
sophomore Jamie Bolton said. "..
. I don't like the idea, especially
since it was half price last year."
Senio r Matt Whipkey said ,
'1t's highway robbery."
Students aren't the only people
required to pay for parking. Faculty and staff also had to start
paying for parking last year.
The p r ice faculty and staff
must pay for parking is based on
their incomes.
Workers earning an annual
sa la r y between $2., 500 and
$29,999, the lowest bracket. must
pay
for parking ~ this year.
faculty and staff eaniing between
$40,000 and $59,999 must pay

sn

$216 for parking. Employees registration fee."
Possibilities include building
earning $80,000 or more, the
highest salary brackef, must pay additional parking on the ClSAT
campus and leasing parking lots.
$360.
"Of course I prefer not to pay In addition, the fee helps the
for it," sp eech communication parking division maintain lots
instructor Victoria Emmert said. and enforce rules and regula " But paying for p arking is not
unusual for a university."
"It's always a source of com·
plaining when you have to pay
bfjery. "
for something you didn't have to
pay for ~re." Emmert said.
Matt Whipkey
The fee was instituted to
senior
finance the construction of even
m~ parking areas in addition to
the 520 spaces that wilL lie aea4led tions, Moore said.
in the deck.
However, what upsets many
"Due to the fact that state
students who are paying the fees
funds cannot be used for parking. now is the fact that they won't
we were not able to build much
have the chance to use the park·
. needed parking
without ingdeck.
charging the users a fee( ~oore · "''m angry I'm paying for a
said. " As a result faculty, staff
parking garage I'll never use,"
and students now pay a vehicle

" It's highway
ro

fad!ities

senior Lori Ann Clifton said. '1'm
also angry that they're destroying
the most beautiful spot on campus to build it."
The deck will be located
behind Bridgeforth Stadium ncar
Newman Lake.
"L think it's absolutely horri·
ble," senior Testa Martinez said.
Marti nez said the lake is the
centerpiece of JMU a nd it's the
first thing people see when they
come on campus.
While some s tud ents have
made the decision to pay for the
convenience, others are deciding
to do without.
Senior Stephanie Johnson is
paying $70 for the first semester.
Johnson said she's only buying
the stic.ker this semester because
she has a night class.
However, Johnson doesn't
plan to p ay 'tor a s ticker n ext
semester. She said she wiU ride

the bus instead.
Johnson said buying the stick·
er was a waste of money and that
it's unfair for upperclassmen to
help pay for a parking deck
they'U never get to use.
Junior Hoda Kazemifar agrees.
"I'm motivated to take the bus
this yea.r," she said .
Kazemifar is undecided about
paying for a sticker. She is going
to try riding the bus for the first
few days to see if she really neros
a sticker. ..,. don't know if it's
worth it this year," she sa.id. "'t's
easier jusf to take the bus back
and forth."
It's uncertain whether students
might have to pay more in the
future, Moore said.
" It is impossib le to p redict
future ciroJmstances, but it is our
hope to keep the registration fee
constant for next year," Moore
said.

Athletic de"partme~~ :i s 'Bounie' again. Rijbbery
leaves
student
ATB.LBTIC, from page 1

needs of 27 different teaiils, Bourne said he
can' t worry about trying to please every·

fund raising and most importantly leading one in the department..He said he wil{ try
our coaches and student-athletes;"· JMU to convince everyone in· the athletic- proPresident Linwood Rose said at the press gram to believe in a common vision of bet·
conference held on May 26 to introduce tering the progmn as a whole. Along the
Bourne as the new athletic director. "He has way he hopes to build on what he calls "a
a strong fiscal background and a strong strong foundation" built by the lower tier
badcground in athletic administration at two sports while improving the more high·proquality programs, two programs which are fil!! programs.
also highly successful. He's committed to
"We've bad a lot of sports that have done ·
excellence, he's commit11!d to the concept of well,'' said the J9.year-<>ld Bourne, pointing
the student-athlete that we know at JMU, out the men's swimming program. trade and
he's rocnmit11!d to winning and winning by 6eld, field hockey and lac:ro6se. " We want to
the rules."
continue our commitment to all of them. But
A native of Salem a nd a graduate of we allo need to be suo::essful in football and
Bridgewater College. Bourne said he feels at baslcdlaiL nw.t a1e the sports that are high
home in this area. This and several other rea- profile sports that our constituency across
sons sparked his interest in the athletics the country a.nd in our local community
probably view the II108t"
,
director job at JMU.
Bourne is still getting to know his staff
"The reputation of the school was one of
the largest factors that made me interested and It is too early to expect any major
in this job to start with," Bourne said. "I chantes WithlJ\ the atnletic programs. In
think probably the single most important (act, he wants io~1he creation of a varaite.r ia of my desire to come here was to sity soltball team one more year in order to
come bade to a program that I felt was an have more time to evaluate the a lready
untapped potential. f reaDy believe that existing programs. Before creating any new
inltiaUvu, 'Bowne saJd he would like to
about etllldm."
Ln a job wllere he needs to address the meet with the athletic staff in October to

plan the program's future and hopefully
have the department fully staffed and a plan
ready to go by Jan. 1.
"We are going-to develop a strategy for
where we think James Madison University
should be a year from now, three years from
now, five years from now and out from
there. Those strategies will addn!$5 a whole
host of tl$\gs that we do here," Bourne said.
Some of Bournt!'~ early ideas include a
more aggressive sates program, more inter·
action with the community and s tudent
body, and developing a larger alum.n i support base across the state.
Bourne said he realizes it will take a lot
of work to accomplish his goals, but he said
he is ready to undertake the chaUenges that
lie ahead.
•
"To have a chance to be able to do something like this and be on a program like we
are at this point in limf' is exciting for me.
When.things are complacent and there isn't
any change, I get bored. For me this is a chal·
lenge," Bourne said"' took this job with the
intent of bemg here a long time. I have no
intention of leaving this school. I love it
here. I think it's a plaoe where I can live for a
long time and be really happy, I'm in for the
long haul. •

Search·for admissions director is in high gear
SEARCH, from page 1
"We're going to take as long
as it takes to get the right per·
son," Warner said.
David Barnes, director of the
University Center, is leading the
committee that will look at the
pool of applicants for the posi·
tion and eventually make their
recommendations to Randy
Mitchell.• the associate vice presi·
dent for student suocess.
Because the admissions direc·
tor is an integl'al part of universi·
ty operations, Mitchell will pre-

"We're looking for somebody
sent the committee's recommen·
dations to JMU President Lin· who has skills ... who has done
if not the job, close
wood Rose,
who has the ---------------------- to the job, at a
final say.
H
comparable insti·
tut ion, "Ba rnes
Barnes said
the commit·
sai~ committee
tee, that meets
for the first
will,~ook for _anh
app tcant w tt
time
this
David
Banaes
good
communica·
Thursday, will
University Center director tion, supervisory,
look closely at
planning- and
the pool of
applicants to fin d a suitable organizational ski lls, Barnes
said.
replacement.

We, re looking
for somebody who
has skills. ... "

JMU has advertised locally
and nationally in magazines and
sent letters to universities and
colleges across the coun try in
order to recruit a pool of appli·
cants.
lhe preference date for appli·
cations for the position was Aug.
13, but Barnes stressed that date
was not a deadline. He said
there is currently a pool o f 30
applicants for the position.
Barnes declined to comment
on whether any JM U faculty
had applied for the position.

,

with cut
ROBBERY, from page 1

was between 16 and 20 years old,
the other female was in her mid·
to-late 20s.
The s tudent returned to his
residence hall and was possibly
followed by several members of
the group, according to the bul·
letin. After briefly returning to
his room.• the student left his resi·
dence hall and walked toward
Dingledine Hall. He was then
approached from beh!nd by one
or more per$ons who pushed
him into a" light pole and-then to
the ground. The suspects alleged·
Iy stole the s tudent's necklace
and fled.
Alan MacNutt, director of
public safety, said the student
sustained a cut to the forehead
and a possible concussion from
the attack.
The student said he "came to
his senses" shor tly after th e
attack and realized that his eye·
glasses and wa tch band were
broken, MacNutt said.
JMU Police were notified by
phone of the attack at 2:03 a.m.
on Saturday. MacNutt said he
does not know who placed the
call to the police.
According to the buUetin, the
student was taken to Rocking·
ham Memorial Hospital for treat·
menl He has been released.
The incident is s till under
active investiga ti on by JMU
Police.

, The Br~~

en: 'fbe President's Cabinet needs
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Only 10 openings left to be filled!

-

The JMU Duke Club is searching for motivated individuals
to host Duke Club members in the President's Cabinet
Room for home football and basketball games during the
1999-2000 school year. This is your chance to interact with
alumni and~ friends of the University on a regular basis.

• The Cabinet Room is open prior to
all home football and basketball
games and at halftime of home
basketball games.
• There are 5 home football games this
season and last year there were 14
home men's basketball games and 11
home women's basketball games.
• The Cabinet Room is open to
approximately 200 Duke Club
members.

If you are interested in becoming a member of the President's Cabinet Staff, please contact the
JMU Duke ~lu~ 568-6461 , or via e-mail at dukeclub@jmu.edu.
You must fill out an applzcation and complete an interview prior to the end of the current
school year to be considered for next year.
\

------
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NEWS
Convicted Killer Executed or Murder
of JMU Student
A man found guilty of murdering a 19·
year-old JMU student nine years ago was
put to dea th on July 21 at the Greensville
Correctional Center.
Tommy David
Strickler, 33, was ~~-------
convicted . of
murder•ng
Leann Wh itlock - - - - - - by a jur y in
Augusta County in 1990.
Whitlock was kidnapped from the
Valley Mall in Harrisonburg on Jan. 5,
1990 and was found dead in a field north
of Waynesboro after a 69-pound rock was
dropped on her head.
Strickler was given a stay of execution
in 1995 by U.S. District Judge Robert
Merhige. Two years later, Merhige overturned Strickler's conviction, ruling that
the defense had not been given evidence
that could have helped Strickler's case.
But the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of

n Brief

Appeals in Richmond reversed Mer ·ge's
decision.
Strickler was put to death after the US .
Supreme Court ruled agains t his latest
appeal.

JMU Raises Record for Private Funding
James Madison University raised more
than $5 million in private funding during
FJSCal Year 1998-'99, $1 million more than
last year and twice the amount raised two
years ago.
"The growing success of our fund·rais·
ing efforts demonstrates the additional
emphasis JMU is placing on enhancing
private funding, • JMU President
Linwood Rote said. ~te support will
become increasingly important (of JMU to
maintain the high level of quality that our
students deserve."
More than $2 million was annual support donations. Just under $1S million of
that amount will support academic programs, while the remaining $500,000 will
go toward funding athletic programs.

Another $2 mi ion will go toward the
construction o f the new Alumni Center
that will be built near the College of
Integrated Science and Technology build·
ings.
And $750,000 in private funds will be
added to JMU's endowment. The total
endowment is now about $20S million.
Pr ofessor N am ed Virginia' s Top
Accounting Educator
Donna Street, who has taught at JMU
since 1986, is the recipient of the 1999
Outstanding Accounting Educator Award
of the Virginia Society of Certified Public
Accountants.
Street was recognized in June at the society's 90th convention held in Virginia

Beach.
The award honors a full-time accounting educator for excellence in classroom
teaching and active involvement in the
accounting pror-ion.
A full-time professor of accounting since
1997, Street is the director of the JMU

11

Center for Res earch in Accounting
Education and has coordinated the JMU
Accou n ting program' s in ternational
internship program since 1991.
JMU Researchers Attract $10 Million in
Outside Funding
JMU researchers have reached a miles tone in attracting ex ternal funding for
research and other scholarly activities,
passing the $10 million mark for the first
time.
Research awards to the university,
which focus largely on undergraduate
teaching, have more than tripled in the
past five years.
nus year's total is a 39 percent increase
above last year's Sl:J. million in research
awards.
J;>tojects that received awards range
from a $450 grant to continue student
involvement in an archaeological dig at
the ancestral home of james Madison to a
$2.37 million grant to administer the
Virtual Library of Virginia in 199!F99.

'Emf ofSummer Safe
~l}i~·;S~~~
Tea ~~4C$;.dff .
Select Hiking Bool8 30% off

H.W ~ut'elfll.f J~uidr>) ';11 t
Noith Face W'mdstoilli Sleqing bag 30% bff

1

Select Waterproof/Breathable Jackets" W/o off
-Select Dana Designs Packs 40o/o off

-
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.Welcome Back Studentsl
'. -.
;.

McDonald's is now~offe~\_fuil fl~art time ~
po~tions: crew &. managem~t, ~ur choicer ..,
Work is fun and fast at Mcdonald's!
We offer textbook reimbursement
as well as some great benefits!
~ Apply at your local McDonald's
.P ~
~
or send your resume to:
:

McDonald's Office
3 7 0 Neff Avenue Suit G

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
1544 E Morket St, across from Mr J s
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WELCOME BACK
Mon.· Fri.
8 a.m. -8p.m

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)

Sal

tO a.m.· 6 p.m
Sun.
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.

432-9996

If Your Doctor Is Miles Away And
You Need Treatment For:

Tire Madiscm Ccmrc.-tiou is a lt'am of studcutlemlcrs who call ptrrmts. alumni,
mrd frio•mls uf tlrr rmi11cr~ily fur rcsourcrs to rulrauce tire amdt·mir & atlrll'lio
pmgrams for all ]MU Mudculs.

0 Public Relations & Marketing Experience
0 $6.00-$10.90/Hour with Promotion Opportunities

Sports Injuries
Sprains
Mono

0 Evening Work Schedule - Fri. and Sat Nights off

Strep-Throat
Bronchitis
Lacerations

In-house STD Testing

0 Comprehensive Training

No Appointment Necessary
with X-ray lab on premises

Applications available NOW:
Warren Hall Box Office (near Cashiers)
Monday-Friday 8:30am - 4:30 pm

EMERGICARE

Deadline: Wednesday, September 8

Where Patients are Sending Their Friends

Better your chances lor an interviewsubmit your application early !I

FOR MORE INFORMATION: MJ Ramos. 568-3440. e-mail: ramos1mj@jmu edu
Interviews are held a t Madison Connection Pavilion behind UREC

All Major bank cards accepted and we will file your
insurance claim for you!

Mon.-Sat. 11-8 p.m .
.s·.n, u-s p.m.
w. \1• Jter St.,
'larrisonburg

Ca ll for directions. 433-5550

• H~.n.dreds of New

& Used
& movie posters.
every week.

• Giant and lar•e-sized imported music

• New posters arrivin~

e Very fast special order service at no extra ch~t'e.

blank tapes & more.
• Everyday low, low prices. Most cDs $13.99

~ T-shirts, ma~azines,

New .-,.. ~ ....u·-s: Megadeth, Dixie Chicks, Da

s Of The New, Rammste~n(live)

_....... ,.. ... , -- -· ..
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Blue Foxx ...

!Jliglifawn Pavilion

of f£vents
MON. NIGHT FOOTBALL:
Large screen TV, appetizer specials all
night, halftime food eating contest, & cash
prizes.

GUEST SORORITY
BARTENDER NIGHT:
All .you can eat hot wings at 8 o'clock

LIVE BANDS:
Watch for listing of upcoming
entertainment or call for more
information

LADIES NIGHT:
Live DJ & no cover charge
for the ladies.
·

Watch For

(j 9(jl9{'1J
OP'£9{!9{(j!
Thursday 9/9
ABC ON!
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Artists/writers to draw and write funny comics.
Please send samples to the Breeze to:
Grap·h ics Editor
The Breeze
Gl-Anthony Seewer Hall
MSC 6805

James Madison University
Harrisonburw, VA '2:2JJ07

Vou are Invited to the
Annual t/15 OurdtJtJr .A/(Jvle!
Come see•••

for J:;RLE tonight, ./lugust 30th at 9pm on the Warren/Taylor Patio
(J
University Program Board
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http://www.upb.org
Taylor Hall room 203
568-4UPB
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nation's leodw in college morl<eli"9 is
seeki"9 on~. en~ol student
for the position of arnpu
.
s rep. No toles
irwoMd. Place ocMnising on bulle6n boards
for compon;.s
OS American UpreSS,
Microsoft and Columb;o House.

NOw, lntelos Express is just $99. Erfoy
PrePaid <igilal PCS seM:e, a~ phone
IWld 14) to 50 miMes' of tall tine with no
contract, ad check or searity depoeit.
Pkls, you get stalic·fnle callilg, complete
pl1vacy Md '.tlice Mail wilh Notification.
So see your local CfW lntelos store or
participali19 agent. today.

sucn

• Fabulous eomi1191

+ Port time job
+ Choose 'f04It own hours
• 8· 10 hours per-"·

._...
............... .
c:-pua .... - . -

........

1

-

8oo-487-2 434 Ext . 1111u

\
CfWWP
._Mal,

432-Q53

Food . .. Quick ......:.•..,.,.....
Highway 11 North
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Across from Ray Carr Tires

NIJo 8VIilable through
atAhollzed agents:

c Com. 43S-9888
Port fl)

r..:o. 433-8559

Riey's 8ectronics, 4:J4..3672
Superior Soood, At.11. 564·1944

···~

More ways to bring nwre people together
~~.Paging . 'obloe Mlii•~Mi.-&t*ns

Searly _ . . • "*""lll •l.q llltR:le • Clllle lV • CeiUir •llgitll PCS

.LO

~us on the Wlb: -.nebs.com

-------

Quality handset proWted by

•Dining Room
•Curb Service
•Take-out - ..................
•Catering
Open
Monday • Thursday: 11 a.m. • 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday: 11 a.m. · 10:30 p.m.
Sunday • Noon · 9 p.m.

Telephone: (540) 434·3296• Fax '""n'"'"• ·""""'
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AND .SPEAJ(JNG Of SEI~{(
OPTIMISTIC ABOUT TH£ f\ll\JRE •.• '-'To tht prtsS alone, dttqutrtd
llS il is with ~!buses, tht world is
indebtedfor aU the triumphs
which hm1t btm gained by
reason and lrumanity ovu trror
and OJ11mSSion.

M

- Jtmte$ MtUlison
Edit«
Mtrwgillg tfliJqr
J\d$mltmtga
Ttdlnt>lllgy mJtMgtr
.1\rttlirtdor
PI'DIIut~ion ~

Nnos trlil«.
N&!lofit«
AM. -

tJiitor

o,.a.;... tJiitor

c-.tncy Cnrwlcy
KdlyWbalm
Brandon Hedrick

cresl'felt
DylAn Boacherle

RlckHa.....,
Kdlytluloon
Gina MGCI!tfuaco
lriaDW~

Mei.IIAiot JftUlblp
Amys.&a.o

AM.,._.., ......_

.1\M. . . . . . tJiitor

Style Mil«
focat alifcr·

Janys-..
.w-tMaJWU

Spom ttlilor
Asfl. sport$ ttlilor

Olpy ttlilor •

With growth, ~hange~ Dlust c~me

0

n May 8, Bridgeforth Stadium
was standing room only.
Campus came to a near standstill as the stadium that holds 12,500
Midode Johnsb1
people was pushed to its Limits when
NII>Dm
FllpDeLooca
nearly 20,000 family members and
Alua N«bwllz
friends descended upon JMU for the
DnJd Wtlldelkm
main commencement exercises.
With all of its giandeur, pomp and
circumstance, the con vocation in
Bridgeforth is a strikingly mov·
EDlTORIAL POLICY
ing manifestation of the four
years of hard work and dedicaThe houoe ~ odleca die q>lnion c( die
tion it takes to be able to walk
edimrialhcMI •• whole. and is not
across that stage as a JMU grad- J •
~die opiniOn c(.,., individwl a.if
uate - in theory, that is.
member c( dtt a.-..
However, this year, with one
of its la~est graduating classes
Courmey Crowley •.• edi!OI'
ever (an the greatest num)ber of
KdJy Wbalea..
editor
attendees and cars ever , the
MduieJ~~:::a~
sweltering heat, and a poor choice for
a keynote speaker in Lt. Gov. john
"'Aay!JIMBafumoll!!!!!!!.·!·!-.!!!!~opm!
·'!!ioo~edi~·-1::-~.fH~a~g~e~r, the main graduation ceremo..n_othing snort of disappointtng desp~te tlie touchifl$ stud~nt
500 -.k, c:ola-..ohould be
d..
800 -.k, and both wiU be pubLohed.., a
address g1ven by gradl;lahng senu;>r
Brannen ~dge.. So whtle theo.ry IS
•Yaibble beoio. Thty be clditoond 10
.,.,. ~by noon T~y or S p.m. Fricloy.
sweet, reabty b1tes when the facahties
.,.,. llrcQc ......_ ~ rich• 10 edit "' clarity
become overtaxed: .
and~
. In other wo~ds,tt's time JMU looked
The opnions ro dtis MUion c1o not ..._.u1
tnto alternatives ~or the May comn:-encement e~erctses because JMU
rdltct """ opinion c( die """""""'' this rull.
or Jamcs w..liooa Uniwuaty.
Simply doesn t have a ven':le large
enoujh to h~ld a graduation day
crow for a m~m ceremony any longer.
A~ter the mam ceremony, the crowd
tht.nned out, and even bccilme manage·
Aut. C1Dpy ttlilor
Pltob>tJtlitqr
Aut. ,.,., ..,_.
GnrpiUcs tJiitor

AlaV-u
ICMieWU..

able, ~ 1t ~persed to remote l~tions
fortheindiv1dualcoUegeceremorues.
Unless the administration wants to
r~nt a larger venue, which is ~nlikely
g1ven the amo~nt of money 1t shel.fs
out for gra~~,tilhon speakers, them~';"
ceremony .1s more tro~bl ~ than 1t s
worth. Thts got us thtnktng about
ways th.e graduation expe ri ence
could be 1mproved:

finally. attend both cere:morues.
Seemg the main ceremony on tape
might take away some of the feeling.
but ~duates only care about.o.ne thing.
and at's .not speakers-~ ~hen
they are as~ as Hager, which bnngs
us to our next IDlprovemes:'t
• Look outside of Richmond for
graduation speakers.
For the saKe of all future graduates,
and to all thoee ~ho had to suf·
fer ~ the.lieutenant g~vemor s ramblmg, bumbling
"speech•." please spend '!'ore
money, time~ care finding a
speaker - or JUSt don't have
one at all
.
.
Ha~er was pamful to hsten
toh. T ihs fact wads obdviothus
w en e pause an
e
audience started to clap {thinking he
was finished), left only" to groan and
talk amongst theii\HJves when he
wasn't.
Beyond the (i~Yiou5 ' tllough, with
so many out-of-shlte''ira<ftfates, p~r
haps a more universal sreaker wtth
some element of appea or oratory
skills would he more appropriate.
Graduation is an occasion that
makes even the most hardened of us
weep. Therefore, we wish the admin·
istration would take a look at a real
problem that shouldn't be ignored
ust because it onl happens once a
1 ear. Then the
could be those of
and pride, not frustration.

"1n 0 ther WOlidS, l't'S [lme
•
'MU looked l·nto altematl'ves
fiOT [he May COmmencement

_11

"*""

no-

•

eXCeTClSeS . . .

,

• Cut out the main ceremony as it
stands now and show it on closed-cir·
cuit television or tape delay before
the individual college commencements.
That way graduates and families
can have the best of both worlds: the
pomp and circumstance, and the
smalfer crowds of the individual college's graduates and guests.
• Stagger the starting times of
those exercises in an effort to alleviate traffic and ease the stress on all
those involved.
In addition to fixing basic trans·
portation problems, students who are
double maJOrs in different schools could

for

teaJ

Topic: What is your favorite way to "break in" the freshmen class?

CAMPUS
SPOTLIGHT

AMY BARJMOI~e~~,..,. plwnotrap/~Lr

'·\'!'. ·. :.. ''.,\ \ c' ..'

"-.

"~' ' :c.. "'.:

'71tue's no nad

"Ttl/ lht m about
tht ttmntls undtr
tht Vil/agt."

to break thon in.
They'n in col/'1e
now and they rt
ltarning to be

their

adults.~

Doug Eldridge
senior, IBUS/Spanish
~•
J:.·. ~ .~ \~.'....

?, ' . , : , .

.:,

~ 1. \ f ' f I

RkkHarman
senior, an

David Buck
sophomore, SMAD

Juoa Penta
senior, fiiiiDCe
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Words of wisdom for the freshman class

W

cll it's the beginnlng of the semes·
ter yet again boys and girls.
Hopelully everyone is settling in
nicely while trying to make their brains func.
lion after a summer of inactivity. However,
as one of the older and wiser members of the
JMU community (a.k.a. the senior class) I
find myself thinking back to August 1996.
Now for all you freshmen, I know this
sounds like a long time ago but humor rne,
I'm not a dinosaur yet. After hanging
around campus for a few weeks and watch·
ing fellow members of the class of 2000, I
learned one important campus survival
fact If you look like a freshman, chances are
you are going to find yourself being "broken in" to college life by some more experi·
enced college goers (a.k.a. upperclassmen).
Now of course, this never happened to
rne being that I was forewarned about this
phenomenon by friends. So, being the nice
senior I am. I'm going to let you in oo a few
ways to avoid advertising that you are new
to life after high school. Don't get me wrong!
Being a freshman is a great experience enjoy it while it lasts. Just lceep in mind these
feW tips that might help you out in the future.
Tip It: You know those really cool
~ lcinda things that you can put your
.keys oo and wear around your neck? Don't
wear them. If it's around your neck. you
might u well wear a billboud that says
a.. ol2003. NoW rm not saying don't buy
one at all. Up tmtil this 5Ul1'IIJier I still had
my handy dandy purple and gold lanyard

that I used to 1ceep track of my keys and wal·
let It fits nicely around a bed post, a hook
behind the door and it can be easily stapled
to your head so you don't forget your keys.
As long as you don't make the lanyard a daily
accent to your wardrobe, you should be just
peachy and won't attract the wrong atlention.
Tip 112: Now during your first few days
here, you're
probabl
to be

some gtiel for calling [).hall by its real name.
Tip 13: Under NO circumstances should
you raise your hand in class to ask permission to go to the restroom. Here in the won·
derful world of academia, we still have a lot
of rules but asking permission to leave the
classroom is something left back at high
school. I was in a c.rowded class in Miller
101 a few

My random
thoughts

-Melanie Jennings
your
but keep
juniors.
mind that you
The last I
might be speaking to someone who thrives heard, he had transferred to the University
on confusing new JMU students. If some- olTunbuktu and is majoring in basket weav·
one tries to tell you that the fastest way ing to escape ridicule. If you feel the need to
from the commons to Keezell Hall is to cut leave dass (oc if you're just really bored and
across Interstate 81, around Bridgeforth need to walk around to keep yourself
Stadium, through the Quad and across awake) just quietly get up and leave. If a proMain Street, exercise a little <Xlllllllon sense fessor doesn't adhere to this policy, he oc she
and ignore the Wrections. Also, never ask will let you know; otherwise, it's just an
upperclassmen where Gibbons Hall is. FII'St understood law in college-land. ·
of all, you're going to confuse them so
Tip H: It's a well·lcnown fact that fresh·
much that they aren't going to be much men travel in herds. No one really under·
help. After they recover and figure out that stands why this happens but when one
you're looking foe 0-hall. irreparable dam- spots a group ol five oc more people, they
age has been done and your freshman cd· can automatically assume that this crowd is
01'5 wiD be~ They'D. prdlably show )'OU
ol the freshman species. Perhaps it's safety in
the way but you're most lilcely gaq to catch numbers, Jdoo't lcnow ..• Jdid it too. While
submintd IIMit,_sly
tutd priltled 001 a space·
IIWJi1abk basis.

Pat_

SltbmissioM II« baud
11por1- pus011's

opUtiott of11 ti-..en
siNaliOII. pen001 or
evno~ tutd do not
MCUS4rily reflect tltt
tnult.

& PAT
An '1-tbought-we-were-frieods" dart to
the person wbo verbally trashed ooe of her
closest friends last weekend.

Melanie fmnings is 11 smior English major
and lht opinion tditor.

Dam & Pills art

DARTS
Dart ..

there's absolutely nothing wrong with this
scenario, you need to be warned that you
will get some comments from drivers passing by. Perhaps the most attention you'U get
is when you walk along Port Republic Road
on Friday and Saturday nights. Some upper·
classmen feel the need to point out the oh·soobvious fact that freshmen don't have cars
and have to hoof it everywhere. Of course,
they don't tend to phrase it quite as nicely.
Just ignore the harassment and indecent proposals you'll hear.
The freshmen "break inH period usually
only lasts a week or so since most students
g~ their bearings during the first few days
they are on campus. Almost everyone I
know managed to get through this time
frame without harm, but it doesn't hurt for
you to have prior warning about possible sit·
uations. In all honesty, freshmen shouldn't
lose sleep worrying about the menacing
sophomore, junior and senior classes. With
the exception of a few people, most upper·
dassrnen are happy to help you during your
transition from high school and hometown
to the world of professors, dorms and [).hall.
We've all been there and we've all survived,
so please ask someone who has already lived
through what you're experiencing. Welcome
to the best four, five oc six years ol your aca·
demic career. Make sure you enjoy them,
they Oy by faster than you think.

A "thanks-for-the-show" pat to the guys
who streaked through our suite and the rest of
the Village.

Sent in by some freshmen girls wlw
think their college years are already looking
quite interesting.

Dart ••

Dart ••

A "get-a-room" dart to the couple who
was booking up on the sidewalk in Squire Hill
the other day.

A "why-don't-you-get-some-manners"
dart to the jerk who spilled spaghetti all over
me in 0-hall.

Sent in by someone wlw thinks you
should reevaluate the meaning of!riendship.

Sent in by some Squire Hill dwellers
wlw were disgusted by your lack ofdiscretion
and taste.

Sent in by an angry student wlw thinks
you could have at least apologized for ruining
her shirt.

Pat-

Pat_

Pat_

An "it's-great-to-see-you-back:" pat to
all the students who just returned to the 'Burg.
Sent in by a faculty member wlw missed

having you around this summer.

A "thanks-for-helping-out" pat to the
guy who helped me carry my refrigerator to my
room during freshmen move-in day.

Sent in by a student who~ happy to
see that total strangers still stop to help those
in need.

A "thanks-for-fixing-that-intersection"
pat to whoever decided to change the traffic
pattern at the comer of Bluestone and Duke
Drives this summer.

Sent in by a senior who's thrilled she
won't have to sit in long lines of traffic
anymore.
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HnLTOP

CAR WASH

Thinking about volunteering at RMH?
Deadline to apply: Wednesday, September 8
For more information, attend the

You can choose:
Touchless Automatic or Soft Touch Automatic
Regularly priced $4

112 price special for JMU students with JAC card
(not good with any other specials)

RMH Volunteer Services Open House
Tuesday, September 7 et 2·p.m.
West Tower, Room W221

..eRMH
Volunteer Services

690 Old Furnace Rd.
(just off E. Market St.)

Support
The College Fund.
Call 1-800-332-UNCF.
_.

~

TI•c. College Func.IIUNCF
A mhld k a IU'riblr thin. 10 •1L,IC'.

235 Cantrell Avenue · Harrisonburg, VA 22801

CII~Vc~~uMe.
- - . .._
s.vtc.s
~
----~
7•

RM/1: //(JJ/th C.rt For Tht U.mmunrly Sina l9ll.

lt•s unthinkable!

•
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•Bring this Ad in for a $25.00 Hiring Bonus!

Need--Cash?
ATM Inside

~25

*PAYDAY EVERY FRIDAY
*VERY FLEXIBLE HOURS
*WORK FROM 4- 20 OR MORE A WEEK
\~·
.
. " '
.,_).
*MAKE FROM $6 .00-$8.00/HR
~ '\
.
.
*BUILD YOUR RESUME
...
..
.. ...
*OFF EVERY HOLIDAY &
BREAK (unless you want to work)
We understand students
schedules and needs!
P.'' . .
. .,_,,;s.~_ -.~ Come by a nd apply today!
.
' .J
~::. :

~

• ' -.

'
~

The ONLY job to have in the 'BURGI

Safe place to get cash
24 Hours
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 s. Mam St. • 574-3178

SheetZ Making it easter everyday!

Living

Off
Campus?
Then you need to complete a

BLUE. CARD
1. So you can be in the student directory
& your friends can find you!
2. So the university can keep in touch with you
3. So you don't get a hold on your records

Pick up a blue address and phone number card
from & return to one of the following:
• Taylor Down Under
• Off Campus Life
• Financial Aid Office
• Cashier's Office

BUY SMART.
W ASTE L ESS.

• Records Ofhce
• Registration/Card Center
• University Info at Warren
Fill out completely & legibly !

SAVE MORE .

OF

~

DEADLINE: Friday, Sept. 10~ 199 9
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new semester with' consideration

· klarrisonburg can improve with good attitudes from student community

practical purpose~..._.~ thmu~ JMU during the first your nose as high in the air as possible. right to party until six in the morning,
a.ve become a local. I don't measure moving da~
This perpetuates the stereotype that ]MU students need to remember that life is
lhts by ';he number of jobs I've held
Not only were ~p~~ in the students are snobby coUege brats living not a bi.g party for the majority of people
do.~ herem th«: 'Burg, or my newfound middle of the road asking diredf~. """-- large on daddy's money. Don't be afraid to in Harrisonburg.
Everyone works for a living and it can
abthty to~ a Jersey cow, but by one van blatantly ran the stop sign af ~at people as you speed walk pas t
the f~ct that smce I became a student Duke Drive, nearly side-swiping me while lhem..lf:.V-...Oll make an attempt to be be quite frustrating to wake up night after
here 10 the fall of '96, I have yet to leave yet another ran the yield sign by Varner friendly, people l~~ Harrisonburg night to screaming, grunting and other
for the summer.
House to cut me off.
will return the attituC!e. -.__
sounds involved with people guzzling
Most students cringe at the thought of
After spending a whole summer wav·
Ease up on the "townie" thing,h'there beer and acting like drunken idiots.
are
many
Last May 1 worked full time from 9 to
spendi.ng an ~ntire three months within ing at people
the soctal confines of a town with only five crossing the
well· educa t· 5. lhe college-age meal heads living next
bars. _Honestly though, Harrisonburg and street and
ed, intellectu· door to~ enjoyed lighting firec:rackers at
~ocking~m Coun_ty are a different expe- graciously
al people in two in the morn.ing while alternately
nence ~tthout_ the J811l·packed commotion a II ow i n g
this town and shooting a gun. This mad(\ sleep quite dif·
of JMU tn sesston.
o ther drivers
I'm sure they ficult, not to mention I fou~rightening
Du_ring the summer, Port Republic to pull into
don't
like that people so stupid were a rmed.
Road IS n? _longer an assortment of acci· traffic, this
being labeled
What all this comes down to is respect.
dents watltng to happen and a driver nightmare of
-Amy Bafumo
any
more We may not agree with o rdinances like
can make a left hand turn o ut of a
driving
thanwedo.
the open container law or how drunk
Hunter's Ridge in less than 30 seconds. experience
Keep in mind Drunk in Public is, but we need to respect
~al - Mart no longer means waiting in made
me
that we are them while living within the boundaries
hne for two hours to purchase a note· slightly bitter about the return of my privileged. We arc privileged to have of the city. We also need to respect those
book and paper, and parking doesn't younger peers.
the means to go to school, to be su r· living in this town. JMU may be a primary
require leaving an hour early, although
This was a completely new feeling for ro unded by talented and gifted class· source of revenue for the city, but this
th~ evil parking attendants continue to me, as I always identify myself as a stu· mates and we a re privileged to be does not mean that all people not associat·
wnte over-priced tickets.
dent and align myself with JMU as the attending such a beautiful and academi· ed with JMU are subordinate.
cally high-ranking institution.
Treat people in Harrisonburg with the
Harrisonburg is able to comfortably moral right.
support the number of residents living
In this case for a moment I was think·
Don't walk aro und as if it is your same respect you would want. Be friendly
within its limits and the s urrounding ing like a local. In lieu of this and the absolute right to be a part of this campus and keep an open mind. Harrisonburg is
areas. Not until JMU students return do beginning of a new academic year, I have and community because it isn't. Similarly, big enough for both residents and s tu·
the roads crowd up with impatient, clue- come up with a list of things that may don't look down on those in the commu· dents, although the road system needs
less drivers.
help keep life running smoothly and ease nity who are less advantaged financially some work, so Jet's start out the school
Mos t of these are freshmen parents the tensions that so often flare between the or otherwise.
year on the right foot.
studying maps while blindly driving huge students and residents in Harrisonburg.
As for patties and noise, nobody wants
----------vehicles down the center of the road. I had
For one thing, if you're walking to compromise. As much as people in the
Anry Bafumo is a senior SMAD mnjor and
the unfortunate experience of taking a through the mall it is not necessa.ry !0 stick community should respect a student's lhussislanl opinion tdilor.
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In my humble
opinion

Getting respect can be harder than a 7-:1.0 split
Students brave Valley Lanes despite unfriendly and unwelcoming league bowlers
I realize that youngsters like myself that keeps us apart.
o wling. A sport of grace and scowl at me and my bowling cohorts.
I've learned to accept our local
When we fmally asked if there was shouldn' t be lured in by the appeal of
power, brute strength and finesse.
The only sport leit where a peasant any problem, we were met with a cho- Htraditionalwbowling. We are supposed bowlers' Nazi·esque dedication to the
can truly be a king. Yet, my friends, rus of snid e remarks . You see, even. to fall into the Cosmic Bowling demo· game, but they still seem reluctant to
there are people in this very town who though the proprietors had given us this graphic, with the loud music and black acknowledge that bowling just for fun is
do not want to share the glory. Intent particular lane, we were infringing upon lights. It's not to say that this jazzed up not a mortal sin.
form of bowling doesn't have its ad van·
Don't they remember when they
upon maintaining the pu rity of the league night.
Why weren ' t we .in the section tages (any situation where vomiting up were eager tykes, when a spare didn't
ga me, they swagger through
Harrisonburg's Valley Lanes dedicated reserved for .lopenw bowling, where the a pitcher of beer on your rented shoes is ruin th eir whole game bu t actuall y
to only two things: 1) the perfect roU and base members of the bowling society can socially acceptable is somewhat appeal· helped make breaking tOO a realistic
get their ~ted kicks? How dare we ing), but neon balls and Chumbawamba goal?
2) ostracizing JMU students.
force tofour
Granted, it's just bowling, but if such
on th
e juke·
Don' t get me wrong, I understand people
do..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,.box
just
don't
a pure sport can be marred by negative
the pressures of a fifth-rate bowling
do it for me.
attitudes it would seem there is no hope
league. With prize money in the tens of an extra 20"
dollars, who can blame local bowling m inutes of
Maybe I' m for any local businesses.
just a puris t;
Residents and busi ness owners alike
e nthusiasts for detesting even the calis t henics
instead
of
the sigh t of a need to understand that most students
slightest distraction?
- Mich ael O lso n
we II· o i I e d a re trying to enjoy Harrisonburg on the
Still, the enmity a fun -loving s tu· iriStantly part·
lane inspires city's terms, not mastermind some sort of
dent feels at the local bowling alley ing the bowl·
ing seas and
me,
the moral coup.
can be intimidating.
Unfortunately, JMU students have no
To prove that my accusations are allowing them to engage in their much· thought of sitting in an uncomfortable
plastic chair enthralls me, the prospect o the r outlet for those times when the
not groundless, I offe.r this example of anticipated contest?
Not wa nting to anger the regulars of getting a strike in spite of my horrific hankering for bowli ng con su me s
the e ternal struggle between the
them.
happy-go-lucky bowler and his overly further, we gracefuUy sacrificed our lane form amuses me.
before we even had a fraction of a
Still, the fact that quasi-bowlers like
Th e people at Valley Lanes
intense rival.
Some time ago, a few roommates and chance to satiate our bowling h unger. myself frequent the local alley during need to wake up , s mell t h e
I decided to spice up a rainy afternoon The league bowlers had won their first normal business hours should be a testa· anti-bacterial s h oe spray and real·
ize they will never be able to a void
ment to our respect for the game.
with a little bowling - r.othing too victory of the night.
Nowhere else in the city have I been
If we don't need all of the pomp and clientele of light - hearted
crazy, just friendly competition.
We paid our dues and got our lane, made to feel so guilty for daring to fre- circumstance to convince us to fork out college students engaging in the battle
but soon noticed an unhappy c rowd quent someone's establishment and our money, why do they still hate us so? of who could care less,
gathering behind us: women who parted actually pay for services rendered. I It would seem we have plenty of things no I World War rri.
from their cheese fries long enough to guess I was out of town when willing· in common.
Michael Olson is a senior English mnjor
However, this one link that should
glare maliciously at us to surly men who ness to support a local business became
draw us together becomes the wedge who is lhe lrue Sparedini.
took time out from buffing their baUs to a bad thing.
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Contri_b oting :writer -Kara· carpenter takes an in..:depth look ·~t tWtr:on-ca mpus
centers tha.i "offer. assistance, answe·rs and advice on everything from tJme
management to writing term papers, finding your niche _to finding Burruss Hall
itting i!' HUifrnan AlOO feels more like
sitting in a lounge or a friend's living
room than in a campus office. Colorful
posters and pictures plaster the walls ol
the Fust Year Involvement (FYI) center,
music from the famed 1980s film "Footloose~
blares from a stereo, and a tank £ulJ ol tropical
fish gJeet visitors at the-door.
·"FYI kind of has a feeling about it" Program
Coordinator Gloria Mast said. "We really do try
to provide an atmosphere ... that's fu:n and welcoming so that a student who's lost the first
week of school feels comfortable com.irig in here
-evenifjusttoask..'Where'sBurrussHall?'" ·
It's no secret that the giant leap from high
school to college can be nerve-racking. There are
friends to make, roommates to get along with,
classes to find, choices to make about alcohol
and drugs, and yes, concerns about academics.
Although some may believe they are alone in
their worries, FYl and the Counseling and
Student Development Center (CSDC) are two
campus services that can help.
FYI is a service of the Office of Residence Life
dedicated to "providing a positive foundation to
guide residents' through their experiences at
JMU," according to the FYI mission statement
Mast stresses that FYI has two important
goals; to assist first year students in their transition through specific programs, and to provide
support for resident advisors, hall directors and

S

Counseling and
Student
Development
Center Director
Uncia Locher

assists .......
student and counMior-tr.!Me Julie
Jacobs at the ter. l.ocMf - . . atudentl to
"take full advantaee of aH levels of
tile university,.. &et
te ~ thelr ~

feuors and the people In their clauM
anc1 orcan~zat~ons.
"'ur role II really to
make sure atudents

. . &ettlnC the

mc.t out of their

educational experience," she Nkl. For
Jnlormatlon about
how to contxt
CSDC and apectflc
~. check
out the Info box on

Pll&e 25.
spelling et:J'OIS·
During her freshman year, sophomore
Annette Whitt used tutors in the writing center
to double-dleck the
and mechanics of
her papers. "I think it's an awesome service to
help freshmen with their writing skills," she
said. Freshmen can walk in an}itiqle during- the

hall council members through their residence hall

Srammar

programming. The "Roommate Program/' for
example, is hekl during the first weeks of school
to teach freshmen how to deal with roommate
issues.
'1 dlln:t:~ ~ ~@iffflrif~~ ~shOUii.and~ ~teed assiStuice. ~'
reason rOr &itain tfilngs (like-~ Mil~ ! . ';llle Writing Center is only wl\efe FYJ's ser~
gramsL" Mast sail, "and that's OK.--:W. woalii -~ Thl! Office also teams up with CSOC ,
like people'to recogruze that F\'lis helping and t9'1lold the GA.duatioo Out?rutudy seminar
supporting their transition, but I thinlc the m<ist during the first five weeks of school that "focusimportant thing is that they are making a sue- es on academic study skills, time management
cessful transition."
·
skills, test taking skills and how to communicate
When freshmen do come in, they're able to with your P.rofessors - those types of basic
take advantage of aU that FYI has to offer, Last
things that may be different than in high
year, sophomore Jen Solly used FYI's resources, school," Mast said.
including Mac computers, posterboard, banner
Senior Heidi Perrin was a member of the
paper and craft supplies when she and her suite- Graduation Oub during her freshman year.
mates were decorating their suite.
"We talked about scheduling and time manBut FYI is more than just "fun and games" agement, and then we designed our own peraccording to Masl Along with giving directioos sonal schedules, allowing time for studying. as
and answering questions ranging from where to
well as classes and other activities."
eat to how to navigate Carrier Ubrary, FYI offers
Along with group discussion, members
a variety of services to help freshmen adjust to receive a variety of handQuts to help them-deal
the academic demands of coUege.
with common first-year problems.
"We received a lot of valuable information,"
Perhaps most well known of these services is
the Writing Center. Staffed by upperclassmen
Perrin said. "I would recommend it (the
who are trained by the English department, the Graduation Oub) for people who have problems
managing their time or developing study skills."
cente.r helps freshmen learn how to write and
edit effective college papers. The tutors will even
look over papers and correct grammar and
see CAMPUS page 25
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433-0606
located In Clo•orl eaf Shopplnc Center

Lunch Buffet

11 :OOam-4 :00pm

Night Buffet

4 :00pm-8 :30pm

Fri & Sat

11 :00am-9:30pm

OvER 300

Just
From Campus
Maryland Ave to 42 South 3 Miles

I h ...

NOW

$189
B IKES To CHOSE FRoM!

If

MAKE MR. GATTI'S YOUR
MEETING PLACE

CARDS

Come see the great year-end
pricing on our
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Welcome Bacl< Students!

SOON
ACCEPTING
CREDIT

Bike Sale!

.til . I \ ' .If

3 Party rooms
plus over 30
video games
$1.00 off with

IDRING!

delivery &
part-time in
store

We Deliver!
Lg One Topping
$5 .99
11 :00am-12:00pm
Monday Night
Football ·
$4.99-Pizza bar-only
"ABC ON!"
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Campus services offer answers and advice
to wide range of first-year student concerns
CA.MPUS, from page 23

sentation and discussion sessions dealing
with student issues such as time manageFYI's Success Discussion Groups are ment, depression, communication skills,
more informalrteetings tha
. tallow fresh. study techniques, test-taking and family
men to ask the upperclassmen facilitators issues programs.
questions about JMU and campus life
All contacts with the center and any
and to simply seek advice.
information and records they maintain
In addition to the advice and informa· through these sessions remain private
tion given in those groups, in the begin· unless the student signs a release form. In
ning of each month freshmen find the fact, the center will not even affirm or
Spotlight in their campus mailboxes. The deny whether a student goes there in an
Spotlight is a newsletter written primarily effort to ensure privacy.
by upperclassmen and put together by
The important thing to know is that
FYI. It provides study tips, news about freshman year can be a frustrating time,
on and off-campus activities and general but it can also be a unique opportunity.
"I think being in college is really a
advice about surviving freshmen year.
When students need further help, FYI growing opportunity," Ritchey said. "I
refers them to the Counseling and think it can be overwhelming how many
Student Development Center. CSDC, areas you can grow in. You can grow aca·
located in the recently renovated Varner demically ... emotionally •.. physically .
House, employs a full-time staff of seven .. you can grow in so many capacities. I
professional counselors and about 65 would just recommend for students to
other counselors, interns, graduate stu· choose what ways a.r e most important to
dents, assistants, volunteers and instruc· them and then to seek out ways to get
tors, CSDC director Linda Locher said.
involved in the community."
Just as FYI helps all campus residents
Locher would like to remind first-year
through residence hall programming, students that they have just joined a
CSDC is "a resource for
"new and exciting com·
all JMU students deal·
munity" and should
ing with personal, edu·
" take advantage of all
cational, emotional and
H
levels of the university."
1
interpersonal roncerns
I:J '
Ritchey agreed that
and questions," accord·
involvement is the key to
ing to its mission statetransition.
"Be conscious about
ment. Bill Ritchey, a for·
mer doctoral intern at
choosing what you want
CSDC, said freshmen
tO
your cotiege career to be,
make up about 35 per·
·
but be patient with your·
~t of the center's total
self at the same time." He
VISitors.
•
, ,
recommends taking some
"The freshman expeopportunities that you
rience is very disorient·
•
otherwise would not, but
ing,~ Ritchey said. Hln
to do so in moderation.
some ways you kind of
Gloria Mast
Students should con·
lose the context of who
FYI Program Coordinacor sider visiting CSDC
you are."
when. they recognize
CSDC sponsors and
their lives are out of bal·
co-sponsors several programs targeted ance or they're afraid it's going to become
specifically at freshmen and issues of out of balance, Ritchey said
transition to college, including •The
•When a student is at a place when
Graduation Club: co-sponsored with they just want something else, I thin.k
FYI, and "S KILL," a ..Program in the we're really here to point them in the
Jpring semester fo(!.t~on ires~'1 ri._g)lt dliection.
I
rrith grade-point averagt$ of 1.9 or lower
Still worrying about this strange new
~ho want to improve th~~ t!_ildy Jif!¢} world of college? ~Mast said, remem·
tiveness and efficiency. Oiher programs ber that most of your Jellow dassmates
include peer mentoring and workshops are having the same problems you are.
dealing with common freshmen con·
"Don't be afraid to ask questions and
cems.
don't be afraid to be a freshman. You are
CSDC director Linda Locher stresses a freshman and everybody else has been
that the center offers assistance to stu· there. I know a lot of times you don't
dents with a wide range of concerns.
want to ask a question because you don't
"We offer services to those who want want to be a freshman. It's not a bad
to develop personal skills, like communi· thing." she said.
cation, assertiveness ... as well as stu·
Mast also encourages students to find
dents who are dealing with issues like a person to talk to, regardless of their
substance abuse. Our role is really to affiliation with FYI orCSDC.
make sure students are getting the most
"Make sure that you find someone- it
out of their educational expereince.
doesn't matter who jt is ... your RA,
To get students on the right track, the your hall director, someone in FYI or
center offers confidential individual and your orientation assistant- someone who
group counseling to help students deal you can go to if you're homesick, or if
with a variety of concerns like person~! you're struggling with som~thing. Ju~t
development, adjustment to a new enYJ· someone you can connect w1th. And 1f
ronment and new people, educational you're having trouble finding a person,
and study skills, and weight, eating. and make sure you come to FYI or go to the
body image.
counseling center or go somewhere [to
The center also offers a variety of pre- get help)."

Don't be al=raid
to ask questions
and don't be
afraid be a
freshmo.n. It's not
a bad thing
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kde Night Showcase wei
s the lights dimmed, two
· ts raced around the
Center and
beach balls bounced among fresh·
men and their Freshmen
Orientation Guides (FrOOs) as they
all prepared to get jiggy.
"You nil don't know aboutJMU,
you just got here," said senior
Kevin "Deejay Raze" McDannel.
"Sometimes we get aazy."
Pretty soon McDannel along
with his counterparts Neal
"Deejay lndellible" Beggan and
WXJM deejay J.J. "Doub le·]"
jensen, had a crowd on their feet
and getting into the JMU groove.
'1t's aU good here a t JMU, you
know it's aU family, we could be
dose," McDannel said encouraging
the timid freshmen to loosen up.
The University Program
Bo.1rd, under the direction of the
University Center, along with the
Center for Leadership, Service and
Transitions welcomed freshmen
to college life w ith the first ever
Late Night Showcase - a new
and improved 0-Show that's
grand enough to make upper·
classmen wish they were first
years again.
•
Since last spring. these groups
have been planning how to get the
Class of 2003 to spend their first
weekend together under one roof
in the 'Burg - minus the nostalgic
walk following party-going
crowds up Port Republic Road.
Instead, for their first Friday
night one-third of the freshmen
class got a wonderful glimpse into
some of JMU's talents - a dozen
performance groups, includ ing
deejays, acoustic performances,
comedy, dance groups and a cappella tunes.
" We're not just bringing in
other talents, these a re talents
born and bred here," said Chris
Stup, coordinat~r of Student
Organization Servi<:es • University
Program Board.
WXJM kicked the night off.
"We're just the warm up act,"
McDannel said as the deejays left
the stage and the JMU Marching
Band drumline entered the side
stage with a strong beal
A hip-hop medley by the
Dukettes dressed in their tradition·
al black halter tops and black pants
sparked whistles from the fresh·
men guys. The dance group,
which performs at football and
basketball games, showed students
what entertainment to look for·
ward to a I those sporting events.
Poof!
A dazzling shot of purple con·
fetti colored the surprised crowd
and s ignaled the entrance o f
emcee Mike Rayburn.
Rayburn ('86) wa s greeted
with cheers as he took his post
center stage with his acoustic gui·
tar in hand. His one man. one gui·
tat show ,recern:Jy earned hitn the

A ~ation

(Left) Break Dancing Club members
dance scene." (Above) A peer educator
PROmotion, puts on a dance/aerobic
"Intergalactic." (Below) The Overtones,
forming one of three selections.

award of "Campus Entertainer of
the Year" by the Campus
Activities Today magazine.
"It's great to come back to
Harrisonburg," Rayburn told
the crowd before he began his
comic music similar to that of
Weird AI Yankovic.
Playing between every two acts
throughout the evening. Rayburn
kept the crowd anticipating his
next spoof on 'IV shows and pop
artists. Some of which included,
"The Story of a Dull Banana," to
the tune of "The Brady Bunch"
theme, a Michael Jackson impres-

sian. and "Eating the Pita Loca in
Ricky Martin fashion.
Rayburn's impressions, which
evoked the most laughter, indud·
ed Randy Travis singing Pink
Floyd's " Wish You Were Here,"
Bob Marley singing Garth Brooks'
"Friends in Low Places," and Dan
Folgerberg singing AC/ OC's "You
Shook Me All Night Long."
The theme song to "G reen
Acres" was taken for a spin when
Raybu~ gave impressions of jimi
Hendnx. the Beatles, Nirvana, Goo
Goo Dolls and Oasis in Hooterville.
'! The BluesTones, one of five 3
H

cappella groups on camp us,
appeared with spar kles a nd
glowed in their semi-formal attire.
This aiJ.fernale group dazzled the
crowd with their pop harmonies
and vocal talents. Stephan ie
Schlosser led the group with
Mariah Carey's "Always Be My
Baby," Rachel Ralston and Dana
Wiggins sang a duet of Cyndi
l.auper's '1ime After Time" and
Melissa Daigneau closedwith
"Cherish" by Madonna.
More a cappellas followed. The
Overton~. a coed group, wowed
the aud1ence with their three

selec:tionl and their Gap
cial·like white T-shirts and
Tiffany's "I Think We're
Now " was led by t<elli

and included a dance mix
midway through. Jane Bills
Elizabeth Carey performed a
of "Tom" by Natalie
comedic interlude put
members Steve J
Calton and Tyler
rewind and slow motion du
a n unrealistic fight scene.
group rounded out their
mance with a solo by Hansen .
George Michael's "Fieedom 9().

Monday, Aug. 30, 1999
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freshmen with private parties

and Assistant Style and Focus Editor Alison Manser
~ssels and Assistant Photo Editor Katie Wilson
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of step. Wearing their black ~d '
white striped jumpsuits they I;Ut
the ground and spun around. '·
After showing off their moves, •
the group ended the perfor:- .__..mance with a pose that include<!, .
hand stands, splits and all ~ . ~.
of crazy positions.
Moving back into vocals, N(!leoriety, another a cappeUa group ,
but this time in jeans and white,T·
shirts, began their gig with a
Britney Spears slcil]en Aylor's liOio .
of "Baby One More Time" bv
Britney Spears included back:@ "
by Noel Molinelli and Kelly MYer.
Cyndi Lauper made anotker
appearance ere the a cappel1a sci!ile--

- .• hey were freshmen too

two girls having fun and singing
back-up for .rGriffin . . t.au_ra

The Late Night Showcase continued on Saturday night at the
Convocation Center. The night of music included performances by Everything and Ascension, two bands who began
their careers a t JMU.

~

Brannigan's "G1ori;l" was..,,.,..-.
MolinelliandBrandiRo&e.
An aJJ male a cappella grm!p.

--o__"'r

'Il\e. next a cappella group was
Exit 2~who came ere stage in their
•cheap ":-denim shirts, ties and
khakis:\.cjuet of the Barenaked
Ladies\.~ Wee.k" was per·
formed by~ Lawson and Jason
Mannix. Dave Cowell led the group
with ,James Taylo r's' •Mexico."
Logan' McgUire sang "Rool To MeN
by Del Amitriand Phil Lawson
cl
~
1<
erybody ants
toR
Woril-"
s great music. it makes me
appreciate the huma.n voice,"
Slephanie Engekaid about the many
a cappella pes Coo m;u r::es she saw.
PROmotion, a peer educator
group d URB: emplc7;ees put ere a
dance/aerobic demonstration to
Beastie Boys' "'ntergalactic." The
group's goak are to~ healthy
lifestyles and higher self es1eem.
Five sisters of the Alpha Kappa
Alpha (AKA) sorority stomped in
with their black capri pants and
white shirts for their step dance
performance. Their chants
throughout included the history
of the AKA sorority.
"Where I come from, I don't
see this," Lonnell Lane said dur·
ing AKA's performance.
The JMU Break Dancing Club,
who "represent the Harrisonburg
underground dance scene,"
according to one of its members,

.

~~=:~::~~
Fun. Bonnie Esa!s and Myet
H

nt the "underground
tp of UREC employees,
nstration to Beastie Boys'
ed a cappella group, per-

'-J1

the Madison Project. impres.ed.
A
scension was started in 1993 by three E
verythins was formed by six musicians
the ladies as weU as the fellows
stud ents s haring their love for sou l
who began their career by playing at
with their performance. Pete Kelly
music. John Gordon is a vocalist and
JMU and nearby campuses like
sang Take 6'.s "Up the Lad~..., writer for the band. We a¥ed Gordon to share UNC/Chapel Hill and Virginia Tech. Craig
Rob Kaylin did "Kyrie" by M.i&'ter
some of his JMU experiences with USHoneycutt is a singer and guitar player for
Mister, A-Ha's "Take on Me" was
Q: What year did you graduate and what the band and he shares some of his JMU
performed by J.R. Snow, John
wuyourmajor?
memories with us.
MeUencamp's "Jack-end Diane"
A: 1994, MiiSS CommuniCIItions.
Q: What year did you graduate a nd wha t
was sung by Mike Webb and
Q : What donna and apartments d id you wuyourmajor?
Jason Snow end.ed the group's
live in while atjMU?
A: 1992, Communicatwns.
performance with UUdy in Red"
- A: Hillside and the Commons.
Q: What donns and apartmenll did you
by Chris Deburg.
Q: What is your favorite place on campus? live in while at JMU?
· Rayburn finished the night with
A: The commons in front of D-Hall.
A: Hillside aM Hunter's Ridge.
"Devil Went Down to Georgia" by
Q : What is you r least favorite p lace on
Q: What is your favorite p lace on cam·
the Charlie Daniels Band
campus?
pus?
Friday's Late Night Showcase
A: C/Jisses.
A: The Quad.
was a great night for all involved.
Q: What was your favorite clas•?
• _. . ·Q:. What.js!IJ1 scariest place on campus?
Jason Snow, Madison
· A: SonguJriting.
' A:CilnlP!i5 Police Statwn.
'Musical Director, said
• Q: Wlult was your least favorite ~ at
Q:)~bal w~ your least favorite class at
thankful to be l!plrtd i~ -~~llf;llJ*I-trtft:t,
AA':' '
JJo:t~.4l:~
the biggest venue and c
A! CAt;,.IIS.
- ,- • "'·' ~• ~we' ve ever played for, we·are
Q: What was your favorite [).H;lll meal?
Q:~t~ your favorite D-Hall mean
happy we are one of the first peoA: Wing-Dings.
A: Wmg-Dings.
.
pie they see."
Q: What is your favorite off-<ampus hang
Q: What is your favonte offw<ampus hang
And the freshmen were happy to
out?
out?
have Madison Prc;ect and the other
A: Parties.
A: Luigi's.
groupwelromingthemtocampus.
Q: What was your first impression of
Q: What was yourfust impression of
~I'm really psyched," Doug
]MU?
]MU?
Woodhouse said. • Every time
A: 11om/ it at first sight.
A: &Dutiful campus, beautiful mountains and
they start bowing. I'm like, no."
Q: What is the difference between JMU good pt:oplt.
John Beavers said, "'t's good to
now and when you we~ a student he~?
Q: What i.s the difference between JMU
know we have so much diversity
A: Mort b11ildings, more money.
now an.d whe':' you ~ere a student he~?
so people can do what they wanl"
Q: What wu your c.r aziest freshman expeA: 81gger. b1gger, b1gger.
Keith Jacoby said, "'t's a fun
rience?
Q: What is your fondest memory of JMU?
thing to do to gt:t everyone togeth·
A: The whole year.
A: Luigi's.
er and now I know what is going
Q: What advice can you offer to freshmen?
Q: What was your craziest freshman
on and I can actuaJJysee il"
A: Handle your schoolwork, tlttn party.
experience?
That was the organizer's goal
Q: If you could do your college career over
A: We'll keep that secret
Steve Grande, assistant direc·
again, wh at would you do d ifferently?
Q: What advice can yo~ offer to freshmen?
tor of the Center for Leadership,
A: 1 would ~ taken advantage of nwre of tht
A: Watch out for the tram.
Services a n d Transitions said,
opportunities /MU offers ... 1would have paid more
Q: If you could do your col~ege career
"There's an amazing amount of
attention in class.
over again, what would you do d•fferently?
talent at JMU. Look, here's wha,!
A: Nothing.
you
can
become.

.
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in the purple and gold?
on JMU for every other class to see?

in JMU's history?

to raise

to find out more infonnation about

call the

$1 00' 000.00

senior class challenge committee

l: x2825

Breeze
Advertising

We Kick
Hds!
YOU CAN
GET OUT OF

WANT TO
HOOK
UP?

DlllltH you're living off campus in:
Old Mill Village
Southview
Stonegate

Hyou're really coocemed
about your health. giYe yoorsafety
belt a workout. I t's the best
exercise we know- to ep you
and your medical costsfrom going through the rool.

-

The Commons
Pheasant Run
Fox Hill

NTC will provide all the services you need.
JMUNetwork
Internet
Ethernet Connection to
each room
Simeon E-mail

..
564-2502

Private Lines
Free Voice Mail
Free Call Waiting
11¢ per minute
Long Distance

52+ Channels
The Most Channels
in The Valley!
Including:
E: Entertainment, WB

,,.,,.,,..ntc-con1.con1
.··.·

.__

Blockbusters of the summer
From Gere to Willis; comical to creepy; shagadellic to spooky
ALISON MANSER
assist/Jilt style and focus editor
There are several different ways to
reflect on summer vacation. Sometimes
people sit down with a cup of coffee, or
other beverage, and laugh about the sum·
mer they got lost in New York City.
Others recall their summer vacations in
great detail from day one to day 100. I can
reminisce about my summer as a reporter
and movie reviewer sequentially.
Specifically, I can recall the ups and
d owns of my trips to the movie theater
with a little help from saved documents
on my desktop.

ln a nutshell, I thought this movie was
hysterica.l.
The plot was completely ridiculous
and based solely on the hormones and
sex-drive of several high school seniors.
By the end of the movie they had
matured, somewhat unrealistically, and
their hormones had taken a back seat to
th.ings that really matter like relationships,
love, oollege and friends.
OK. so it sounds really out there, but
that is only because it is out there. But,
like I said before, it is just a movie and a
fu.n ny one at that. Most of the humor is
based on the embarrassment of the char·
acters, and they do embarrass themselves
very well.
The cast of mostly no-name actors like·
ly surprised a few casting directors,
regardless, the movie was a hit.

I am not a big one for scary films, but I
somehow ended up in the theater watch·
ing "The Haunting" with my hands over
my eyes.
I thought this movie was really scary.
Based on the 1963 film, ''The Haunting
of Hill House," I'm told it follows a very
similar plot line.
A psychologist conducting a study in
"real fear" is the premise and for me, real
fear was there- it was really there.
The acting was great. Lili Taylor,
Catherine Zeta-Jones and Owen Wilson
played the three patients and Liam
Neeson played Dr. Marro, who takes
these three on a journey that they will
never forget.
Specia.l effects are a huge part of the
spooks here, but they are done very well.
Let me just sa_x,l was convinced.

ou t to be a great movie. Someone once
told me that a little fear will keep you
alive, you know, keep your blood flow·
i.ng. Well, the tale of the Blair Witch is one
that will get the blood flowing and one
that everyone should see unless, of
course, you are going camp_ing.

"Runaway Bnde"

Taking a break from these scary tales, I
found myself in the happiest place on
earth- a romantic comedy with Richard
Cere and Julia Roberts- nothing could
be more cheery.
.well, I thought it was great. Yes, it was
all laughs and romance, but it was fun and
playful too. It may be a "chick flick." but
who said guys can't like chick flicks? This
movie is for anyone who likes to laugh,
smile and maybe shed a tear or two.
The all-star cast that joined Cere and
"Eyes Wide Shut"
'The Blair Witch Project"
Roberts included Rita Wilson. Joan Cusack
" Austin Powers: The Spy Who
Laughs took a side.line for the rest of
Well, the talk of the summer was my and Hector Elizondo, among others.
Shagged Me"
the summer as the psychological thriller next flick and soon afterward it spurted
The New York City reporter meets
Mike Myers as the shagadellic Austin "Eyes Wide Shut" rolled into town.
many discussions on the town of spunky, country girl plays on the age old
They called it, "Stanley Kubrick's Burkettsville and the mysteries that lie movie strategy and nursery rhyme of
Powers made a comeback this year with
his sequel, " Austin Powers: The Spy Who haunting final masterpiece," and I would
within.
two mice.
Shagged Me."
have to agree.
This movie, which also has to do with
The plot is original, yet somewhat
ln this sequel, Austin is a man of all
The three-and·a·half·hour movie had a
"real fear,"gave me the real creeps.
predictable and the jokes are funny,
ages, as he travels between 1969 and 1999, wonderfully, pleasant surprise at the end.
At the time I saw the movie I didn't
the romance is romantic, but a lso fair·
meeting the girl, losing his "mojo," saving Why? Because it is not , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , I Y predictable.
the world, gaining his mojo and getting until the end of the movie
Regardless; "Runaway
the girl.
·
that you will ac tually
Br ide" is a ride you will
This sequel was one of the first I've have the smallest clue as
enjoy from start to end.
seen to break out of the "sequel syn· to what is going on.
"Sixth Sense"
drome," which is the unfortunate fate that
When "Eyes Wide
For this last movie trip
of the s umm er I found
sequels never live up to their predecessor. Shut" came to an end ,
In fact, I think this one might even be bet· only then did I realize
myself on the edge of my
ter than the first.
what an experience the
seat once again.
Thesummerwasofftoa~oodstart.
film was- not because I
Terrific. Th is movie
•Big Daddy·
had figured out the secret
was amazing.
The next time I ventured to the crowded" to the plot, o r dissected
Bruce Willis has had an
theater it was to see another comedian of the symbolism from
interesting ca reer in the
"SaturdayNightUve"fame,AdamSandler.
another part. Only
"Sixth Sense"
"Die H ard" series, you
I thought the movie was excellent - because I had been
know numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
funny, entertaining. cute and jam packed searchi ng for these
6,7 and so on, also with that
with laughs.
answers throughout the
"Austin Powers: futuristic flick, "The Fifth
Right off the bat, though, there are two movie was it so reward·
Element." We started to see
The Spy Who
his softer side in last sum·
points to make on this movie. The first is ing for it to end, leaving
that the s tory line is unrealistic - an me with a pu:zzle to
Shagged Me"
mer's, "Armageddon," but
unemployed, lazy guy decides to adopt a solve.
now, in the "Sixth Sense,"
kid, so he can do something with his life
Normally, I don't like
Mr. Willis has a chance to
and win back his girlfriend. He keeps the endings that leave you
shine. And he does.
As Malcom Crowe, a
kid, raises him by letting him do whatev· hanging. but this movie
er he wants, and is basically a bad influ· seemed to leave you
child psychologist, who
ence, but also a funny and loving .fa~~ hanging just enou.g h.
wants to nurture, protect
the kid. I can't see this happening in real
Tom Guise and Nicole
an'd ultimately save his
life, but for people who are bothered by Kidman, real life husband
costar, Haley Joel Osment's
the unrealistic plot, try to keep in mind.. . and wife, were excellent in
character, Cole, from evil.
IT'S A MOVIE!
this flick, which was also no stranger to know whether the story was real or fake,
And Cole's evils, well they are evil.. .
Secondly, if you don't like Adam nudity.
but as l sat back and soaked the entire or are they?
Sandler you will not like this movie.
Trying to describe the somewhat-non· low-budget film in, I was just awe struck.
If you've seen the previews, you know
The ma.n has a specific sense of humor, existent plot is pretty pointless, I think,
My mind ran over the five o r so that this kid can see ghosts. Without giv·
it is apparent throughout all of his and it will take the fun out of discovering nights that three youngsters braved it
ing away the plot, I'll just say that this
stand-up acts, songs and movies. If you the plot as the movie slowly pieces out deep in the woods, amid some
movie is about sooooo much more than
haven't liked him in the past, you won't together. All you need to know is tha t s upernatural spi rit, object, who knows that, but you won't really know it all until
like this movie.
being open-minded is -the key to this what, that was creeping closer and closer the credits are rolling.
But. if you find Sandler to be hilarious, movie. And being confused by this movie with each minute.
Heads up for a little gore and some
like 1 do, you will love this movie, which is something you just have to deal with.
My mind searched to piece the puz· frightening spots, but, overall., there isn't a
has somewhat of a moral at the end and
I don't think this movie makes com· zle together, to understand what each reason in the world that you shouldn't see
laughs all throughOI:Jl
plete sense to anyone, not even the late word, each story, each picture, each tree this movie - it is fantastic.
"American Pie"
Mr. Kubrick.
meant to the greater plot of the "The
So, on that note, my summer came to a
The comedies were taking over at the
Well, after being confused by "Eyes Blair Witch Project."
close. Just days after I saw the "Sixth
box office and as 1 took the trip to see Wide Shut," which I still give two thumbs
The camcorder-style o f filming is Sense" I hopped in my car and headed
movie number three, 1 was read y for up despite the fact, my summer hit the essential to the insider·look·process and back to JMU. Nope. I may not see any
more laughs. And 1 got them.
horror scene.
so is the superb acting of these three new·
movies while I'm in the 'Burg due to lack
"American Pie" was sold out the first
"The Haunting"
comers to the screen.
of cash flow, but at least I'll remember the , ...
Weekend it was released-and this to me
It all began with a h aunting. "l=he
Despite my normal dislike of scary summer I got to see what I think may be
·~a IIDOd ~that llhould see il
Holunting" to be exact
.
filna, "The Blair Witch Project" turned some of the greatest movies of the year.
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You Still Have Tim.e!

Tuesday Night and Sunday Night
Tuesday Ntght
Jimmy 0 after 70

Clam N"
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Crab~ Nite ~7.99/lb
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Apply now to be an

7.95 doz
ay
after4 p.m.

I

Oysters $3/ doz.
Raw I Steamed Only

Wednesday Night
after4 p.m.

•

Many positions are still available
in Western and Eastern Europe
for next spring and summer terms.
Contact Judy Cohen for details
. ~ right away: .
Phone 566-6979
E-mail <cohenjk@jmu.edu>
This is opportunity knocking ...
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elementary school students, check out

America Reads.($7/hour)
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For more information,
visit our office in Wilson Hall, Room 204
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Bi-U:Ci~'s last hometown dance

.,.-1

Jersey Girl shares her surge of seeing ((The Boss" perform
There is probably no bigger
rush than the surge from a
speaker after the strum of a
guitar string and the dull hum
of a microphone vibrating
behind the voice of a per·
former as he first takes the
stage.
When that surge comes after
sitting and waiting for The Great
One to take the stage- already
a half-hour late - it sends a secondary surge up your spine.
You rise to your feet, along
with thousands of others,
throw your arms in the air
and scream.
Before you even know
what has happened , the
surge continues.
The, song _begins and th~
songs don't stop until three
hours later. The surge overcomes you, as you watch The
Great One sing. dance, speak,
laugh and entertain until every
bone in your body is sore from
clapping. dancing. screaming
and loving every minute of it

And when that performer is friend - it was almost too
Bruce Springsteen, making his overwhelming.
last appearance at the
And when he sang those first
Meadowlands in New Jersey words to a classic and favorite at
less than an hour from his home- the Jersey Shore, "Jersey Girl,"
town, which is right next to my heart felt a tremble. "What a
yours - the surge is one that night," I thought, as the smile
you will never forget.
made its first appearance on my
The series o( 15 sold out face, only to go away about an
shows is all coming to a head hour after
with this last performance the show
and you are there!
wasover.
OK, well maybe you weren't
M ·y
there, but I was.
s e a t s
~
The name, Springsteen weren't
"The Boss" - is one that has the greatbeen familiar to me ever since I est, but,
was just a little tot And on a hot hey, I wasd
Thursday night in August, the there an
name never meant more than at as
my
th at moment when he first birthday
appeared- in living color.
pr esent
The countl ess nights of unfolded
'
Bruce's voice in the background th~ only
<!f family J!leals, picnics and thmg that
·
even father-d aughte r dance • was misslessons, were all lived out right ing was
before my eyes.
being able
The pride of The Great One to say to
being from my home state and him personally, "Thanks for a
the comfort of those surround- great show, Bruce."
ing me - my sister, my
Wow, that would be great,
boyfriend and a dose family just to reach out. shake his hand

and say, 'Thanks." To express to
him, how much his music means
to me and the thousands of other
screaming fans.
But, you know what, I
think he knew it and I think he
knew it well.
For three hours Bruce and
the E Street Band,'whose talents are
s ec ond to
n o n e ,
treated us
all to the
concert.of
a lifetime.
That
was his
thank you
to us for
our love of
his music.
And
our thank
you to him
was the
amazing
energy and
excitement
that the packed house generated.
He knew it - 15 sold out
shows in a 20,(XX) person arena
- he knows the loyalty of his

" The countless nights
oifBruce voice in the
background offamily
meals, picniCS and even
father-daughter dance
lessons were all lived
out right before
my eyes. ,

fans is his greatest asset.
He even sang it "1 wanna be
where the fans are," he s aid
making a song adaptation to
"Where the Bands Are."
He also sang jus t about
every other old-time favorite I
could think of: "Tenth Avenue
Freezeout," "Two Hearts,"
" Badlands," "Out in the
S treet," " Born to Run,"
"Thunder Road ," " Darkness
on the Edge of Town," and oh,
so much more.
For another
favorite,
"Hungry Heart," he was joined
by Bon Jovi, Melissa Etheridge
and Richie Sambora - a surprise that! never expected.
Fans threw their fists in the
air as they sang each and every
word so loud, tha t at times,
Bruce's vo•ce was muffled by the
fan's ecstatic voices.
- Peopl~ of aU..ages filled the
arena for this last dance-in
New Jersey.
The final song of t!te night,
after several teaser finales,
" Rosalita" marked the end of a
great show and an ~ experience. One that may never be SW'passed and will never be forgotllen.

:-

Radiohead meets new people
Take a tour throuih conceit footage, recordings, interviews and more
RIAN ~HOWALTER

B

_ SUJf[ wnttr
Black and white. SateJlite
reception. Night time. A bip on
a tramway. "Fitter Happier"
opens the video. Band members
glow in fluorescent light. A
heart beats eJectricjty.

That's how " Meeting
People is Easy" begins. This
94-minute film was recorded
duri n g
the
tour
of
Radiohead's last full-length
album, OK Compul~ by Grant
Gee,
the
director
of
Radiohead's "No Surprises~
video. It mixes countless
radio, magazine and television interviews, the band
traveling. concert footage and
landscapes from cities they've
visited.
The film shows the band
rehearsing one of their new
songs, appropriately titled
" Follow Me Around." It fea·
tures Radiohead traveling
around
world from New

'"e

j_

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

'(ork City to Glastonbury to
Japan to London and back to
New York City. You get to trail
Radiohead onto the stage and
watch footage of them on David
Letterman's late show.
This is a must-see for ·
Radiohead fans and even nonfans wiJl. enjoy the flick.
However, I wouldn't limit it to
just that The film is shot well
using techniques that most
filmmakers d on't use. It is
experimental and it doesn't
t a k e
itself too
seriousH
ly.
It

whirs and glitches, lik.e inter- of buzzes, humming, digital
views a nd comme nts that bleeping. crackling. reverberapester the band on the road.
tions, etc.
Although Gee's footage is
As Thorn Yorke, lead singer
not ordinary, this jsn't ama- and guitarist puts it, "It's just
teur cinematography .. The noise.• Citizens appear and
color switches from black and
then disappear and the camera
white, color, and one color zooms in quickly at nothing,
throughout, which s tresses just the space betwee.n two letswitching from one interview- ters on the glowing Radio City
er to another over and over.
Music Hall sign.
The film's images and porThe songs performed live
trayal of events capture a feel- include OK Computer's
ing of sentimentality and isola- "Luc.k y," "Airbag.• "Paranoid
tion . The Android," "Exit Music"and
i magery " Pearly" from Airbag: How Is
shot by the My Driving?
director
These performances prove
includes how dramatic Radi ohead's
s ky scra p - live shows are through the use
ers, land- of effective stage lighting and
f i I I s , music performance. " Exit
crowded Music: For a Film" ends the
t [ sidewalks,
short flick. The performance of
st r eets, . this song involves a camera
'
tt
electrical focused on Thorn from the
towers, an mid -section up in black and
escalator white. Stage lights that were
and more.
pointing down become erect at
This the climax of the selection to
is all shown with a soundtrack add to the drama.
This film shows how boring
including live performances,
remixes of the band's songs by and demanding being a rock
other a rtists, and a multitude star can be. The attack of

This is a must Seefior
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Radiohead fans and even
~e~jo;.
non fans will enjoy the
able
and
jl"
· expenmen
·
challengzck ... l t zs
a
in.g load~
and
·
..J~
ake
·
of interlt w.JeSn
ztseIf
views ,
too seriously. "
radio
1

shows,
que stions, media comments, etc.
can be.
The whole film is seemingly invaded with buzze.s and
_

_

_______.._........, ...,. .... ........

·-----------------.

~

absurd questions and answers
is a result of the madness, or
the lack of control of being o n
the road and admired by journalists from everywhere.
Radiohead is a band unlike
any other. They do not fall into
the trap of "fridge buzzing,"
the sound of the modem radio
stations in this country.
AU this said knowing that
Radioh ead sta r ted out as a
" buzz" with "C reep." This
makes it more interesting and
contradictory to that.
The band has become more
focused on their work and less
so on the industry. They make
note of the politics of the music
industry and its faJlacies.
If there is such a thing as
truth, this is what they expose.
A final example of this is the
cover of the film . It contains
the phrase: "You are a target
market." Breakfast is served.

WHERE TO SHOP
" Meeting People Is Easy"
can be purchased on-line
at cdnow.com for $17.99
on VHS and $19.49 on
DVD.
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KOREA

(and p ay JMU tuition!)
Very limited spaces are available for .
JMU's exchange program to Yonsei
University in Seoul, Korea for Spring
2000.
: Requirement: Minimum
3.0GPA
To apply, or for more information, contact:
Cheryl Tobler
tobleJ'@jmu.edu
x6273

Office of International Programs
.lamer Madison University
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of rap, hlp hop and
R&B stan Including
R. Kelly, Mase, Jay-Z,
Kelly Price, U'l Kina,
Nas, Busta RhJ1118S,
liz, B1zzJ Bone, and
Faldl Eva•

ON SALE $13.99 CD

THESE TITLES ON SALE NOW:

FAT BOY SUM
You've Come A Long

JIMMIE'S CHICKEN SHACK
Bring Your Own Stereo

Way Baby

VIOLATOR
Various Artists

LAUREN HOFFMAN
From The Blue House

I a • PIP • liP • CIISSielllliES • JIZZ •Ill•
EUCTIIIIC • Slllll'IICD WllliiEII• lUCIE
liP liP • CIILIIEn •niC •liniiiiTIVE • •011.

USTEH TO ANY CD BUORI YOU BUY!
WlllllriiSI .................. . . . . .
1000s OF owutrv vsEo COs FOR stu£ 8 OR ussl

CO's · LP's · cassettes · books · magazines
special orders · music accessories · hard to find labels
& imports · local & regional artists · open 7 days!

WE PW TOP IJOUM FOit

C/J$ FMJM YOI/11 OWN IJOUR/TION/

---
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S'HLS ,

,

•

f) $1695 per month
f) 1 00 FREE minutes per month

f) FREE Weekends
·some restrictions apply. Requires JMU I. D.

CE LLULARONE~
Better Coverage • Bett er Service • · Better Value
NEXT TO OFFICE MAX

VALLEY MALL

WAL-MART

433·7676

433-0550

574-2299
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STYLE

RR DoNNELLEY &

SONS COMPANY
Book Publishing St:rviccs

Spend More Money Than You Made This Summer?
Looking for Some Extra Cash? Tired of Waiting Tables and Delivering Pizza?
Needing a Work Schedule You Can Live With?
RR Donnclh:y & Sons Company is the forcnwst printing and information m;magcm.:nt L·ump<lll~ 111 tilL·\\ urld. Om l·ortun.: 'OO corp<>r<lllon ko~d,
the S 12~ billion pnnting industry. Chances arc yuu pwbahly ha\·c some of our \\(>rk 111 yuur hack pack 11ght Ill\\\ \ \'.: ;m: curr.:ntl} '.:arching lor
TASK FORCE employees who arc able to conununieat.: ctfcctl\ ely. willingly aec.:pt r.:spo1h1hil1t)'. cuntnbut.: 111 ;1 k.lm-has.:d 1..'11\ 1ronm.:n1. and
arc able to n:petit1vely lift up to 50 pounds. Task Force employees start at S 7 .00 p.:r huur with pay increases as .:arly as _1 munths- \\ork the
weekends and camS I 0.50 per hour. We also otTer flexible. rota ting shiti sch.:duks th;Jt tit around your dasses and activ1tiL'S.
Interested and qualified candidates may apply at RR Donn.:lley & S(>ns Cumpan~ - 2 '·l"' Kr.1t1.:r Rd . 111 Harrisonburg or c.1ll -B2-' .' -l' for
information. RR Donnellcy & Sons Company 1s an Equal Opportumty Employer and D1\crs1ty CuHhd;Jt.:s arc l·.nwuraged to :\pply

SEND

a
DART

rHave you
I

found your
match yet?
.Keep your eyes open!
Find your match and win prizes from:
• Pargo's
• Spanky's
• Ruby Tuesday
• Dave's Taverna
• Omega Restaurant
• China Jade
• High Lawn Pavillion
• The Look
• Caribbean Tan
• Red Lobster

• Finnigan's
• Domino's
• Applebee's
• Plan 9 Music
• Visible Changes

Outpost book rush hours:

.

Mon. - Thurs.. 9-9 and Fri. - Sun .. I0-7
Come visit jobdirect.com
Your on-line entry-level employment solution

.
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Anything goes this season
Individual style is in; thou shalt not commit a faux pas
The start of a new semester
means new style, trends and yet
another list of what's hot. It's
time to do a quick review and
help prevent embarrassing
moments for those who might
unknowingly commit the terrible, the horrible, socially detrimental fashion faux pas.
But good news for those who
just don't care what Glamour or
GQ is telling. It's actually cool to
not care. No, grunge has n ot
made a comeback. but personal,
individual style has.
So, go with that o utfit you
vowed to never wear outside
the comfort o f your own
place, no one will stare, whisper or point. Plus, by "accessorizing" your own personal
style w ith this new "c:hic" attitude of not caring, you score
extra fashion points. Indeed,
it's really that simple.
Alright, here's a little list of
s tuff everyone is wearing,
doing, seeing an9 talking about,
which in essence is what real
style is about
Individuality, as mentioned

before is very .---~------.,=-------~----,...-------," Khaki and
trendy at the
black pants
moment.
are
JMU
H o wever ,
staples, the
brand names
u n t ou c h•
also are plasable style
tered everyfa c t o r s .
where these
They'll be
d a y s .
arou nd for
Whether it's
a lon g time
s p raw I e d
yet,'' senio r
across the
J
e
n
frontorback
H auptman
of
shirts,
said.
everyone
Here 's . a
wants and
little s urneeds
to
p r i s e :
know where
Break ou t
on earth you
th at jean
gotyourshirt.
jacket you
Abercrombie,
have l eft
as we all
over from
know, is a JMU favorite to mix a h ood on it, and of course, fifth g r ade - they're back
with and has remained this way vests, vests, vests. Three-quar- in s tyle. My thought is that
forthepastcoupleofyears.
ter leng th sleeves, boat neck it's not going to fly as a
" It's rare that I can walk shirts and capris are still cool, mains tream trend . But I
across campus without seeing a though they've been around might just eat my words.
company name across some- since last season.
Music styles are changing as
one's shirt. Unfortunately, it so
Dark jeans a r e still well. Boy bands and teenage
happens that I'm wearing the around and hopefully will wonder girls like Britany Spears
same shirt," senior Jessica be for a while, especially if keep popping up everywhereHomzesaid.
they're Abercrombie. After but w i ll it last? It seem s the
Other "hot" items this sea· pa ying $60 for a pair of industry is· moving toward a
son a re c argo pants - any· p a nts, they better stay cool heavier rocll. not quite as cheery
thing with random pockets or for longer than a season . • as pop music from the pop rage.

)> f'botovaphy by local an:ist Richard Faut Sycamore House
Gallery- Tuesday-Thunday, IOa.mAip.m., Saturday, II a.m.
to 5 p.m., free.
)> Oil paintings by Richard Weiford: Sycamore Holl$C Gallery
-Tuesday-Thursday, 10 a.m.-6 p.m., Saturday, II a.m. to 5
p.m., free.

)> Watercolor Society Exhibit Sycamore House Gallery Tuesday-Thursday, 10 a.m.-6 p.m., Saturday, I I a.m. to 5 p.m.,

free.
)> jMU Faculty Recital: Wilson Hall Auditorium - Thursday,
8 p.m., free, for information call x3481.
)> Cracker. TRAX - Thursday, 9 p.m., $12 in advanc~. $14 at

door.
)> Pat McGee Band with Travis Allison Band: TRAX Friday. 9 p.m., $8 in advance.
)- Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "The Mummy." Friday and
Saturday, 7 and 9:30p.m., $2, "Silent Movie." Sunday, 7:30
p.m., free. "Armageddon." 9p.m., Warren{faylor Patio, free.
)> Reg;ll Cinemas Valley Mall: "Sixth Sense." "The MU$C,"
"Life." "Dudley ()o..Right." "The Blair Witch Project,• $4.50
before 6 p.m., $6.50 after. Call434-7107.
)- Rqal Cinemas Harrisonburg 14: "A Dog of Flanders."
"American Pie." "Big Daddy." "Bowftnger." "Big Lucy," "Mickey
Blue Eyes." "Mystery Men." "Runaway Bride." "Tarzan."
"Teaching Mrs. Tingle," "The 13th Warrior." The Astronaut's
Wife; "The Haunting." "The Iron Giant." "The Thomas Crown
Affair; "Univellal Soldier: The Return,& $4.50 before 6 p.m. ,
$6.75 after. Call 433· 7733.

If you would like an euent featured in 'Style Weekly,' send a leuer c/o Style section;
OJ Anthony-Seeger Hall; MSC 6805 ; ]MU; Harrisonburg, VA 22807; include d4te,
con and location of the euent.

New groups li ke Limp
Bizkit and Kid Rock are all the
rage right now. Kid Rock combines hard core rock with a rap
style. His music combines
m any diffe r ent genr es o f
music, making it difficult to
categorize it.
Mental and spiritual health
is competing with the exercise
craze. Yoga and Pil ates
(stretching exercises) are activities that everyone has either
heard of, wants to do, or d oes.
But, these are expensive activities, so I think I might personally stick with the treadmill .
Healthy lifestyles are cool
and diets aren't. Good thing, no
one was good at it.
Basically, anything goes this
season, make your own trends
and follow your instincts. There
aren't too many rules to follow
in order to stay on top of the
fashion world . Well, there are a
few, we just don't like brown
belts w ith black shoes.
But if by some mysterious
accident you find yourself somewhere on campus committing
this fashion sin, not to worry.
H old your head up high and
promise yourself, never will I
ever do this again.

.
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TM Brute

Top Fi\'C Reasons to \\'ork for The
Breeze:
5. You get to register early.
4. You know the ' Darts & Pats' before everyone
else.
3. It helps build your resume.
2. You get paid for it.
1. You get free food.
For more info on how you can work
for the Breeze, call x6127

See Business Directory
Page 25

·~

•Back
•Face
• Chest
• Bikini
•Legs
• Underarms

DEl
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laser hair

removal

BUY TEITBIIIS lilliE.
~ IOt!JWtlijl!aniil ~

forMen

laser hair

removal

for Women
·-~-

Harrisonburg E.N.T. Associates, Inc.
' t

C. Wayne Gates, M.D. 353 Neff Avenue
Danny A. Neal, M.D.
540-433-6041
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The Breete

Be a Breeze
Photographer.

Show us what
you see.

.

.

.

'.

SKYDIVE!

with tbe skydivers at SKYDIVE ORANGE which has the area's

best student safety record and most experienced instructors

Call Alex
x6127

'

~~

r

One d.aySTATIC LINE,
TANDEM, OR AFF rlJ'St
\.a: .!.,..."\~
jumps, a nd a staff
~
- "': ~
dedicated to keeping you ~ ~
and your fellow JMU
.
~
students skydiving.
~·
.A
' "'~"-

JM U discounts
Complete infonnation is
on
http:J/www.skydivconongt.com

0!iYJ71~@[j)f!/1~0fiY){fj il{}(J(g #Jfb& !iYJ:g{JJ

ljeach lj
~MJ

or nhr, JOI • J nutullJ ,olh&h JMr WI
\M.J• Stop t~t CJCh of nttr JOilll\ltJh
' ' lltoi .. , ~... u ll l..SOQ-504-8484.

" ··•rqesaay ··
Colktae. N1ght
. ~ 1a. ancf over

.--;

··

~

•open sccusticsl

micCQgltone on deck

Why wait for

"Dtlt:tclng starts Inside

Student
Organization

at 10 p.DJo

Night. • •

There will a meeting for all students
interested in
writing for the
Newssedion
Tuesday at
4:oop.m. at The
Breeze office.
Free Pizza!
No experience
ALL NEW PROMOS GUARANTEED TO BLOW
- Call for Details:-433--589S--- L
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This Week Only!

lJpl o~

ltHhtding

Triple Coupons

Dr. Pepper,

$

Coca Cola Classic
or Pepsi Cola

12-Pack
12-oz. Cans

LITE MEAT,

KROGER
PORK N' BEANS

CALIFORNIA
CANTALOUPES

15- 0Z.

EACH

$1

For

88

S..ve
atleast

96fon 4

U.S.D.A . Select

Boneless
Ribeye Steaks

--

TYSON/HOLLY FARMS

SPLIT CHICKEN

BREAST
POU ND
OF EQUAL OR lEssER VALUE

BuY ONE- GET ONE

FREE!
I

I3 I4 I

WEDITKJR FRI SAT

1

2

4

EAT SINGLES OR

BALLPARK

MEAT fRANKS
12.8-16-0Z.

S..ve

!~

$ 99
Smaller
p/(gs. lb.

lb.

$4.99

~

iiiiiii

~ liJ
RAFT
MAYONNAISE
32-0Z.

2Fo~3 .;.~~

ItemS & Prices Good Through 5eptembet 4, 1999 1n Han'lsonbwg. COpyright 1999

Kroger Mld-Atllntic. we reserve the rtgtrt to limit quantities. None sold to dealers.

s.s-oz.

4
S..veat
least 70c

4J.
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Dultes w.in soccer opener
18 players see action _in women's 1-0 home win over WVU
ASON MciNTYRE

J

asslsttull sports editor

The JMU women's soccer
match Saturday night •gainst
West Virginia University had the
stuff all season openers are made
of: sloppy play, physic:al action
and lots of miscommunication
on offense and defense.
Nonetheless, a goal in the
60th minute by senior forward
Aimee Grahe was all the Dukes
needed to top the Mountaineers,
1..(), before 488 on a hazy night at
the Reservoir Street Field.
" It was definitely not our best
effort,N Coach Dave Lombardo
said. NJ would say we were playing at about 60-70 percent, but to
be playing at that level and get
that win, we'll take it."
The lone goal was set up
when freshman forward Teri
Joyce was fouled just outside the
penalty area. giving the Dukes a
(tee kick from the left side.
Junior midfielder Christy
Yacono sent a pe.dect ball in the
box that Grahe headed past

I(JVU goalkeeper Tara Berardi
into the bade of the net.
• · The""Duke:S -opened theHrst
half by-~ possession,
and ended up wiffi· eight shots
on goal Q:ahe blistered a sholin
the 35th minute lbat Bc!mtl.i had
to roUe a diving save on, and
seconds later YaJ:CIOO slid a pass
~Joyce, whose Sliding kick nar-

DYLAN BOUCHERLPJunlor plrtxograpi!Lr

Tert ~triM to#) 8rOUIICI,WMt VJrPU COelkeeper r .. a..dlln the lltst Mil of the DI*M' 1.0 win s.turday
•• JOel ceme on
AIIMe Gnille off • he kick from junior Chlnty Y - I n the 60ttllllln!M.

R~ "-hhnM

.t home. •

•IIMdet'""" _.

rowly missed high over an open
net.

Joyce, who redshirted last
season, has arguably tbe biggest

shoes on the team to fill. She
takes over at forward for
Therese Wolden. JMU's second
all -time lead ing scorer, who

g raduated in May. Joyce had
several effective runs, but she
was generally marked by two

~eri played well for us up
&ont, and we had a lot of fresh.

see DUKES page 45

defenders.

Martinez returos to lead JMU past :rowson
MIKE
CESARIO
sports tdilor

minute of the second half to
puslt the Dukes' lead to 3-0.
Eight minutes later, Mart;inez
scored her second goal of the
assisted on both
Mar,\\ne~~a&

leading
who
two goals
in her first game back from a
knee injury.
"Our team is a team fuiJ of
energy and I think that really
showed going into the game,"
Martinez said .followi ng the
game. " We had our moments
whe.r e we lulled a little bit but
we are an unpredictable team.
We can do anything at any
given point."
Senior Coleen l<.relger gave
the fifth-ranked Dukes the first
goal of the afternoon with 29:26
left to play in the first half.
Junior Whitney Diebolt added
the final tally of the first half
with 6:42 remaining.
Martinez recorded her first
goal of the game in the opening

scol'e~:

\he

D~e&:

in 1997) bu t

~~beef~
~IJ"'"r•
I
t

IYiarnrM<Z.

"It's been a really long time,"
Martinez said. "Before I started
playing this summer, I was like
'My goodness I haven't played
since November of '97. Almost
two years.' It was great hearing
my name out there again. It was
great just being a part of the
team and feeling the team c:hem·
istry out there. It was great to
score the goal but it was also
g reat to see everyone playing
together weiJ.
Sophomore Traci Forc:hetti
and junior Theresa Dinallo
added late goals for JMU.
Forc:hetti scored off a pass from
senior Julie Weiss with 5:56 on
N

DYLAN BOUCHERLP/sttuor ploologT<lphLr
Sophomore fonArd Tnld Fon:hettl IINs • shot upfteld clurinC s.tunllly's 6-0 ..-on openlnC win
ooter T - -. Foft:hettl (UJOels a.t SM~on) netted • JOel .nd Mel .,. .asist In the vlctofy.

see MARTINEZ page 45
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SAVE YOU MONEY

Positions Avalable:
• cooks
•servers
• dishwashers
• hostess
• nlJlht maintenance

New Items arriving constantly.
All Items 100%
satisfaction guaranteed.

otd Coul*y

574-3099

We Accept Food Stamps

Be a Sharp Shopper
and Squeeze Your h a rd
Earned Grocery Dollars
2475-A South Main st:
Harrisonburg, VA
(Beside Pharmhouse)

(540) 434-8848

oew l..oc:dcns:

•·

~ PA

Knoo<. PA

~" PA

.

Stole HoutS: CAll L.oc:atiol1e)
Moo.·Wed. 8-6,
Thurs. & Fri. 8-9, Sat. 8·5 ....CLOSED s-lay
....

RECE IVE
A F'REE STRAP PAD WITH
ANY TIMBUK2 MESSENGER BAG.

O R •••

SPECIAL ORDER YOUR OWN
CUSTOM DES IGNED MESSENGER BAG
A N D R E C E IVE A F'REE S T RAP POUCH

Dump lliatl Ured

WITH MENTION OF' T HIS AO.

I

\
I

1

EIT;ER WAY IT S A BOOD DEAL.
1

EITHER WAY IT S A BOOD PACK.

JJ rJ

-Jg&a~
tkf's wm4 acrop!

AVAILABLE AT

v Wilderness www.
..

4347234

i!Jl!P!! .eona
wildu

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
.__ __, 1544 E Market St, across from Mr J's .____ __.
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Fresh faces for football team
Matthews is optimistic about nicked-up defense; offense remains questionable
with the inconsistencies on to the position vacated when
offense this summer.
three-year starter Greg Maddox
" I would say the biggest was pushed out by then-coach
Because Mickey Matthews thing we've lacked in camp has Alex Wood.
has his mind on more pressing been consistency offensively,•
"Pressure is what you put on
matters, he still has the office of a Matthews said. "One day we'll yourself," the soft-spoken Berry
new coach.
go out there and really move the said. "1 don't really feel a lot of
Despite taking the reins of the ball well and really do some good pressure out there, you just have
JMU football team March 19, things and the next day, let's just to go ou! and get the job done."
Matthews has not fully moved say,l'mnotrealexcited."
The 6-foot-3, 195-pound
into his new digs in the bowels
Whether or not the Dukes Berry will have his weapons on
of Bridgeforth Stadium. Pic· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - offense, with all-purpose
tures are leaning on cabi·
u
threat Delvin Joyce joining
nets, waiting to be hung,
Keaton in the backfield, to
boxes begging to be emp·
go with one of the deepest
tied, and stacks of papers
receiving corps in the
cluttering his brand new
Atlantic 10. Joining Payton
are juniors Undsay Flesh·
desk.
Alt hough the office
man (18.1 yards per catch
clearly needs work. it's not
last year) and Marc Bacote
,/+.
•
(21 catches). Last season,
exactly his top priority.
"We've got a lot of questhe Dukes finished dead
lion marks," Matthews
last in the Atlantic 10 in
said, talk ing about the
total offense and rushing
Dukes, w ho look to Mickey Matthews
offense, and second to last
rebound from a dismal 3-8 IMU foocball coach
in scoring offense.

JASON MciNTYRE

assistanJ sports editor

I would say the biggest
h
, l k
t ing we ve ac ed in
Camp has been

COnsistency
l "
OJJenszve y.

season~~~the

can move the football will rely
heavily upon transfer quarter·
back Char les Berry, who was
named starter earlier this month
over junior John DeFilippo.
Berry, w ho left N .C. State
after serving ~a backup for two
years, brings excellent wambling ability and a cannon arm

1999 campaign on the road at
Virginia Tech on Sept 4.
Despite having the luxury
of 1,000-yard r unning back
Curtis Keaton and wide receiv·
er Earnest Payton, who had a
JMU single-season record 82
receptions
last
season ,
Matthews has not been pleased

~~~~

questions on the other side of the
ba ll. After suffering several
injuries during camp, the JMU
defense will limp into the sea·
son.
Before the recent hiring of
new strength and conditioning
coach Jim Ouming- Matthews
calls him the team's *biggest

addition"- the summer heat
got to the Dulces, riddling them
with a slew of injuries, sidelining
four starters.
Defensive end Chris Morant,
who led the team with 11 sacks
last year (pulled hamstr ing),
tackle Ulrick Edmonds (hip flex·
or), Georgia transfer linebacker
Mike Luckie (turf toe) and the
leading retum.i ng tackler, linebacker Zeb Clark (hip pointer),
have aU missed significant prac·
lice time, and their status for the
season opener is in question.

Anther change in camp has
been the attitude of the team. A
majority of players have been
wearing smiles on their faces in
practice, which had been hard
to find over the past few seasons.
" We can't be any more posi·
tive than we are right now,"
Matthews said. " We've really
focused on the kids having a
good time since we've got here.
CoUege footbaU is supposed to
be fun. You are supposed to
enjoy playing it."

ATTENTION SPORTS
FANS!
Anyone interested in writing for
the Sports section, our first
meeting of the year is Tuesday,
August 31 at 3:30 p.m. in The
Breeze office
(located in basement of Anthony·Seeger Hall.
Questions? Call x6709.)

Not so fond DleDlories of Little League
He couldn't hit and was average with the glove, but give him a whiffle bat and look out
Since the Little League World Series
conclu ded this weekend, I'm taking a
moment to reflect on my short-lived basebaH career. I cam e up w ith one thing: I
was a sony Uttle League baseball player.
I would compare my game to this sum·
mer's "Eyes Wide Shut.• which was overhyped and let everyone down, except that
the movie, at two-and-half-hours, lasted
longer than my career.
My weaknesses - and there were
many-began at the plate.
I was short. Mini-Me from Austin
Powers• short
And dare I say it? I was afraid of the
ball. Scared of being hit by a pitch. Terri·
fied of what it would feel like to be hit by
a blal.ing fastball of a 10-or 11-year-old.
Going into the doctor's office for a shot?
That was caJce compared to stepping into
the batter's box. I was so frightened that!
can still hear my dad yelling from the
stands, ~g in there Jas ... get closer to
the plate,H in a frustrated, my·kid·is·a·
wussvoice.
My most humiliating moment came on
one of the hardest balls I ever hit. It was
during my first stint in Class-AA. Playing
AA two years in a row is the equivalent of
having to use your repeat/forgive on a
Kinesiology class. Anyway, I slapped an
opposite single (or so I thought) to right
field.
I was usually successfu.l getting on base
by bunting or beating out meekly-hit
infie.l d slow rollers, where I'd utilize my
world class speed to -get on base (I took1
N

home several ribbons on field day in eJe. ,a -, a Colee, a hot dog and Nerds, and
I had a few stints in middle relief, but
mentary school). But on this memorable he would oblige, on mom's tab, of course. ~ were nothing to write home about My
shot to the ou tfield, I m ust have gotten Occasionally, he would say, "Check out earned run average wasn't anything spe·
complacent, or just stood there, admiring this frog I caught in the creek!" and I cia!, but I was more effective than Orioles
my base knock. because as I trotted to first. would ask, Nyou mean you didn't see. me closer Mike Timlin has been this summer.
I was thrpwn out
Speaking of the Orioles, how terrible
strike out and my helmet ~U off?" but
Yes, really.
before I was finished, he would be chasing are they this year? There was talk of them
I was shocked, and so was the aowd. the frog thatlept out of his hands.
having the worst bullpen in the history of
ba.s eball, which generally comes back to
But no one was more stunned tha.n my
Uttle League truly was a family affair.
coach, who said, "What are you doing in
Defensively, I wanted to play first base the manager. He is responsible for maJdng
here (the dugout)? Get on first base, you like my favorite player, Don Mattingly, but decisions on when to pull the starter for
just got a hit"
I was too short. I tried.. my arm at third, the dreadful middle relief that has plagued
As my lip quivered, I said, "They called but it was too weak. Shortstop was gener· the O's all summer. So why on earth
me out.•
haven't ~ canned Ray Miller? That guy
has been through so much, what with
A bit ticked, my coach ran out to the
Albert Belle stepping to him in the dugout,
umpire, and went jaw-to-jaw with Blue,
and the Orioles, despite having one of the
something unseen in Little League.
highest payrolls in baseball, being loc.k ed
I don't remember if my coach got the
in a battle with the Devil Rays for the basegate, but it really didn't matter because
ment of the American League East. Peter
this whole ernbarassing sequence sums up
Angelos, get rid of him already.
my offensive prowess.
Back to my career. So if I couldn't star
- }ilSOn Mcintyre
I couldn't hit, and when I did, I got out
on the real baseball diamond, what was a
anyway. But just so you know, I took so
boy to do? The next best thing - domi·
many pitches at the plate, resulting in lots
nate neighborhood streetball in the cul-deof walks, and thus, a decent on base per·
centage.
ally reserved for the best player- I wasn't sac. That's where I was the star.
You name the sport- football, I was
However, I did score the game-win- considered.
Thatlef1 second base, a perfect fit. It the quarterback; basketball (I won't even
ning run once in the rain, when we were
down to our last out, and was carried off was close to first, making throws easy, and go into it, we ran the courts in cushy subthe field by my teammates, a Ia David when teams tried to steal second, I didn't urbia), and in baseball, I was Ken Griffey
Cone after he tossed a perfect game.
have to apply the tag, I backed up the Jr. and Roger Qemens rolled into one.
Sure, we played with a tennis ball, bull
If you want stories of fun, the dugout is shortstop on the play!
where it all went down. My younger
I did dabble in the outfield, but it was won't let that d~ the e.ffect.
brother and his wingman would make boring out there, and being the vocal, - - - - - - - - - - - - - trips to the concession stand for me at least mouthy kid I was, I let the coach know Jason Mcintyre is a senior SMAD major who
twice a game. I would write out a list of my valuable services were needed else· won't bt playing intramunrl softball. But ht is• •
goodies I nt!~ed:' grap~ 'Big' Lea~~· where.' • • 1 • •
• ••
• • • • •
• • a stap'leonlhe URECf:tdcdtull rourts.
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TJfaditim~al
Viehtamese
CuisiHe

T19oaa
Spicy
uegefaafaa Mahesf
So.4ps
Appdhns
Hous~r

Tft11

Spwcdti•s

ft'OtH

Cfte~,.-GI'il

S11e~food

Dishes

IHIIf Disltfts
Cftidcm Disftu
Po,.k Disltu

Spicy

CJHd

Mild
t~ oUR Fam~ Specfals~

Antique Mall- Rolling Hills Shopping Center
787 E. Market Street A t'

11 ::~ ~;t~m ~ •

Mon.- Fri .. 12:00-7:00 p.m.

433-1717
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Entries Due: Aug.. JG-Sept. 2
Captain's Meeting: Sept. 6
T~~~~e: 4 and/or 7pm
Huny and get signed up - there is a cap on
the number of teams!

II ·
Sign-up for either of these valuable and

free services! Appointments available
beginning Sept. 6.

'~J.

:.·.-·
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wt"o Mot"tolf. ..

~·

...............

lime: 4:3G-7pm
Stop by the UREC Atrium to ehedc out all that UREC
has to offer! Priza, tours, info, modt1ails, and free
giveaways!

....................

Tlllle: 9-10pm
For anyone interested in playing intnmural sports - a
great way to get involved!
(M) (W)(C)

fill fii ..III.IIII'IIIIIIC (2 days)
Dates: Sept. I ct. 2
Time: 4 and/or 7pm
Learn to be an official -competitive wages!
Must attend at least one session each day.

~ . . &II

11111111c·

Tme: lOam-noon
This worbbop will give-you SlrOil& tricks for land
navigation. Great skills to take with you on the
upcoming hike at Fridley's Gap!

V 9' IIC.III - sip up NOW!
Dates: Sept. 6 ct. a
Tune: 7-IOpm
Cost:

H'\
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r- Martinez leads JMU to win
MARTINEZ, from page 41

Junio r Jaaon Long earned All-American honors wllh a
sixth place finish in the 1,500-meter run June 5 at the NCAA
Track and A eld Championships at Boise State University.
Long finished the race In 3:50.63, giving him his first indi·
vidual All-American laurel and his third overall as a college
performer. He was a membe r of JMU's All-American distance medley relay teams during the 1998 and 1999 NCAA
Indoor track seasons.

\Hllll H.\
Earlier this summer, JMU won its second straight women's
compound national title at the U.S. Intercollegiate Archery
Championships, May 14-16, In East Lansing, Mich.
The team of seniors Jackie Schlueter and Teas Monsour
and sophomores Wendy Bi rckhead and Sharon Ryder
edged Texas A&M by a single point.
Schlueter was am ong four JMU archers na med to the
National Archery Association All-American team at the conclusion of the meet. Named to the All-American team for the
second yea r in a row were Schlueter, senior Olympic bow
competitor Rhonda Shaner ('99) and junior Olympic bow
shooter Steve Zakowicz ('99).
In the women's Olympic bow, the team of Shaner, sophomore Karen Auerbach and senior Sarah Outland were runners-up.
In the men's Olympic bow, the team of Zakowicz, senior
VInnie Palladino and junior Sean Patterson finished third.

Men's Soccer Poll

1. Richmond .

2 . vcu
3. William & Mary
4. George Mason
5. J ames Madison
6. Old Dominion
7. American
8. East Carolina
9. UNC Wilmington

4!.

the clock and then assisted on
Dinallo's goal with 3:3llefl
jMU out-shot Towson, 39·3,
with junior goaiJceeper Amanda
Latz earning the shut out, but
the Dukes said they still have a
Jot of improvements to make.
JMU Coach Christy Morgan
said her team needs to make the
plays. She said the Dukes were
too often trying to force the ball
r ather th,an creating scorin g

opportunities against the Tigers
(6-14last year).
"It wasn't a real skilled performance. I expect that my team
could be the best in the nation,
but we didn't play like it today. I
expect more from them and the
good thing is they expect more
from themselves," Morgan said.
"We need to work on our awareness. Seeing the free players and
hitting the free playe.rs. Rather
than forcing things through, we
need to create. We are skilled

enough to create so I think it
will happen."
Kreiger said, "We are happy
that w e won, but it could have
been better. I think we need
crisper passes and we need to be
in the right space at the right
time. Those were things we did
at times, we just need to put it all
together. Right now this is an OK
spot for us to be in. There are a
couple things we need to work
on in practice this week to ma.ke
sure we are there next weekend."

Women's Soocer Poll

(7)
{1)
(1)

1. William and Mary (8)
2. Richmond
(1)
3. James Madison
--. Old Dominion
5. George Mason
6. UNC Wilmington
7. East Carolina
8 . American

9. vcu

.

DYLAN BOUCHERLEistnior plwtogTQphtr

Senior Jill Novasad puahea the ball uptleld In Saturday's 6-0 season opening home win over Towson.
The Dukes outahot the Tlgera 39-3, making thlnct easy on goalie Amanda Latz (three saves).

•first place votes in parenthesees

Dukes defeat Mountaineers in opener
DUKES, from page 41

DYLAN BO UCHEilLEist~tlor ,Nxo,roplctr

Senior forwMI ~ Grahe hustles up the field dllflne the Dukes' 1-4 win over West Vlralnla
~.ioW-~JH_OJl!IH.vt\ltU!mf.-

__ _

men who played well," Lombardo said. Along with Joyce, Lombardo will look for scoring from
preseason All·CAA midfielder
Beth McNamara (three goals last
year), and Grahe, the team's
leeding returning scorer.
In the net for JMU, sopho·
more goalkeeper Suzanne Wil·
son was untested for the most
part, finishing the game with
two saves (one in the opening
minute), as the Mountaineers
mustered just 10 shots on goal.
"I think we had to win this
game to build our confidence,"
an exasperated Grahe said. "We
had to prove we're better than
what the preseason polls said
about us." The CAA preseason
polls had the Dukes tied for
third w i th Old Dominion,
behind defending champion
William &: Mary Tribe and the
Richmond Spiders.
" Yeah, we're kind of pissed
about the ranking," Yacono said.
"We are going to use that as
motivation this year."

..

--~·--

Last season, JMU went to the
second round of the NCAA
tournament before being ousted
by eventual champioo Aorida, 51' in Gaine.$ville.
With the loss of six starters,
including their top three scoring
leaders, Wolden, Lisa Cioffi and
Jess Williams, Lombardo is still
tinkering with young team.
"We've got a team that is
two-thirds fTeshmen and sophomores," Lombardo said. "That
will provide us with more
depth and we will have a high
rotation of players. We aren't
quite at the pace of our team
last year, so we are going to
work with playing more posses·
sion where we'll have to manufacture goals as opposed to getting them on shear physical
ability."
Grahe echoed those senti·
ments.
"We did lose a lot of seniors,
but the leadership is still there.
We11 have much better posses·
sion this year than last year,
where we w ere more kick and
run."

----------~--------~------
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• NaJural Enu&Y &: Immune Oootttrs
• Hi&h Qvalhy Hubs, Vilamuu &:Minc.rals
• Homcopaohl< Rcm«<in • Hotbol Teu
• Natural Hairspray & Deodorant,
• Shampoos&. lncenae
• HAndmade Candles & Soaps
• "New" Candles; ~&••• Blood. Wol<r.
Earth. Bead Glass
• MIJSIIC Thtrapy. ArOtNthttapy,
TAICH & Yoao Clo.,cs
• Rdt.tcnce U u:ralure

I o•. discount
with JAC

OW OPEN in Tow n Ce nter
Lindy

lfi~~s

(behind VIlli., Mall)
l.PN·MICtrll/itd Ntl/urfll lltlllllt ProfutiiJntrl

181 N~rr A• c-.• Suit e- W · l
Ha rr honbura. VA 12101
(540) 101 -0071

Ho u r s :
MTWF • 10·5 : ~0
W ED. 10-4:30
SAT. 9- 12(S uonmer)
oill ocoobc r
10-1 2(Winlcr)
or by flppointntt lll

cmoil : hcrbolwis dom88 (1 hounoil.com

IMU·
freshmen have
OSI

152.7%*1

~ aJutJrn[a~" Dffi~~ miT rncornCB

••;,'

per week.

NONE

1-3

Him

4-6

1m

1-9

IW~.n.

10-12

I111m

13+

l.n.

For mt:Jftlriformatlon caiJ 1-«JJ-717-311 J.

-..u.wuroa _._
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Wanna win a Hummer? See our website for details.

Deadline for online entry Is 10/15199. Mall-in errtries must be postmarked by 10/15199. No
purchase necessary. Must be at least 18 years old and a licensed driver In state of residence. Void where prohibited. For OffiCial Rules, mall a sell-addressed stamped envelope
to: The eCampus.com Wanna Win a Hummer? Rules, c/o Marden-Kane Dept RF, 36 Maple Place, Manhasset, NY 11 030. Requests received after 1OJ31 199 will not be fulfilled.
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LIFESTYLE
HOROSC'OPE ..;;

,

Today's Blrtbday (August 30) This
year, save up foe ua'id llld educ:alion. 00( nec-

Gemini (May 21-June 21) - Today is llble hour, anyway. Once the day's ~y. Capricorn
an 8 - The gJQt feeling you bad
going this weekend could carry
over and inspire you 10 try some·
thing ouuageous. Coold be you've
been doing your job the bard way. Maybe if
you had a team 10 help. the job would be more
fun. There may be some opposition. Well,
there will be. but knowing that, you can prepare for it. This is where your planning comes
in. Think of the answers ahead of time.

W

essarily in that order. A tough situation at
home causes you to talc.e action in November
or December. Stability's achieved. but the C0$1
is high in February. By May, you'll be in a
safer place- llld one that's a lot more fun.
One dream. s lbandoncd llld another taJc.es its Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Today is a
place by neJlt August.
6 - People should be in a good
mood this morning. That's impor·
To get the advantage. check the day's rating:
tant beeause it can set the tone for
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
your whole day. It'll still be relatively easy to make changes if you move
Aries (Marcb 21-April 19)- Today is quickly. Don't hesitate 10 ask for what you
an 8 - The work•s interesting, llld want; your chances are better now. If it COSIS
the money's g~e~t, but it's 00( clear any money a1 all, it's a sure bet you won't get
what the job is, exactly. Are you it tomorrow.
thinldng about starting a business
of your own? lf so, something related 10 sports Leo (Jaly 23-Aug. 22) - Today is an 8
- or children - would be good. This is a
~~- You'll feel pretty feisty this
g~e~t day to launch into it Attention 10 dclail
. morning- and hopefully 00( 100
and service are the keys.
hung over. You'll have a little
slack. The boss isn't going to make
'Thurus (April 20-May 20) - Today is any big demands on you until tomonow. It
~ an 8 - You should be getting up 10 might behoove you, however, to figure out
£/\ stride today. There's way 100 much what those are going to be and to get pre·
to do in the morning. but somehow pared. Leo is. after all, the sign of scouting.
it's not phasing you. You're 00( as
easily rattled as you have been - not by a Vi.rgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Today is a 6
long shot. You're confident and growing more
- You might be in a romantic
sure of yourself every minute. It's a confi·
mood, but it may be difficult to
dence you've earned. by the way, so flaunt it
make the connection. At a reason-

{...~
~

there'll be so much to do, you won't have
time. A phone call or brief conversation may
have 10 suffice. No problem. In that conversation, set something up foe tomorrow night

Ubra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23) -Today is a 6
- Where's the money coming
from? That's what has you worried. so today, why don't you do
something about it? Figure out
where the money is. for starters. Don't get
upset if there doesn't seem to be enough.
That's an optical illusion. Actually, there's
plenty. Getting it into your bank account is the
game. Why riot become a serious piayell

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) - Today is a
6 - There·s plenty of work today;
that's foe sure. You may 00( have
time for a coffee break, much less
lunch! The good news is that you
may even get 10 work some overtime! 11lat's
good because if it happens, your paycheck
gets fatter. And, tonight, you and your mate
may realize you have something unexpected
to spend it on.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Today
is an 8 - You should be clicking
right along today. You'll be quick.
effective and cheerful, too. You
might suut drawing attention. That
could also cause trouble. Don't get cocky.
Watch what you say. Don't hun anyone's
feelings. If you don't know the llllSWt!', don't
make one up. Do the research.

(Dec.

is a

22-Jao. 19) - Today

9 - You're just about

10 go
into a nice phase. You're looking
I /
better every minute and attracting
'0"' quite a bit of attention. You've
thought of yourself as a hard worker, but have
you thought of yourself as a cuddle bunny?
Well. get used 10 it! Actually. Capricorn is one
of the most sensual signs in the zodiac. Today.
make time 10 practice.

A quarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -Today is
a 6- You may still be a linle high
from the weekend. Your euphoria's
going to wear off though; bet on i!.
Also, pay attention to what's happening around you. All the differences of
agreement haven't been resolved yet. by any
means. Don't get too dreamy-eyed. or too busy
patting yourself on the back. Watch where
you're going and what the others are up 10.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) - Today is a
Your fantasies could get more solid
today. You're most likely getting
curious about how to make them
happen. Education's required. but
that's okay. It won't be hard .
Nobody's going to grade you on it Nobody
but you. and reality itself, of course. If you
keep learning. you might make your dreams
come true. Go for it. You have nothing to

7-

0

lose.
-Tribune Media Services
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Uly is COIIIumed widl reu tbal Deoise
Wlllll Hope bact. Denise tells Bell 'be
'IIIGilkl tille 10 nile llcr OWD cbild IIIII Baa
eacDIInfe$hl:r to do JO. Wbell GccqiaLuciDdl, lbe .,._ 10 ldl Eddie ~

w

~

aboul Alec. Sbe cbanp her
pllm$ wbell Eddie invilel her away for the
wedlald. Alec is left tO take calls from lhll
privale illvestipror. Ooce away, OcoiP
c:aa 't make love 10 Eddie because af the
seem she is hltboring.

Tbe Bold aad the Beautiful
- Taylor 15SUnS a despcnlc RidF ~wiD be
oby. Taylor bdieva tbe 1onJer sbe cu
QIJ)' the rwiM. the bcaer chlnce they will
bave. lCilllbelty WOIIdln why Amber is so
determiMd to act Becky tbal Pari5 job.
lCimbaty bdie¥es Ride . . 100 mucb hope

~~-·-...·--
pill ~ lbeir plla Annie nllbta atf 10 11te
Laura .ells Nikobs all about ber felr of
Faisoo, but she urges him 1101 10 J.a IIIII
information on to Stefan. Chloe suffers a
bad ankle Sptain and is forced to spend a
nigbl in tht woods with Jax. As a result of
!hal. Alexis has 10 act a Ned's wife whco
Olloe fails 10 ~ foe a business meeting.
~.Ned and Alexis ~ for Olloe llld
Jax. Wben tbey fiod them. Ned blows a
psktL • how .1M eodllllgeRd Olloe's life.

Ollrity and Mipl continue to look for
Charity's aunt. Charity manages 10 Bet
cloeer 10 Grace llld is close 10 recaDina her
pa5t. Sam learn~ Hank 1s in Harmony 10
J&ve some cash for his oext adventure.
Sberidln bel~u Luis ..:I !hal COIIli!Uiily
center are a done deal, but thinp b3ckfare
when she learns she cannot buy her way out
of performing the community service.
Onice llld Faith hook up on the lnlcmet and
Grace doesn't get why Faith InsistS the
foo:es «dark are about 10 clo6e in on her.

Ben waau Roa 10 ~ Mu in IIIII

Port Cbartls

adoption case. 1..arnins Blake newt" wat
tbRJuih witb thallbonion, Hlrtey talb her

Racbclldl$ Chris lbe can get Jlllle ttwc.agb

Dl:ep 10 have fun io her life. Casey
and Meg strain watcbing video's at Surf
Central in an attempt to keep the
conYetSalioo casual. Ben tells Maria he's
JOt plans 10 bead foe Seattle 10 dig up some
dinonT-.

l.unna visit's Jack's office requesting
funding for ber new television show that
will finally expo6C Victor. Jack is intemted
ar the idea. but he·s tryina to buy Jabot 111c1
doesn' t have the money r ight now.
Malcolm book$ up with Callie at that bus
station and tells her be· s sorry about
~na- He ldls llcr he has 00 u.entionl
of JOing beck to Olivia and the two ki5a
pas.1ionlldy.
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BROUGHT TO YOU
BY1WOBEERS
AND SOME COLD MEDICINE.

SF

To your body, alcohol and medicine can seem very similar. Both can affect your
balance, coordination, and ability to see accurately. Skills that are
essential to riding. After drinking or taking medication, don't ride. \' )
That's the best prescription for your
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDAnOII -

Confucius says

Wise businessman
advertises with
The Breeze
Call 568- 6127 today!
What it takes to
be a father.

What it takes to
be a dad.

JO -

H ~WI: 2.0% ~f.f taU d~tfii;,g & gift~

JJ - J2. ~Art~: JO% ~f.f ~AU l:!S£0 text~~~~ &till
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Ht· HAYNES & WOLFE
9 \ vRTH

.

PLC

ATIOR.~EYS ATLAW

. COURT SQUARE

RoYV. Wou-ll/ III
DAVJDE. HAThT~

·Criminal Defense
• Personal Injury
•Traffic

·DUI .
·Underage Possession

David E. Haynes
Free Consultation

®
RESTAURANT
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Join us for grilled deli sandwiches, hot homemade
chowders, specialty salads and steak and seafood dinners.

Lunch and dinner never tasted so good.
East Gate Shopping Center
1625 East Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA

540-433-1870
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It looks like the perfect d.
The only problem is, it's a p.
It's dy.kxia. A~ disability wOO..,_
kids confuse tbtir d's with p's, b's .00 q's.
But, with hdp moot o( ~kids can so on to do
~u in school. Caii1·888-GR8-MINO now.
There's DO ,_,o he hdd Nck.

· rm
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Mid-Atlantic ...,.. Novembe_r 5,
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I'
fresh,
innovative,
cutting edge,
trendy ...
... and the
articles ain't
bad either.

.James Madison
University
Class of 2000 & 2001!!!

..... Meet
..... Network
...... Interview
~ith the top
employers from
around the country.
For more jnformation about the Career Forum
and to r:egister on-line, 'lislt:

M.CBACAREERS.COM
Registration Deadline:

September 27, 1999
~
FRE~~ TRANSPORTATION
CRIMSON & BROWN
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Today's crossword brought to you by Court Square
ACROSS
1 Composes leHers
7 OoTobook
10 Northern
Scandinavian
14 Zimbabwe's

capital
15 Channel for

videos
16 Sport sled
17 Danish seaport
18 Hawaiian dish
19 Memo acronym
20 Sri
21 Domestic
23 Upright
24 Shade tree
25 British peers
28 Black Sea arm
30 Mactlinery part
32 Stupefted state
33 Deborah of fdm
36 Pertains
38 Actor Cariou
39 Bullring cheers
40 Whimsically
comical
41 ° Feels poorty

42 Past prime
43 Small hound

44· Surfeit 45 Beer barrel
46 Coffee Server
47 Small vipers

49 Getawhiff
51 Mongrel
53 John or Bonnie
57 Nobel and Noyes
59 Crude workman?
60 Evergreen
62 Center starter?
63 Web surfing
64 Humanistic
disciplines
65 Bobbsey twin
66 Relaxing
67 Skin eruption
68 Useindgo
69 Crossed in the
shallows
DOWN
1 Entire

2 "M'A'S'H" clerk
3 Goddess or
peace
4 Train units
5 Bogus
6 Visualize
7 Urge to action
8 Bad-weather
retreats
9 Tei _ -Jaffa,
Israel
10 Grassy plain
11 Smallest
continent

(JRJcEWAJfRHousE(roPERS I
Join us. Together we can change the world. sM
~
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1 Jol. lfl
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0

12 Urgoof Duval and
Singh
13 Vigor
21 cash upon
tennination
22 Charity
26 Resided
27 Reason
29 Sequence
31 City in Provence
33 Eccentric
characters
34 Burstyn or Barkin
35 Large stars
37 Piccadilly pea
soup
41 AHacker
43 Polish
48 Quickly
50 Meat
52 City near
Trieste
54 Homeric epic
55 Nerve-racking
56 Trapped in the
branches
58 Distress painfully
60 Links standard
61 Gershwin or
Levin
63 Big galoot
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... ...,....,___ _
a.-_,

mattrua. boa aprln(a, loft,
- · cf\..,.. IIOu- Items.
c.l 433-3703.

-NOW! . . . .
appllcetiOM . , . . _, ..
COmmlsslonl .... S2SC>SOO/WIL

.,.rwn.

1-800e51·2Ba:l.

-tow.otc

on-,_.

...kine outeo~re

prlvlleaea. 30 min. from JMU.
~to.,_..:Jfcllhl.wlt.

horne. c.l1-800811-6284.

Very llealblo. 828-3223 lor
lnlormMlon.

5k)h ~ c.l 43»'27
lot lnlormatlon.

Mill Stroot 8rlll • now hlrln&
e>q>erienoed line
..:I
wllit stall. CMI ~. or
apply Ill 1 Mill SIIMI, Staunton,
VA
S1aLn1Dn.

www.dormfumiture.com

Cf££!K US OU7I

oooka.-

Wll ..., • ""UMd .. dlln,..s
electronics, VCIIa, TVo, hOme
..:I car stereo, ~ etc.
c.l Milce's Electtonlca. ~.

2001111
-$350. •$200
Muft>ellocts
unit. lletoil
o.b.o.
~734 .

Solid Oak Couch aod Chair •
$175, free de4i¥oty. c.l ~238.

• .._, -klo& lleaponolble
SltUr • for klda oaea 5 and 6.
IIINF ............ 7:30 0.11\. • 8:30 0.11\.
S20/Wk.~2·.

.,.II ' "' A"roal•otelr 8
-~- • 8IIJyslt 3 ,....
o11t. - · 12'.30 p.m. • 2:30 p.m.
-be ...:~ run. Morn ~
bullnola ~lOt. Cell ~2·1010.

~

Build your ruume with public
- - ..:I mll1letirC _.....
p_, se . 110.80/hOUr. ~
-: ~8. 1999. See
MADISOJI CONNECTION ad In
c . l - -.
Horae llldlol Prlwllele• • In

exthln&e for small amount of
-'<. lDcalld one mile from JMU
-Cal~7131 .

vt--_,,# =In·=
I
n
.... _..,.,. -· ....
Cion---"'

--~l.lot -oriDO,_

pOints? Obtoln .., International
license that c.., never be
suspended or ,.,.,....,, No DUis.
c.l 433-11117.

Foothll vr.oo Aoele~t •
lndlvlduol needed to
footboll proctlce- , _
lncludlnC ttovellnc to away

wltl be,:..
reaponsiblo lor seltln& uP and

contests.

Uoed Furoltura • Double bods.
chelt of .,._.., cns-s. deskS,
werdrobo, couch, dlnlnC table.
VIew (9 a.m. · 5 p.m.) 810
Collicello SWot.

~
r-ntatlve.

Eom up to S3K 110< month part
llml. Rll llml fiOikiOn ..,.._,
Flealble lloutl. can -rk from

In~ lot leuGna ..:I~

In-

W- ·

-1
-- -·--.. --·b-- ·"-"
-------·
c.,_t.for ..............

)olll. your- !iiiNQa

_ _ _ ..,. '*-

Chrlet• •• Mo. .y • sell Avon
pocU:ts ..............Cll Corrie
at 56&.1.842 ()I) or ~6 (W).

Person

te•lnc- camot11 ,equ._t.

~·

-.,.3'.30 P.tl\. be""'
Conlett
oa.ld ~. 56&3131.

Pllllo.,... Now Wlnld
Top dok paid!

.,.rt_t c - , .

_1*1 _
11ow

T........ caoeq.
.-,.,-.a....

__ _

for F1N '99. Faa 01

..... -

. . Elol)'--111041 :a.ml3

CII540Q153.<10?2"-9 p.in.

01828 Clbel . . . . . ~
VA 22905.

or 540-851-5223 (w) ~. •

- . t t J f'aotolool - . . • Is

r.:=~~
P.ncln& Stan. Starting •••• Ia

S5 .$5 par hour. For more
- C O l ~105 01 .......

,..iaa~mu.edu. Appllcellona
Should be I<A>mitlod to the~

0111&» locMid

Seq, _

Qymnaotloe-...
Harrloonb<q Pltka & llocrollllon
Ia ...klftC Pitt lima omnaatlca
lnslrUdorL Cl8sMI , _ -.soy
WldneadOy
Coli
Q39168 1ot mora lniOtmadon.

.rt-..

h.-._,-.
maifirC
...
can
c~rtu~tn.

A-te lntonnaUon.
202-4526801.

outs.-Jfll
~~.corn
1-110067&&386.

Demonstrate pot food In a local
4 Inn ClOt <II¥. $lOftY. C8l
NuUo- 81 1.sooe.7-'16<18.
Elll. 496. ....... and.,.....
numbe< with ~tea code. Callocs.,l

pet-·

SERVICES

Guitar Leuo"' • Beginner to
Intermediate. $10/llr. Cell Grog.
S.0-435-4734.

NOTICE
FOt more iniOrmltion and

ISsisUnc:e ......... .,.

lrMstlpllon of~

~&--
the-

~. c:onliCt

-Bur111Uinc.,

at1.soo.5335501.

Musicians Wanted

Fiddle, a., Mandolin, Guitar,

Ba'l)o, FluWWhlstle, de.
for Celtic Dante Band.
Must be a JMU student.
c.l ~-for lllck.
~to

The BtNz•
Are AYIIII8blel

FOt only $30 lor lhkd class mail,
01 $75 101 first class mail, you

TO!Iot 202.

- - -fa<C339999.
~lftll,.~·9999.

a ,-., Sprlfll -

Spa~l o lo l 7 nlll/111, e lr, hotel,
free mula from $3991 1 of S
small t>uslneasu recotl>tzed lor

time. one Saturday per month.

cen-alullyea"ol

_,""''- ·

lookln& to 1111: FT desk, night
auditor. leundry. IIOusekeepln&.

Caocun

EoriJ Sprl•l lr. . k S peciale!
Bahamas Party Cruise 5 days
$2791 Includes moat mealal

.............
-......-CII)'. Daytona. South Beech. Florida
$1291 ~alctiiMI.corn

1-80067S6366.

The Breeze!
Pie. . . 1..:1 your name,
- . & money to:

TlteBINa
MSC IIOI.Ac6::a) Strll "-I
H - - . , YA 22ll07
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MEDIUM M!1 TOPPING PIZZA
&2 £111 Cokes QR Breadstlcks

I.
1

I

medium Ofder

Ho C"POfiMC-IY

i

.

1

.

I
I

, ·. ·

'7 ''
,

•
Mo 'ol4)on ncccsw.y

: -·, i ' Medium Pizzas with 1·Topplng

1O 99

I.
1 ;

1

I

1 I,

!

n

•
Choo5c from Hand Tossed,
T11lnCrust, or Dtcp Dish

1

I
1

,.

Ho coupon nce&UAJY
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SPEUALTY SHOPS

NEWSPAPERS
Richmond Times Dispatch.......... IS

AUTOMOTIVE

Airey's YW Service and Repair. lnc ...9
Blue Ridge Tire.................................38
Early Cycle Center............................ J6
Hartman Motors ................................43
Jiffy Lubc ..........................................:\8
JM 's Auto .......................................... ) I
Midas................................................. II
Mountain Yentures ............................34
(Precision Lube Express)
Rule Honda .......................................47
Steven Toyota ...................................45

PERSONAL (ARE
Blue Ridge Women's Hcalth ......... 27
Chiropractic Scrvices.................... l6
Lovely Nails .................................. IS
Polished
Riggleman Chi,rop•racltic.......,""'
Simmons Cut
The Look.......

Tranquil Rad
Uni

BANKING
Bank of America..............................33
Co mmonwcalth0ne ......................... 22

BICYQE SHOPS
Blue Ridge Cycle............................43
Early's Cycle Ccnter....................... l6
Mark's Bike Shop ........................... ) I

BooKSTORES

Open Book.....................................40

G-iURQ-IES
Asbury United Methodist ...............28
First Presbyterian............................ 45
Otterbein United Methodist.. ....... ../43

QOTHING

Barely Wom...................................33
Classy Consignments..................... 23
Mercy House..................................27

COFFEE SHOPS
Taylor Down Under....................... IS

OJSTOM PRINTING
Daniel's......................................... 48
Fat Rabbit..................................... IS

DEUVERY SERVICES

Dinner-to-Go................................. 31

EDUCATION
Kaplan ...........................................42
Princeto n Review..........................22

HOUSINC
Residence Life.......... .
Oldc Mill Village.................
Pe ndry a11d Constable ...........
Pheasant Run ...................
Sunchase...............................25

Basket Blessings .........................35
Bennie's Shoe Store.................... I)
Big Lots ......................................38
Blue Ridge Nature......................43
CPU Store................................... ll
Craft House.................................34
Dayton Farmer's Market. ........... I 0
Fan-a-mania................................20
Flights of Fancy............................S
Gift and Thrift. ............................45
Glen's Fair Price.........................34
Hole in the Wal1.. ........................ 12
Kate's Natural Produets.............. ll
Pamela's Secrets.........................44
Ro lling Hills Antique Mall ..........21
Smokin' Jocs...............................36
Touch of the Earth .......................39

,lo'j R E C T 0 R Y ..

e

-Ad Designers

Ad Executives

MEGAN COMES

1r66y Gueenawalt
tind~ay Mann

KELLY OLSON

M.arl M.uuuay

HEATHER EASLEY

Je~~iva

N ICOLE PELLEGRINO

'five

}(.auyn Y~nd~!a

MELISSA REYNOLDS

t Bieeze

~--------------------~---------J--- ~------------------------------~
.......-y,.._,~

Warren Hall

Ph: x.66J6
or 6928

Room 24S

Fax: S68-JJ60

PEOPLE WILL SEE
THIS SPACE

TODAY.

1999-1000
•

Shouldn't your ad be

here?

•

Programs &
Activities

Services &
Support

• Culturally Diverse Lectures, • Student Leadership
Plays & Programs
Development
• Club Latino " Shadow
• Cultural Program
for a Day" Program
Development
• Martin Luther King, Jr.
• Cultural Issues &
celebration
Awareness
• Award Ceremonies,
• Career Resources
Concerts, Comedians
Information
Please stop by for a vtstt.

..
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'a yOur tile.
eit or. ca,llpu.a. _.
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Flowers, Balloons, Baskets, Delivery, Event Decorating &

More!'

'j 593 University Blvd. • Suite C • P.O. Box 67 Harrisonburg • VA • 22801 1,800,942,1621 • 434,3351 C,
\Vatch \Yhat
happens when
13.000 pairs of eyes
. . ee YOUR ad.

UNIVa

ll;

t

i

T'T

For advertising rates call

568-6127

HillcrestEast

THE LOOK

OffU;e·

• Monday thru

. Hours.

HAIR and TANNING SALON

Friday

564 - 2770
498G University Blvd.
(Across from Costco)

9 a.m.-4 p.m.

lb.ail :international
@jmu.edu

CIC ~ WOLFF SUPER BEDS

r---------- -.
:

I

I

I

THE; •

~

luxoN I~

I

Costco

I

BU
ol•••"•·••·•
Sheet z

!

:
I

I

1

•
........ I
___________
_.

I
I

TetJhone: 568-6419
www.jmu.edu/intemational

~BUY
I
I

ii TANNiNGViSITS-1

FOR $27 AND GET 6

VISITS

FREE

I $ 5 o ff any Pe r m o r Color

:

I
I
I

_________ ___ _.I

: $2 o ff HAIRCUTS

check out the

University Information
provides the resources,
information and services
needed by students,
faculty, staff and visitors
to the JMU Campus.

puzzle
sponsored by Court Square
Theater

~

cotnmunity"

fLORIST
GOO F. Utllvernty Blvd.,

0\).~

ne!d to Costro

·~~
~
~

433-3352

§'
(J

~

JMU IDfo

Magazines
Newspapers
Lost & Found
flyers Stamped
Computer Access
UREC Activities IDfo
'Ii'avel & Thurism Info
Event Center Calendar
Student Employment PosUnp

11111. II t

HOAGfES
SPAGHffif
CAL20NES
STROHgou
STEAK sugs
t:AKED 2fTf
Pf22A ROLLS

432-0200
Free Delivery

SPEQIAL
FOR S7lJDfNTS:
L£;. QHEESE Pf22A
J.JST 14.11
glJFFALO WfNGS
CHICKEN SlJgS
FRESH SALADS

AIN SUE,
F~ES,

AND T.>RfM{
ALSO J.JST 14.11

ANTHONY'S
..Pf22A fX
1647 E. Market Street

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Open late night

Better equiped to serve the students

, nr.r.,.

.,• D I R E C T 0

R Y...

Start planning your future.
Invest in a Pheasant Run Townhome.
YOU CAN ... Own a brand new townhome from only $92,500.
YOU CAN ... Tum your rental housing expense into tax benefits.
YOU CAN ... Experience the comfort and privacy only townhome living
provides with approximately 1,500 square feet,
4 bedrooms, 2.5 baths, living room and den, huge kitchen
with microwave, washers and dl)'ers, patio or deck,
private.storage shed.
YOU CAN ... Enjoy a convenient location adjacent to Purcell Park,
on bus route, close to grocel)' and restaurants, only
1 mile to campus.
YOU CAN ... Utilize our state-of-the-art telecommunications network
with JM U Ethernet connections, telephone and cable jacks
in each bedroom.

Call 801-()66()
or 877-266-7786 today.
www.pheasantrun.net

From JM U takt South Main SL •nd tum ldt
uo Ro«0 A•c. """""' rrom lbr llar1nnm l)udJtt
jU>l pa>l tht I ,2,3 Mo•;. Theater.
On Rocco. rum ript on Ph<tiant Run Clrdc.
Tht Modd/Otrw:.: h kiCllttd a t 579 ~-nt Run Cirde.
1'11rklng is a>alwhlt In the Phea<ant Run Townbome Lot.
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YOUR CAR TROUBLE IS
_:
OUR TROUBLE!

...you can find us at 865 Waterman Drive

Airey's VW S~~ice &Repair, Inc.
CALL NOW!
434-2342

Stop By:
600-C University Blvd.

Fax a Resume:
433-1175

Check us out on the Web!
WWW.adecco.c:om

Adecca
IU

fiiPl Of iiU I Pf O ' ll

servicing most
major and minor car
repairs, both
foreign & domestic

Wei
We would like to thank
everyone ~or their service with us.
College Station • Madison Manor • University Court
Madison Square • Olde Mill Village

(540) 433-2155
(540) 433-7257

UMt•

l

~t.ltT"

For advertising rates call

568-6127

D·A Shadet
IH<dric Bom<n

Jim Malloa's

Jerky Shoppa

Located in the Darton Farnwn Markd.

.,.....

Robert L. & B•rbar• Stt.nk
Old or New Lamp Parts and Repairs

(];)The Pretzel Shop a:>
~~s

•

--

VILlAGES.

~~~------

SoftPrekeC
Toys & Tiques

1.ar1cst sdcdioo of
ERTLFannToys

Chimneys
All Kinds o l lamps

Lana fine Antiques and Lighting

HOME MADE JERKY AT ITS ANEST
All Natural
No Preservatives

•.. ond cllcowr hundNds of
Intriguing autlons hlndcnftH
by skilled .u.....
Your purdlase helpt craftspeople
pnMde food ond educallon for
their tarnaeL

A

~

Country Meat Market

W

Retail & Wholesale Beef, Pork. Fish.
Poultry and Dell Meats

879-2221

Locally owned & %~~~

Qfarlp ~merica~ m:tn JLigbting

BerliA Ayer Wagons
withNo TipSittring

•

. Great Selcctioa of

Wimoss Trucb.

~-

lltonwlleTIIIkToys
in wood A metal
·
Alllique Glassware A Toys

including
Shclundoah's
Pride

Barrett's Hope C est
BoJd'slleln

flreiPI
A~

Country Chimes
Pottery Afghans. Rugs
Decorated Mailboxes
Collectibles

eHandicrafted Gifts
eSilver Jewelry
ePottery

eWindchimes
elocal Works of Art
879-2049

.U~tm'S

CAT€RirtG
a.
M-raToao
Thurs. Ftl. & Sat.

ServlnJI( Lunch

Old Fashioned Creme Fudge
Chocolate Pecan Toffee
Caramel Turtles
.....and much more
879-9598

Rt. 42 . three miles south of Harrisonburg in Dayton
COMPI.EI"E SHOP DIRECTORY
Barrett's Hope Chest (gifts, jewelry).......................... 879-9296
Cheese Place (cheese, bulk food, trail mix) .............. 879-2042
Country Chimes (gifts, afghans, pottery rugs)............ 879-2806
Country Village Bake Shop(pies, cakes, bread, ro//s)879-2605
Crafty Hands (toys, gifts, local artwork)......................879-2049
Country Meat Market (seafood, beef, poultry)............879-2221
Early Amer. Tin Ughting (lanterns, sconces) ..............879-9798
Hank's BBQ & Catering ..............................................879-9682
Jim Melton's Jerky Shoppe (homemade jerkyJ...........879-2990
KaffeeKlatsch (gounnet coffee drinks)....................... 879-2183

Kitchenwares & More (hard to find gadgets)............879-9893
Lone Pine Lighting (shades, accessorles)................ 879-9798
Portwood Gardens (produce)....................................879-2402
Pretzel Shop (soft pretzels).......................................879-2183
Reflections of Yesteryear (lace, gifts)....................... 879-2952
Ruth's Book & Cards (unusual cards, local authors )879-9695
Swiss Valley Lace (for tables & windows) ............... B79-2977
Ten Thousand Villages (gifts from around world)......879-5027
This and That (Stanley, Fuller, Rawleigh).................879-2087
Toys & Tiques (Thomas the Tank, ERTL, Winross).. 879-2753
Warfel's Sweet Shoppe (fudge, truffles, toffee).........879-9598

lo'j ~ECTOR Y...

(540) 432-6623

e

Houn:

•Exhaust

M·Th, SaL 9-6 Friday 11·11

S40-4J3.23S9 & 800433-2351
Fax 540-434-3780

•Mufflers

•Brakes
.
•Shocks Be Struts
• Wheel Alignment
• Lube - Oil - Filter
• Drive Train
•Tire Balance
•State Inspection and
other services Love y orz

.,...

• tiiiiM

,

Vitamins & Herbs
Nutritional Supplements
Wheat Free Foods
Health & Beauty
Bulk Foods & Herbs

451 University Blvd.
HarrlsoaiJurc, VA 22801

Dairy-Free Products
Organic Produce
Essential Oils
Homeopathies
Organic Wines

ISLAND FLAVORS DELI: Specializing in
Caribbean wraps and cuisine. 432-6240
• ON THE WEB AT: KatesNaturalProducts.com

Jo

C'~J'>

282 University Blvd.
(Behind Valley Mall)

T e CPU Store

Be

Our Solutions Provide You With The Advantage

OS

~·re starting this week, too!

Although we're a new business in Harrisonburg, we have 13
years of IT sales experience in the retail,
corporate, government and higher education marketplace.

==•
~ lExMt\RI\
Gatewax
C1sn Snn1s

-

Now we've partnered with some of the premier leaders in the
industry, some of whom are listed to the right, to bring the
central Shenandoah Valley what we believe will be it's finest
technology store.
~ provice pricing and current availability online

(with spec sheets) for over 600,000 products
(except Gateway and SGI) 24 hours a day.

RES ELLER.

AUTHORIZED

Educational pricing available on many products, and special
orders are highly encouraged.
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Tektronix
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http: www thccpusrore.com
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Drum
American
Dun hi
Nat Sh---...
Wall is located
n St. - next to Jess'
(540) 433-3366

A

,,.e,,

:.D IR ECTORY. . . •

Golf Equipment- Area's
Best Selection - New and
Used!
Buy~SeU

Trade & Consign
.- Used&New

·sports · --· ·· - -

Equipment _____.::~~
PlAY IT AGAin

179o-100 East Market St.
(Kroger Shopping Center)
Harrisonburg, VA u.801

®

SIP~liRliS

540·568-1816

WeltOme Back ! ! !

Mainstreet
·Bar &: Grill.

If you're not one of the lucky
ones living here this year, plan ahead!
\Ve'll be here next ) Car.

check out the ad in
today's Breeze

7

Are you healthy
and weU..groomed?

We have amenities galore:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
Only four blocks to campus.
Energy efficient heat pumps.
Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
Mini-blinds on all windows.
Basketball court.
Paved parking spaces.
Pre-wired for ethemet access to campus. *
Telephone-& cable outlets-in each room.
Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
Well lit parking lot and walkways.
Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
Full time management and maintenance.
No sliding patio doors.

Your pet should be
too.

.

(

.

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal• Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

~

433-VETS
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

reakfast Availabl
Anytim

Daily Specials
(lunch and dinner)

$5.75
APPETIZERS
KALAMARI

Fried ~quid served wilh OUI'"
nu.r inan. sauce.

POTATO SKINS
Stuffed w;th chc:acs and bacon·

$4.75 Marinated tenderloin tips, grilled and

$} 9 SPAGHETTI WIT H MEAT SAUCE
. 5
$5.25
$
(add meatballs or muohroonu $1.50)
3·95 SPAGHETTI ALA ROMA
$5.95
This dish is "SUPERB." Pasta served with
marinara sauce and cheese- then baked in

served ove.r rice with grary on top.

CH IC KEN TIPS

Served with sour c.r e:un.

Marima.ced chicken r itccs over

MOZZARELLA STIC KS $4.45 with
Italian breaded, fried golden brown·

NOW THAT'S ITALIAN
PASTA DISHES

(sc.-1 with salad 8£ urlic bread)
SPAGH ETTI WITH TOMATO SAUCE
$2.95
$4.95

·

Served with honey mustard.

CH ICKEN FINGERS
tenders breaded and friedServed with honey mustard.

ONION RINGS
A basket of
battered

FRIED
B=ded and fried golden

$6.75
stuffed w;th meat covered
and mou:udla and baked.
STUFFED SHELLS
$6.75
Jumbo pasta shdls sruffed w;tb chteSU
cov~~d in marinara and moz:za~lla and
baked.
$7.95
CHICKEN PARMESAN
Served with a side of spagheui.
$9.95
VEAL PARMESAN
Served w;,h a side of spaghetti.
BAKED ALFREDO
$7.25
Fcrruccini w;,h Alfredo ..uce and chc:ac
$5.75 baked in our oven.
ADD SHRlMP OR GRILLED
$5.65 C HICKEN
$10.25
Strv~d with lettuce, tonu.to
$5.45 mayonn:Use and fries.

Served wirh marinara sauce.

GARLIC CHEESE BREAD $2.25
"OMEGA SPECIAL"
SPICY BRUSCHETTA

$4.25
SOUP

Cup............... $1.00
Bowl... ..........•$1.95

Half Slab

SOUP AND HOUSE SALAD $3.45

SAlADS AN D
COLD PlATES

SEAFOOD

fried FilctofAounder
HOUSE SALAD
$1.95 Fried Baby Shrimp
Tos.sc:d·lertucc, tomato, cucumber
fr~ed Oysters
.
shredded carroll, and chttsc.
Fru:d ~un~rfly Shrunp
GREEK SALAD
$
I
Combonauon Seafood Pl>ttcr.
2 95

55 65

Lettuce. tomato, cucu!nmM:r, ~nio~,

.

1

Founder-Sbnmp-Oystrrs.Devtl

pcppc.roocini, feta cheese, Grttk olives,
and anchovie& on reqUC"St.

OMEGA C H EF SALAD
S5.25
Ham, turk<y, and cheese on a bed of

$4.95
$5.45

lcnucr guni.shcd with
carrot.
cucumber & boiled cg.-drcssin'I:-

$5.45

GRILLED C H

Boiled
leuuce w;th iom~~:rot,
cucumber, cheese
with )'OUT chuicc or dre:s.sing.

TUNA OR CHICKEN SA
COLD PLATE
$4.95
Served w;th potato salad and coleslaw.

10
U-E.SD A~ -SA lURD A~
11 a.m. till 2:30 a.m.
LUNC-H- DINN-ER AND LAl-E.
LAl-E. N16-Hl
'

SUNDA~

--------------- .. -· ·- ... --· ....... ·----·-· .. . . _

_._

.. ____.

11 a.m. till S:OO p.m.
MONDA~S -Close d

----· -------~-~-------------------·-··--·

~,ne ,,.,

.:;DIR ECTO R Y. . .

[iD@(f[JJ

hopper

(Plain Old T-Shirts)

Gro~Outlet
~

Fraternities * Sororities * Clubs * Dorms

Featuriag olose-oats from the
groeery industry that

Custom Screen Printing

SAVE YOU MONEY

T·Shlrta • Sweat• • Caps • Jackets • E m b ' W

Great Prices!
Fast Service!
Free Delivery!
can

~"
~c:;>~
_..,.--.....:~~

New Items arriving constantly.
All items 100"/o
satisfaction guaranteed.
We Accept t=ood Stamps

Be a Sharp Shopper
and Squeeze Your hard
Earned Grocery Dollars

Fat Rabbit T-Shirts

2475-A South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
(Beside Pharmhouse)

800-724-1473

(540) 434-8848

804·296-2886 (phone/fax)

e-mail: FATTRABT@AOLCOM

•

Olher Loca~ons:
Middle"oOwn, PA
Knox. PA
Ephrata. PA

Store Hours: (All Loeations)
Mon.·Wed. 8-6,
Thurs. & Fn. s-s. Sat. s-s
CLOSED Sunday

·s

Subscribe for 1 semester to the Sunday Ttmes--Dispatch,
and we'll give you the daily (Mon•.-Sat.) FREE!.

•

;

That's right! For only $1.75 per week you'll receive
· the daily and Sunday newspaper.
That's over 700/o OFF the newsstand rate! Cal11..80Q468-3382 to subscribe.
JUd}mon~ ~-ilispatd)
VIRGINIA'S NEWS LEADER
A Media General Newspaper

..

.

.... .... . . .

~

... .. ............... . ... ........... . . ................ ., .......
~

-

.. ... . . ..

~ .-·

~

... '# , ,

How·s your 13AOK'"'
been feeling lately?
':;})

Maybe you should check out
Dr. Arthur Fierro, DC, DACBN
Chiropractic Health Services
or
Massage Therapist
(Deep tissue/Meditative)

PrePaid Digital PCS Phone Service

Sheila Kern LPN/CMT
Dr. Arthur Fierro

EasvToUse

Sheila Kern

Chiropractic help for aches,
pains and injuries. Very
flexible hours and in office
x-rays. Dr. Fierro is the
area's only Board Certified,
Licensed Nutritionist.

(former owner of Inner Reflections)
Massage therapist for deep tissue
and meditative therapy with use of
·essential oils. Aroma Therapist
Consultant I Lecturer.
Call bottom number for tueslthurs
appts. and 269-4005 for other times

620 Neff Ave. - Harrisonburg 434-2495

NO Contract
NO Credit Check
NO Security Deposit
NO Activation Fee
NO Monthly Billing
NO Waiting

00111$99
IRCIUdlll $20 CIIIIRD Cl...

®~
TOW
.WAY
ZOHf

®

ffi!IPAi!!.!NS

ANY

TIME
__.

®

FIRE
LANE

11!1mfit: til

llwoluz-

YAMAHA

TRY THE RAZZ SCOOTER.
No lAqs.
No TitlE.

Fast, Easv Internet Connacuon

Anordable Solutions
Local dial-up convenience
Reliable network
Round-the-clock customer care
20 Hours = $11.95
Unlimited Hours= $19.95

~,ne4.,

'

:DIRECTORY. . .
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STifJK 'EH UP!!Y

..

POINT

BLANK

PAINTBALL
Paintball is America's fastest growing participant sport. It has
been described as "the most fun you can have with your
clothes on." All this at your trigger finger in the "World of
Paintball." Now you can play this exciting sport right here in
Harrisonburg at Point Blank Paintball Fields, just 5 minutes
from campus. Rent our equipment or bring your own .

· CALL(540)564·0002
F:•

R~'>-;:·,at i :Jn~

• Group Rates Available
• Walk-ons Welcome on Sundays
•Ages 12& up
• Full Line of Paintball Game Supplies
• Pro Shop Service Available
• Multiple Fields for All Types of Games
• League Games Coming Soon

Play in Tournaments

• Team Challenges

Rates
• $5.00 Field Fee
• $10.00 Equipment Rental
• $4.00 Per 100 Regular Paintballs
* CALL FOR BULK RATBS

•

*

Great for Sports Teams, Frats, or Sororities

FREE
99¢

Kick off the new
semester

99¢
Roast

1657 f. Afalflel $1.

~VA221101

Hours:

Sund•r 12 •.m.- 5 p.m.

Movie
Rental
FREE MEMBERSHIP

Rl. 33 E:til (""'Ito Wcndy"sl:ocross rrom P:ugo·s)

433-9181

open 7 days a week

IC~EAP -;:;H;;:T ~E)

Beef

only atArby's
Valley Mall

I

Usc this coupon for

• one FREE 99¢ rental •

(must show 10 before ordering)
not valid with other
college discounts

I exp-ires 10/15199
\:

IAond•y-S•turtJ•r 9 • .m.- s p.m.

I

J

.h Eotl Afalflel Shopping c.nter m-111

to OulchlleldJ

Do you live off
campus?
Have questions about your lease?
Concerned about noise violations?
Need answers in general?

_ 1 perst- udcnl

Things YOU Can Do In TDU!!

Ott

REQUEST ANY INFORMATION
Our friendly staff is available to answer your
questions. Call JMU-INFO or come in for
direct assistance!
PERFORM ON THE STAGE
Sing, play an instrument, recite poetry, etc.
Open Mic Nights are every Tuesday night at
8pm, starting Sept. 7th! Reserve the stage for

[l]
'

Campus

Lite

FREE for yourself or for a group! The stage is
strictly available for acoustic music.
VISIT THE CORNER POCKET

James Madison
University

You can play pool and various other games.

Be on the lookout for upcoming tournaments!
Our new and improved blackfight pool room will be
available soon!! You can reserve the Comer Pocket

568-6071

for an affordable price as wellf

Taylor Down Under is located on the bottom floor of Taylor Hall
...._.._..._..~..-...-..,.._..._.._,.,.-..-..,....._..~..-..-..,.._.._,

www.jmu.edu/offcampliv
. __.__.'Ifly_lo-'-.Dgwn _Ynd~r . 1~~~11'- .!.1.2.. __ ___ _

.,'" ~ .....

:DIRECTORY.. .

-

M10
Phone or Fax Ahead Your Order
574·3072 Fax: 574·4071
1825 South Main St.
Ph: 574-3178 Fax: 574-4171

NITO
Uecte•fo•Order

Ph:

833 Unlversl

81vd.

-

Confucius says

I ArART or THE JMU DUKE CUJB!

DUKE ClUB

The Student Duke Club is designed for students interested in the advancement of James
Madison University Athletics. Become a member of the Student Duke Club by simply filling out the
·
application form below.

Benefits of membership include:

Wise businessman
advertises with
The Breeze
Call 568-6127 today!

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Club t-shirt!
Road trips ~ tailgating at football
games!
The Duke Club newsletter to keep
you up-to-date on JMU Athletics!
Hospitality area at select JMU home
football, soccer, basketball and baseball games with
drinks & food!
Meetings with JMU coaches!
Membership decal for your car!
Away game television viewing parties!

Make c;hedls payaWe to:

JMU DUKE CLUB

1\iame----- - -- - - - - -- local Addf'ess_ _ _ _ _ __ _Campu& B o x " --

City_

_ _ _ _ __ _,Siale _ _ _.Z ip._ __

ltetlletowa_ _ _ __ _ _ _E-Mail,_
Retumto:
STUDENT DUKE CLUB
James Mallison University

Eastover House
MSC2801

HarrisonbUr£ VA 22807

_ __

locall'heae.__ _ _ _ _ _ Ciass._ _ _ _ __

Posters/ flyers

Refen-ed to the Club by:

. :. .:D_ _ _ _ _
D_ __

FrieM (JIIeale_) _ _

Bother (pleaaes~dfy)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

OLLER SHATE
OR
LASER STORm

1ND1AN-A~{ER1CAN

CAfE
(540) 433-1177
91 N. Main St.

Harrisonburg, VA

Located next to Regal Cinemu

564·2676

Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m.-2:30p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:30p.m.

FAN-A-MANIA RECOGNIZES ALL TEACHERS
AND STUDENTS:
Come in every Wednesday and receive an additional 15% off any regularly priced
merchandise in stock. Just show your school ID or recent report card to any
Fan-A-Mania sales associate to receive your discount.
• Discoun1 W'lll bt taken off 1\ rqistcr and c:annot be used in cocjunaion wilh any Olbcr offen. dltcounts. or coupons.

Required reading
for anyone who
knows a kid.
II then:• al·hikll' "' art al•llll. anyv.hcrc in )'OUr life.
theft yoo sllnuld OR: alUM our public Khoob.
for • fr.c hnukl<o ..,_ ~xodcmit ~in
l""' child's >ehnol. all J-IO).JII.IIF. SMAR'I:

m

_ -f;s__

Specializing in Non-vegetarian/
Vegetarian Indian Cuisine

Providing
•
preventtve,
-developmental &
therapeutic mental
health services to
the James Madison
Counseling & Student Universi~y student
Development Center communtty.
Throug h its services, the Center aids all members of JMU's c ulturally
diverse student community in resolving personal and interpersonal
conflicts, developing healthy and satisfying lifestyles a nd enhanc ing
their ed ucational development
•. ,..

..\•·'"\t

Counse\iO\?, '-'"" ~ -

D eve\opt'OCll'· - -

~\(A Few of our Services:)

en

t DeYeto~mell\. '-"

Co ,...._Vi..~~.a
...m~e~r-H_o_u_s_e-. . . ~n

•

x.6552

se'• Individual & group counseling & ~nter
·
psychotherapy
http://www.jmu.edu
u·• O utreach & psycho,educational Center
)
.
/counselingctr
programmmg
nt
Ct • Consultation and referral services :~ntet
• Educational skills development
C
Ce
~ .,. • Substance abuse education & assesslll\Mt • ii»Jo~;;.;.;...-..-------~
..A • Training of new professionals
Hours:
•
Crisis
intervention
c
•
Co
M
F
·
ur
on.. n 8 a.m... 5 p.m.
• Interpersonal Skills C
Certificate
Program
*M
rtif
p
on..'u
ned 5 p.m. .. 7 p.m.
• Anger Management e · icate rognuu •
*Scheduled appointments, groups
;e1 • Peer Mentor Program
& workshops only)
•

' ~ \:> l'-"""- -

,unse\ U.\'&

t Cente

Develo~nl\en
........_...... ... .... ..

"' Cutc\et.'\t

;e

~~'""'te,...-----~~~

• rPnte

~,n e.t.,.

·

;DIRECTORY.. .

-oo\lin
~

OVER 50 DEALERS

tf /fj\\S

ANTIQUE
lULl
HARRISONBURG, VA
779 East Mtriet St.

• F t'esh Bowet'S &
B o"'q"'e+s
• Baskets
• Plants

• Cot'sages &
Bol-\tonniet'eS
• Pl"'sh
• Balloons

Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540)-433-8988
An ever-changing variety ofantiques
and collectibles mduding . ..

,..,._.,....,.!/for some gpod

doullrern ~?

We oj[erfor Stile a-larg, selection of
books a!fdJn:ke &¥ides on tntdques
and rollectibles
Open Daily
10 a.m. - 6 p.m., Mon.- Sat.
1 p.m. - 6 p.m., Surr.

If you want great service
and the highest quality food-join us at Cracker Barrel
Don't forget to stop by our gift shop!

'

Easy Access from ~ritEtrstate 81 ,
Take Harrisonburg exit 247-8 to the
third traffic light and the Mall is
on the left.

574-30 99
1-81 & Pleasant Valley (Exit 243)
Harrisonburg

~

Small

Classes~
get Big Results!

Clathy's Scuba
DIVE INTO ADVENTURE ...
PLAN NOW FOR SPRING BREAK
BLACKBEARD'S CRUISES

LSAT • G M AT • GR E

65' Liveaboard Sailboats
Departs Miami to the 11 BAHAMAS 11
March 4-10,2000

~=ON

$785 Includes: 6 nights lodging, all meals,
port and departure taxes.

/l Not Included: transportation to and from Miami,

~gratuities, and equipment.

A $200 deposit holds spot.
~ Final payment due January 10,2000.
800·2revlew • www.revlew.com

CommonWealth One offers you
a financial edge at JMU!
Full Service Branch in Gibbons Hall
Checking Accounts

Free Wsae[heck Card

Student loans

PC loans

Vehicle loans

Persona/loans

low-rate Student Visa Cred11 Card
Toll-Free Telephone Service [enter
Automated Telephone Account Access (QUE)
Free Internet Banking (Online Branch)
3 ATMS on-campus

For more information, visit our web site at

WWW.COfCU.ORG

Or calJ the credit union at 703/ 823-5211 or 800/ 424-3334

e

,{i:)'j RECTOR Y.. •

FRESH BAKED BREADS,
SOUP&SALAD

Check out
the first
Breeze for
possible
employment
opportunities
at Virginia Tech
sept. 4

sept. 11
sept. 18

sept.25
oct. 2
oct. 16

Northeastern .

1:00 p.rn.

6:00p.m.

12:30 p.rn.
at NeW Harnpsh!re 6:00p.m.
oe\aware
1:00 p.rn.
at villanova
1:00 p.rn.
at William & Mary 3:00p.m.

oct. 23
oct. 30
Nov. 6

Nov.13
Nov. 20

connect\cut
south F\orida

1:30 p.m.
1:00 p .rn.

at Maine

12:00 p.m.

Richmond

TBA

at Hotstra

HAVE FUN
AND MAKE
MONEY TOO!!

•

•

brazier·

Sept. 3 Providence 7:30 p.m
Sept. 4 Illinois-Chicago 1:30
Tennessee
7 p.m.
Sept. 24 William & Mary 7 p.m.
Sept. 25
VCU
2 p.m
Oct. 1 UNC-Willmington 7 p.m
Oct. 2
East Carolina
2 p.m.
Oct. 29
7 p.m.
Oct. 30
2 p.m
Nov. 12
5

Valley Mall Dairy Queen
now has several part-time
evening and weekend
positions available.
Front line and kitchen.
Competitive pay.

Call Jacqui
(General Manager)
433-3822
or apply with in.

'•
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It's coming...

......

Let Dr. Riggleman take your aches
and pains away and get you ready
for he~lthy life in the millenium.
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"WHY" are you continu·i ng to hurt when
Chiropr.actic care can keep you
healthy, happy and pain free?????

"-z
..••0

..
~
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ARRISONBURG'S NEWEST AND FINEST
APARTMENT COMMUNITY! Just minutes from JMU
and adjacent to CIS AT, Sunchase combines convenience
with all the advantages of a private luxury community. It's
a place you will proudly call home.

....

.

I

•

...

n~ver

4..

~:

1

ou
l!ave to·sliare a bedroom bath again. Sunchase
apartments are fully, equipped with the finest amenities:

•. ·i ~ .Internet/cable/telephone access from each bedroom
Modem ~ppliances specially selected for easy living
Laundry room in each apartment
Individual leases

Miniblinds

On-site storage

Private balconies

Ceiling fans in all bedrooms

Parking

n
II

he 5,400 square foot clubhouse, wilh its impressive

vaulted ceiling and gas fireplace, is a natural spot
for gatherings:
,

..

.t1te clubroom features a large screen TV, stereo,
z ,,

and pool-tables, so there will always be something

going on.
You can hang out in our luxurious swimming pool
with built-in jets.
No pain. No gain. Our fully equipped exercise room
is open 24-hours a day.
194l' Sun Chase Dr.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(804)977-8203 before Sept. 15
(540) 437-4800 after Sept. 15

www.rentnet/direct/sunchaseharrisonburg
E-mail: sunrents@aol.com

State-of-the-art business center with computers,
copier, printer, and fax.

·,n<l .rr
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tudent services -check out the changes!
0.... Shufnu.

W•feo. . to •,... ••.,._.• yNI' ctJMU. We.,.. aeiteff to...,. y . . oa • ..,.... Dwbt,c Ch . ._.we

....,. ••a •-•ral ...,..,....._... to 'tit• ....W... ca4l pn~.,--.,. oH•r to la•lp you 6• ----ltd wllil• laen
ct JAIU _,. 6qoll4.
1 aero~.,... y. . tope iauolwfl .. tltct y. . will Nufit froa heiyRr ia .,_.

..

_,.,.;...

"*' ..t ol ..._

• , .....,... y..r iafliviflaa.. aifU _, .....~ topthr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,.....,.,. ~.....

.Uiau u you

••.U. your 1111·2000 ...........

~

Sia.....ly.

Student Success...
It'S MO...........
It's about coawaiaft..
It's •beNd scnricc.
·It's about soocl achricc.
It's abo•t lal'lliq.
AIHI, It's a-.t ti•cl

,.

. . -#tt-.. .
~

.-v QPt:-.

~,11 e4~

O:D I RECTORY ...

EVERYONE
HAS AN OPINION
~

What's YOURS?

~

Finally,
women's
health care
that gives
you a choice

W elcon1e Back

Students
... -------------

$1.00

OFF
ANY SIZE
BLIZZARD
WITH COUPON

GOOD ONlY WITH THIS OOUPON AND STUDENT 10

Port Republic location only.
With coupon only.
One coupon per visit.
Not good with any other offer.
Expires 11115/99

$5.00 off
UCH PURCHASE OF -GO OR IIOFE AT:
MERCY HOU8I! THRPr, GRANNY LONGLEG&,

..,•

N«J IIIRCY HOUSE FURNITURE

...,a~a,_wav,.GOM·••••Y•-

brazier~

-------------~
Port Republic Location Only

"':~ 1\ C' .....

.,_____________________________:~-~D~I~R~E~C~T~O~R~Y~-=··~8======~======~=================;
The Asbury Church Bus will provide
transportation to our
11 a .m. Sundav Worship Se rvice.

TRICKY

WITH

DJ MUGGS
AND GREASE

JUXTAPOSE:
10: 40 a.m .

"Hlp Hop 1B a part of my
history and I feel my mua1oal
atanae brings a different
perspective to an art form
that I love and respect. I' a
not trying to be a tough guy
or a pimp, and I feel that
JUXTAPOSE aan bring a
di fferent way or thi nking
about Hop Hop." •Tricky

at Godwin Ha ll

Students will be returned to
campus following the service.

USTIH TO ANY mBHORE YOU BUY!
1000's OF 0//IUITV 1/SEO COS FOR SlUE ·8 ()_R t.ESSl
CO's . LP's · cassettes · books · magazmes
special orders · music accessories · hard to find labels
& imports • local & regional artists · open 7 days!

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790·96 E. Market Street
Mon.·Sat. 10·9, Sun. 12·6 • 434-9999
www.plan9music.com

Tattoos & Piercin

dARE ·to bE diFFERENT...

WEARE.
Harrisonburg ' s Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio

433-5612
Just a couple of doors down from Luigi's • Bus Routes 3 & 4

1-81
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enter for Leadership,
Service & Transitions
JAMES

MADISON

UNIVERSITY

Prepare to make a living ...

I

I .•

i

Will ,.. anaka a dlffaraaca tld8

. . ...a. Ia the life al another?
*work in the community
*Alternative Break Service Trips
*America Reads Tutor
*service to JMU!

-/

*work with faculty!

Service yourself by serving OTHERS!

!

... learn to make a life
Start baUdiag """- future aad

your world ftJDAY!

*Read a book!
• Freshman Reading Program
*Alternative Service Trip
*Ropes and Hopes
• Leadership Adventure Weekend

For 14 bours of your lima thlll

sa•astar, YDD CAll!
*Earn leadership transcript
*Learn the language of leadership

*Orientation
•Orientation Program Assistants
•FReshman Orientation Guides
•Other exciting 1st Year Programs

You are EACH OTHE.R S future!
*Learn life skills for the future

How?
Enroll in one of four leadership workshop series
•Explore ... the Possibilities
• Level I and II
• KeySkills ... opening the doors to SUCCESS
• Level I and II

Our exciting and innovative
programs will help you become a
stronger leader, a more responsible
citizen, a better student and a more
self-confident person

For more information about our programs and services.:
•Visit in Wilson Hall, room 215-in the heart of Student Success
·Call us at 568-6597
•Visit our web site at www.jmu.edu/clst/
•Invite us to speak at your organization, visit your residence hall, or present in one of your classes

.·

~,tt.

e.a.,

~ .DI RECT 0 R Y...

Crutchfield - home of America's premier audio/video catalog:
• the widest selection of car stereo, home audio,
video and home theater components ·
• virtually every major brand from AR to Yamaha
• knowledgeable, no-pressure sales assistance

• free technical support, 7 days a week
• 30-Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee
• a huge catalog Outlet department for
even bigger savings

Outlet Deparbnent Specials - Big savings on returns
and close-outs from our national catalog business.

Save $220 on SONY Multimedia
Speakers with Dolby Pro Logic!

All OuHet components come with a 3G-Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee and the fuU rnanufactlier's
wananty. All rellrned equipment is carefully tested for quality and pelformance before being released to
the Outlet. Quantities are limited. but the overall selection is huge!

For 1Vs, COI11IJ(Jiers, or portable CO ~ Experience deep
bass and sunoood effeds willlout the clutter of wires and
multiple speakers. These two slender cabinets hold
8 speake!s and 5 amplifiers with 80 watts of total
power. F'rve sui'IOIIIld modes let you tailor the sound
to games, sports, music, movies and talk. Remote
control Included. Model SAVA·7W Was: $350

'398.95 *24r

1111-

'798.95 *39r

1111-

SJ4r

1111-

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH Loudspeakers

Slim bookshelf speakers with side-firing 8' woofers, 5'1•" mids and 1" Aerofoam tweeters.
Recommended power range: 25·200 watts. Model 308 HO

POLK Tower LDudspeakers

Beautiful main speakers -large, open and three-dimensional sound stage. 1" tweeter and dual
6~" mids, bottom-firing Power Port woofer. 5-way bilding posts, adjus1able spikes. Model RT800

PANASONIC bookshelf system
with 5·disc CD changer!

'69Q.95

Fill your room with rich sound. The 60 watt per
channel amp and b'r-amped woofm In this Panason'rc
system ensure Impressive bass. Full-featured 5-i!'rsc
changer • dual auliH'everse cassetle dedt with
music search • AM/FM tuner • detachable, 3-way
speallers • remotB control Model 5C-AK27

'24a95 '1 4P
KENWOOD 200-CD Changer
COs,
lor

co

INFINITY Tower Loudspeakers

Another excellent choice lor main speakers. You'll enjoy plenty of volume and deep bass even from low-powered amps. 1" silk dome tweeter, dual 6W mlds, rear-firing woofer. Model RS5

Holds all your favorite
with jog dial entering titles and selecting discs. Set up as many
as 26 subcategories or use the 32 track Favorites feature. Model C0224M

~95 ~ PANASONIC DVDICD Player

On a budget?
No problem.
You can still
get SOllY quality!
No need to seale for a lesser lirand of in-dash CO. Hot when you can get Sony
quality for the same price. &en at this p!lce you get 4-i:hannel high power,
e1ec1ronic tone control, and an AMifM lunef with 24 presets. Model COX-1150
Before rebate: $159.95

81

Music to your ears. Slip into some
great-sounding KENWOOD headphones

Anlllld the eat des9l with large, padded ~ • voUne control -COII¥el-liflrlienllylllv
local!d on aJI1I • 2G-20k ~ response. ModeiiCP-310

Popular and well-reviewed model. Fas11oading, with 5-speed Smooth Motion Scan and Slow.
Plays DVDs, COs, andlfldeo COs. 961dtzl24·blt audio 0/A converter. Model DVD-A120

'1iQ.95 sgp TECHNICS Stereo Rece/11er
oo

Top-rated by the leading consumer magazine. 1 watts x 2 channels • 4 audio inputs • AMifM tuner
• bass and treble controls • remotB control • 2 pais of speaker outputs. Model SA-EX110

'34a95 '1 9r SONY ES 5-IHsc co Changer

Audiophile-pleasing quality from Sony's ES (Elevated Standanl) line of components. Full Feed
Folwanl digital filer lor superior ambient detall • direct track access. Model CDP-CA7ES

~95

'22r SONY Bookshelf System with 50+1 Changer

Holds enough COs to play lor the entire weekend. Dual auto-reverse cassette with Dolby B
• AMIFM digital tuner • 1 watts x 2 amp • remote control. Model MHC-F150

oo

'198..

95

. . . SONY ES Dolby Digital RIIC6Mir

Superior performance from a cleaner, advanced power supply • Dolby Digital and DTS decxJding built
in • toucllscfeen LCD remote control • 120 watts per channel Model STll-llASOE

95
'398.
'27PvividSONY
20" Trlnltron TV
The
color
TVs •

slwpness, detail and
of Sony Trinltron
digital comb filter • S-vldeo inpu1
for DVD • stereo sound • multi-brand remote control. Model 20V80

Mlrtet Sqare Eat SMpplag ......
(Rt. 33, lllllilld ,.,.... 1 black .... of 1-11)

434-1000
lion-Sat 10 to 7 (Frldlyl ..ua I) SUIIIIy .... to 5

CRUTCHFIELD

ENGINE

•

T UNE·UP

•

TRANS. •

CLUTCH

Thi1 is your licketlo lrassle·fr re auto strvice

.. . .,

. .W.

-

A lJTil..-==:_

!isERVJI:E

•

• Import &t U.S. Cars and Trucks
Free Eslilll<lff!S ·All Wol'k Gu<tralllu:tl
• Maintenance &t Repairs
Pick·up & Dt!livl!ry Availablt!

• Experience The Difference

434-1147

EI,F.CTRI<.:AL •

-

e

DayiE-,W~dSidjbAw.llt~bk

MfUf loaw ,..Ill q_.,..:._ N/ittbk Ctu.

•olid;,__. lllld be ~bt.. Mrul
loaN btowl. of.IMU-' HanUctttn.rl
--. G1"rG11Tp+ c~

SUSPENSION

Call4 38-9993
& l'fllf oftluOio+ M~tllll
IHiiwr1 SnM«;, T_,.!

1/ARK$Jae Plt:ks!

Frontier
SALE 229.95
Outpost Trail SAJ.E 259.95
Aggressor
SALE 359.95
Timberline
SALE 399.95
Richochet
$ALE 649.95

Mark's Bike Shop:
1570 S. Main Street
Weekdays 1o - 7
Saturdays 10 - J1j...--......_

MARK'S Coupon

FREE
SAFETY CHECK
wmt THIS COUPON

Name: -- - - - --

--

DeUveriag For:
*Mry'o
Mful Dod..*a.iu ' *a.iu.lodo
* F"....."oCow

*

*K.7WooUiorAOrill

*Mr. Golli'o l'izza

*Nr.I'•

a.u a Doli

*~•WoodF"ndO..

*""'*'N' IIno'oS..Aoppe

*""""'Y

~DIJhwri"'
. . .108111
D l -1~ AhootbHDIIrl

.,,ttc.-ot

C:D IRE CTORY . ..

Organ &TISsue

WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK. ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAfl HAVE
All ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

DONATION

Share yo11r life. Shareyo11r decision7
For a free brochure about Organ & T155ue
Donation, call l -800-355-SHARE.

Coalitiorr orr Oo11al ioll

SF

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coordination. When these faculties
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don't drink ,,,
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. MOTIRCYCLE SAFm ~ .,

UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTER.
www.jmu.edu/heaijhctr

Most of our services are free, no appointment necessary. A variety of
professionals are available to assist you with your health care needs.

OFFICE OF HEALTH
PROMOTION

MEDICAL SERVICES

Classes begin Sept. 13
-

-

ror- '-• ................. indicll<d.

Ballet
Adult &11~1- Tues. 7:.>0-11:30
Point< I. - Man. 7:00. l!l.d. 6:30
Pointt II. - T~u. 4:00. Thu,... 6:30
Pointt III-IV - Mon. 5:30-7:00. l!l.d. 5:00-6:JO
Poinlt V -Mon. 4:00-5:30. Thu,... 5:30-7:00

Tap
Adult Tap - l!l.d. 8:00-9:00
lllltmud. Tun/Mull Tap - Tuu 6-7
Mwmad Tap 111-N - Tuts. 4:30
Advanct!d Tap V - Tuts. li:OO

Modem Dance
Mull Modtm - Thun. 7:JO-II:JO
/111tnwd. Adult MO<km - Tlllln. 5:J(}.6:JO
Adii(JN:~d Modtm Ill - Thu,... 7:00
Advanctd Mtldt m N- Thu,... 8:00

Jazz
Mub Jau.- Man. 8:00-9:00
Jazz IV-V- l!l.d. 7:30-lt:JO
Jazz V-VI- Trta. 7:()().8:00

Ballroom & Social Dance
SwingdaN:t Danct \lbrbhop IOwks. - Sun. 6-7
Beginning lnttmud. &1/rotmr Danct -Sun. 7-8

Young Clolldrm's Dndop~Da~U~ I>8nce,

o..:,e for boys, & olbcrdllldnu'• ct..s
info. available upon requat.

Call
433-7127

71 E. Market Street
Downtown

Harrisonburg

•Physicians, Nurse Practictioners, a nd
Nurses available for the evaluation and treatment of medical complaints/needs
•Fast Track Self Care: located in the lobby
to expedite the treatment of coughs, colds, flu,
allergies, wounds, headaches, muscle aches, and
menstrual cramps. •download from website
•MTEB (Multidisciplinary Team for Eating
Behaviors) offers support for students with eating
disorders
•Women's and Men's Health Care
•Allergy Injections
•Limited Lab testing
•Immu nization Clinic: TB Tests, MMR,
Tetanus, Hepatitis B Vaccine & Special Needs
•Emergency Contraception available

SEXUAL ASSAULT ,;.
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PREVENTION
•Educational Programs
•Resource/Referral
•Support services for victims, their friends and
those accused of sexual assault and other crimes
of violence

•Professional Health Educat ors
•Resour ce Room containing videos, books,
articles, CO's, web access
•REACH P EERS available to present progi-ams in classrooms, halls, clubs, & organizations. Call568-7813
•Choices Program: Women's Health Care,
contraception/annual exams (Must attend one
educational session prior to scheduling appt. for
birth control. No sign up necessary)
Please call, x61 n for time and location
•Free Anonymous HIV Testing by appointment only:
Monday, 1pm-3 pm
Friday, 10 am-12pm
Call x61n
• " Don't cancel c lass-" , Faculty may call
x7813 to schedule a presentation

IMPORTANT INFO
•Hours: M-F: 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
SatJSun.: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
•Phone: 56B-51 n
•Info Line: 568-6941
•Bring your JAC Card

ewww.Jmu.edutuuault
•Phon e : 568-2831

*Completed Health Record m ust be on

file

TOO MANY
PEOPLE
AT UREC???

'Bare~ Worn

Cons~ment Sho_p
Harrisonburg's oldest established consignment shop.
We have all the styles your friends are wearing!
It's like shopping in a specialty boutique!
We cany brand name clothing and trendy apparel.
Come in and shop or consign your clothes.
We pay you 50% or we buy if you need extra cash!
Vk're just what you're looking for!
Call for an appointment!
~~
Open Wed., Thurs., and Fri. II - 5. Sat. II - 4

C

4.~

EvERYBonY'S GYM

>

START THE FALL SEMESTER OFF RIGHT!!! KEEPTHAT
SUMMER SHAPE AND TAN, WITH A SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP
AT EVERY BODY'S GYM. RIGHT NOW A SEMESTER
MEMBERSHIP IS ONLY $99.00!!! BRING IN THIS
ADVERTISEMENT WHEN YOU SIGN-UP AND RECEIVE
:X:

1-

\.7

2 FREE TANNING SESSIONS,
(OFFER GOOD UNTIL9115199)

zw

"'~

w
l:
l:

44 Miller Circle
<Behind \11/endy's on S. Main>

574-2496

~

CYBEX • !CARlAN • UFE FITNESS CROSSTRAINERS • TREADMILLS • BIKES

You' re i.n college. And that means you need a checking aecountltlat's as
easy on your wallet as it is on your schedule. 1llat's why you'll appreciate Bank
of A~erica Student Cl:lecking. Take advantage o~ ~ benefits.
Outrageous Convenience.

Bank the way you want to bank.at nearly
I4,000 Bank of America ATMs by telephone or personal computer.
~

Outrageous Access.

Get your cash at ATMs and anywhere you sc:e the
VISA symbol with a Bank of America Check Card. There's no need to carry
a checkbook or large amounts of cash.

Outrageous Savings.

Save with a low monthly maintenance fee. And
if you keep a $500 minimum balance, there's no monthly maintenance fee at
all. Plus, there are othere ways you can save. •

Talk With Us Today.

Find out how outrageously easy your banking can
be. Stop by a Bank of America banking center today for more information.

BankofAmerica.

~

~-

BUY 1 SANDWIC H -G ET 1/2 OFF TH E 2ND!
M us t Present JACCard-Expi res 9/6/99

--For ftti a.nodated .. ub this •«<Unt and otMr ~i«s. pktir 5ft our PtDOnal
S<h<dul< ol F... ond Mloccllan_.. F... r.,. Pr...onal A<C<>unts.
\l<mb<r FDIC. • r999 Bonk o( Am<ri<O CorponotM>n.
• - - - . ... ~ • - -- - • •

434-7647
.. ........ - - - .. •

... .... _I

GHiSHOLMS
Check

Us

Out

Friday & Saturday Nights
$6.00 cover charge
./
./
./
./
./
./

Touch Free Automatic
4 Self Service Bays
Spot Free Rinse
Vacuums
Fragrance machine
Shampoo machine

./
./
../
./
./
./

5 ~o student discounts (w/ID)
10 minute oil change
Drive through
No hassle
No appointment needed
A!l major credit cards

3190 South Main Street

r~-~--o:-""\.

•

Harrisonburg

•

434-2367

Now Offering:
MIRACLE WASH CARD

.

·\ ; l '

-- ~
~ ~-·

... f- t: . • • • :
-<\..·.?. • ;~ .

... \

.~.CRAFT
-HOUSE

-'

~~ .-

•
./
./
../
../

.

'

(· ~

.....

E u t - 5t. (Rt »)

}

Frequent wash card
Sign up FREE
First wash is FREE
Provides FREE washes
to our loyal customers

l

1'

Valley
Mall

N

~&;

EvelynB~Avo•

~

i

OoyolloAvo.

"':l
Reservoir St.

1924 Deyerle Avenue

Matting
and

564-2625

Jewelry
Making
Supplies

Glen's fair Price ~tore
Where the Unusual is Usual

• New Beads

New
Selection
of
Journals

20% Student Discount On Same Day Film Processing

Costume Rentals. Gag Gifts. Pets.
Helium Balloons. Collectibles.
Photography Supplies
and Party Supplies

187 North Main &L

434-8'272

II

Your Halloween Headquarters
•

1' . , . . . . . "

,

tj . . . .

• ..•

"

'

.....

1' .. . .

,. .. '

1' •

~ " • • • • " " . . . . ,. . . . '

• " .... .

... .

'

.,. . . . . . . . .,. • •

•

Open
Mon.-Fri., 9-8
Sat., 9-5

313-C Neff Ave.
Behind Valley Mall

434-9987

• • • • • • • • • • ' •• .•.•• ' .. ••.•. ' ' ' • . •.. • 'f:j'
! .•.•!nun.'1'.N·:z'rt!'r •:i't'l:t:t~~.,'f~li'h·f'f<t-:lrt:"tlii/Nilli!Jfl'(.tftft.'J'!:~
I

•

•

'
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SKI, SKATE

ltGOLF
f()f.?p/

(NN TIIAT WIIIAYI - · A1TIIITIONIIII

LCifSrPIKDJ~-·IVI
.SKIS,SriOWBOARDS
SriOWSKATES•••
JACKE'm,PMITS,IIATS
6LOVES,6006LES•••

• BPSI' PRICE SQSnOIIOAID

Visit the office in

llM1lU8 MIYWIIBREI

.S&M'EBOARDS,Irt-LirtE
SKM'ES.SKM'E SHOES...

!""" Sundae
Treat Basket
We Care Basket

**

Send a basket to your
college student

• FREBS'nJFF

Taylor 235

Be the one who
remembers:

.OOLF CLVBS,BAGS
SIIOES,BALLS•••
• rtO BEER SOLD HERE,

Birthday, Anniversary, Mother's Day,
Valentine's Day, Father's Day,
Congratulations, Thank You, New Baby.

N)'J'YJm

You name the
them.e-

• PULL SERVICE T!CII. SIIOF

9-5 Daily

THE VAllEY'S

SOVRCE
'FCN TIERN6Ti'tX!'StJIflint
~*¥".111

-~

Prospective
Candidates
should attend the

Interest Meeting
for the Senate
9!7 7 pm
and for the Class
Council
9/8 7 pm
Both meetings held
in SGA Office

-~-

..

Remember Home Basket
Snack Time/ St udy Time Basket

I'll destgn a

basket for you.
Let us aeliver 11 blessing
(oryo_u!
Free aetivery m Hllrrisonburg
city limits.

Harrisonburg's newest...

~he

(j~£Ef.l
Welcomes you back to the area.
Come try us out &
see for yourself !

~

~
PIZZAS

.J

A PARTY BAGEL

R6C

ISA MUST FOR

TAILGATING

Rcnt·A·Centt-r

20" Party Bagel • $38.99
Feeds 26 People. 3 Meats
& 1 Cheese

CISAT • Zane Showker • South Main

...
THE

H OURS:

VALLEY'S
DISCOUNT

CIGARETTE

M-F 9~-7PM
SAT 9AM-5PM

STORE

433-1746

COLOR
copies

79~
Methods of payment accepted:

COMING SOON •••

I CASH I OiECK I FLEX I

PREMIUM CIGARS @
DISCOUNT PRICES

Course acks sold in Bookstore

CISAT

A-1 (Rm. 129)

X

873 1

M-F 8-5

Zane Showker Hall

(Rm. 203)

x3285

M-Th 8-8,
F 8-5
Sun. 4-8

1.

I
Corner Reservoir & K enmore (Behind M cDonald's)
SURGEON GENERALS WARNING: SMOKING IS HAZARDOUS TO YOUR HEALTH.

1031 South Main St.
(Suite 31)
(formerly Medical Arts)
M-F 7:30-6

X

7842

,{o'iR ECTORY .. .

e
www.Jmu.ed··'dl
Ul'
n 1ng

want to aurfJt?

Ca•pus Dining Guide
~
c.m.r, ~Floor

.......,...,

Jf/Ue,....llr*IO ...,.,..._. Awrt.eyfll.,-_,
, . . _ . . .._
Aallleelle, ..v.y,.....,...

...............,..- .
.....
..................._
................
..............
,.........
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,
..
.........
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..............
n•tn•nlllcwiillwaa.y,

AMhe&;w
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BUFFET - EAT . . ONLY RESIOENT DINNO

I!AT . . OR CARRY OUT - MMeiT....O

ALAc:ARD--

Colege

a.... .... Qlvund Floor

Gibbons Hall, Entrances 213 and 4/5

Menu IIIIIHIIII* lnl*lde ............... ...... . .
.,...., ....... hat ...... ~..,...,_ ..... .........
..,...,_ ......... "'lorrroua" Oldlltng OooNr ... . .

Seovlng the best br-kfut In the 'burgl Seiad bare, cereal,
dMeerta end beveregea era located throughout the facmty.
1hemed stations• Include:
Traditional entr - and aides
M ain Event:
Vegan food llama, t..v...gea
ThaV_,BMket
8endwlch City:
Grlled hemburga<a, hot~.
epeclalty, ~.french
friee, dell bar, Hlf· MIVe grill

_,_....,

PI J 1181 1 ...... _...

Whale, ~Jr ........

Ct..-ulcld ....... .,.....,

..... COI'PB ~
A LA c:ARn COf'l'a 11M
Colege
Flnll Floor

o.ne.r,

,

station

Mama Mia:
noa-..~-· • =• ollarplaa,_...._.

.....__......_ .............b••• u

Pula. . .UOM, Italian
apecleltl. .
Self·- - •II< fry alation
Eskimo Pie- frozen yogur1
and other coot treats

SUr Crazy:
Yogurt Exp<Ma:

DAILY-NUS
•t••5•111111l'tl -

I!AT . . OR CARRY OUT
ALACAR'nl...o
Olbbone .... . . , . . _ 4

u

~albean....,......._. lnadl

Nllo....._.. , a,.....,_,.
........
._............... _.
1

EAT IN OR CARRY OUT - A LA CARTE ~

fllballul..,... . . . ........., _ _ Ill

Philips ~. Ground Floor

JMU'a original food court option that . . , . . gr. .tlood
fuU MUifl.lormalled lunch and dinner,_,.,. !. .luring:
Peddlera Tool:
Whole end by tha ctke pizza,
belted ...... belted flah'
aendwtd't brNdellc:lca

Pr1mo'a Pula & Grille:

sw..t Shoppe:
PC Broiler.

w..pa. a . . & !klch:

Pula and MUCM, grlled
aendwtd'tM, a-. eiMk
FI'Mh booked dcnlta, cooldee,
fronn yogo.wt. mulllna,
eoll preCDia
Grlled c:Hc:bn. burge<a,
chicken nuggMa, ......... frlw,

,.,.a .e ''

conflllrlefw . . , . , ..
EM1h frfelwlly,....,.,. .....,, . , _ .
.,., ,..,,......_,.. ..,.,.,. for purr:lrtiH.

'

Gibbons H aH, Entrance 2
Lunch and dinner dell/bagel bar, ealad bar,
Mexican or ltellen bar, plua cerMie, frMh fruita,
fourUin beYeregM and .uorted ~-

Bunttoe, . . . . . . - ·
bMed poiD>ea

Coming Soon: MeM Ccmllo EntrMe
0<*-~

CARRY OUT ONLY -

H..-.y~.-...

po~l llged -~

8ldee, fNII. -

· ........
--....-...o-

A LA CARTE~ 11M

Taylor Hal, Ground Floor
Tha .-.. '-'goutt..lu'lng gounnel ........... - .
~• ...,_, beYefegee, ~.Jumbo mulllne, .......
aparldlng cold drlnka and light menu fare.

EAT IN OR CARRY OUT
A LA CARTE DINING
Gibbons Hall, Entrance 1
Slop by Medleon A_.... In the momlng fo< the ~way
to gr.t> e t.gel, foull, ~.,.. ~ ooll-. A ....tely
~ lunch end ..,_lema open at 11 a.m. In thla food
court:
Stone Wlly'aTM Pizza
Whole, by the ...,. end
p8fWGfiill PM. piUa ~
end p-. epec:MIIIw

<~' _ __
Mexfcen -

COHVENENCE STORE

Across from G-l.ot
laJndry and dry dMnlng ckop-<lftiPiclr • - e n d balloon

~-- ........ fax end oopy-""'- .valleble.

I

I.
I

COHVENENCE STOfiE

·'-

F. .tutlng HeaJihy Cholcee,.
......te and • ,...., ...ectlon

College Center, First Floor
Laundry and dry cleaning ctrop.olllplckup, fresh ""--·
balloon, drinke, - - a n d mont.

I

ol.~. gounnet coif. ..

...

~.,..... booked pu~~~

SENIOR DIRI!CTOR, NUTRmoNIST
MARKETING
Gibbons Hall, Enlranoe 7

aollpr~
Elldmo Pie
frozen yogurt
wltoppnga
Sendwlchee. eldee, bolllecl

CooiTrMta

~

...................... ,....

................... w.e.ty.. lftllkethe~
tl8y..-.ywayte ............. ..,. . . .

............. ,.....,. • ...n ..........
JMU Dining Services, Administrotive Offtee, Gibbons Hall,
Entrance 7, MSC 0901 Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Telephone: 540 I 568 . 6470 Fox: 540 I 568 . 3478
Web: hffp://www.jmu.eduldining
, • • . • • • • . ..
,
,•, , , ,, , •

EAT IN OR CARRY OUT
A LA CARTE DINING
GibbonS Hal, Entrance 8
e>perq Fal s.n..e.r 'SK1I Fl'elett. hot c::hk:tcen.
f
.
'
........... . . . .....................:..;..;....· •• ' ... . . . . " ' ' ·~ ........~.......... ~ •• •••• •
•••• ••••w~~••t ••••••~~· • • •••••~••••••

•

I

II

l

"

,

,

4 .................. . . . .

,

·,fl. c .r.,.

£D I RECTORY .. .

Heishman's

. BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.

•Oil changes

• Flat repairs

HJI1~'*'-~!'~50V'"'?'l~

•Alignment

• Brakes
• Shocks
• Batteries
• Tune-up

1·800-859·6984
(540)434·5935
E. Markee St. at Furnace Rd.
Beside Papa John's

INCLUDES
• Change oil (up to 5quorts)
• lnstol new oil filter
• Check air fitter

• Ched wipef blodes
Located: 1870 East Market Street • Vocuum interior floots
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 • Wash exterior windows
Phone: (540) 433-8599
• Check btoke fluid level
I

..

.., ,

, ~ ....
..

----~·----·

, ., -

.... . ,

'

···-~· - ---· -· · ·····

'

--· ... ···-···---··-·-··--·- -- ·· -·-···----

--- ·-· ··------

AS NEEDED
•
•
•
•

lubricote chassis
Check 8. fill tronsmission/h'onsoxte fluid
Ched &fill differenHol fluid
Check &fill power steering &id
• Check 8. fill windshield washer fluid
• Ched &ftll battery woter
• Inflate ~res to proper pressure

·-

·-- ----- ---··

---

..

- -- - - -·- - · - - · · · · · · '
- --

S EftPEnT
TOftE

Giant P.ytbons & venomoos
snakes on l)ispla.y

LaRgest Reptile & biRl) selection in HaRRisonboRg
Hanl)-lla isel) bab.y billl)s
181 5. Mafn St.
(between VfctoRfa FLoRa L anb
Toucb Of tbe EaRtb)

801-0176
Show 'em you care

We deliver 5 pm - 2:30 am
Limited menu after 10 pm

SEND A PAT

Still same great discounts and deals
Stir Fry Madness

EIPaso

Thumbs & Toes

Baby Com, water chestnuts,
mushrooms, peppers, onions, &
chicken or steak tossed in a
spicy sauce over white rice.

Char-broiled chicken,
jack & cheddar cheese,
bacon & BBQ sauce on a
soft kasier with fries.

Crispy chicken pieces
tossed in our homemade
sauce with celery sticks
& bleu cheese dip.

$8.99

$6.29

$8.99 lb
$5.29 1/21b

Chicken Quesadilla

Grillroom Salad

Fried Shrimp

Flour tortilla shells with
pepper, onion, cheese,
& chicken.

Grilled chicken, bleu
cheese, egg, bacon
& tomato with house
vinaigrette on pizza bread

Huge portions of shrimp
lightly fried, seasoned
& served with cocktail
sauce, coleslaw & fries.

$5.79

$6.99

-~~=~

Great Food· Great Fun!
221 University Blvd.-

801-0221

$10.99

Coming
Soon to
3325South
Main St.

~

~~

EXPRESS"
Stay Smart·
For Reservations:

1-800-HOLIDAY
(465-4329)
•72Rooms
• Indoor Pool
• Free local calls
• Microwaves/Fridges
• Whirlpool Rooms
• Meeting Room
• Free CooL Breakfast

Now Hiring!
Fax: 433-9999

..... C\e .r.t

:D I RECTORY .. .

s~~QM~ r~
200 Tanning minutes - $25
b ed .
td:.t.utw:

tan in less time.

Tan $56

USED!!
Computer Tables
Chairs
Desks
File Cabinets

CHEAP!!
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
40 I I South Main Street
Harrisonburg,Virginia 2280 I

Check out
the first
Breeze for
possible
employment
opportunities

OPE" BOOK
USED BOOKS
& COFFEE
1429 S . Main
of South Avenue)

{Co~ne~

433-7766
openbook~gte . net

Used/New Books
Posters/Prints
Study Aids . Cards
Coffee/Tea/Snacks
Open Mon-S at
12 - 8 all

Septembe~

He lpful staff . gre at sele c:tion ,
r emarkab le atmosphere !

E nd o f t h e
S umm er
S p ec ta c ul a r

434-8958
opi@fumiture-systems.com

,oc.,.
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•

~

$1695 per month

f) 1 00 ·
~

minutes per month

FREE Weekends
*Some restrictions apply. Requires JMU I. D.

CELLULAR
Better Coverage • Better Service • Better Value
NEXT TO OFFICE MAX

VALLEY MALL

WAL·MART

433·7676

433·0550

574-2299

We Specialize in:
Dine-In or Carry-out
• Cantonese
Cocktails
'The Taste ofthe Orient" • Szechuan
Catering
• Mandarin Cuisine

Lunch and Dinner
Buffet Everyday
We always use the freshest ingredients.
Lunch: Mon. - Fri. $4.95, Sat & Sun. $5.95
Dinner: Sun.- Thurs. $7.95, Fri. & Sat $8.95

Sleepwell Mattress
2 pc set, from $159

House qtOak II Sofas
Furniture Wuh \ Sulitl Tr.ulition

For Delivery, ca11438-9993
~n

Sunday-Thursday
(540) 564-1810 ... '\, RT " c:-- ......- ll:30a.m.-l0p.m.
(540)564-1922 IUI~ ---~.:7::~ ~~!_~;~~
:r>A

1790, #120E.MarlcetSt •~ VA22801•(Nexttol<roger)

--------

That

Dance
Place
Outfitting the
Complete Dancer

33N. Federal St.
Harrisonburg, VA

LSAT

- ---....

GMAT

-- --

GRE

.

--

.

MCAT

CPA '

,/

.... , ...

,·

.

..

, ,.,.. ·'

•,;

...,.,,

. " ....,

~-

..

Life isn't that hard.
It's Just those
damn tests that
make it so difficult.
When it comes to your future, those nasty tests can rea lly get in
your way. Call Kaplan, the test prep experts, and learn how to ace
your tests without breaking a sweat With 80 years of proven success
getting students into the schools of their choice, we're the #1 name
'" ,.., PNP. co
.... oN •no.0 "' fHt ~ ~u ""'"·

I

l

J

I
~

~
•Uiiil•
lEST-.
..........._ II

433-1713
Downtown across from Crestar

-

TOEFL

~
World Leader in Test Prep

·,o.el
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Welcome Back Students!

P.4.NQ~;.;~:~~~.~!~~¥
l~(

sail'S, inr.
SALES
8:00-7:00 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-5:00 SaL
SERVICE
7:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-12:00 Sat.

PARTS

7:30-5:00 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-12:00 Sat.

llimi!Aimm
Jeep Wrangler

• Specials each day
• Banquet facilities
avai/Qble for up to
500 people

"Also serving breakfast"
Hours of Operation: 6am-9pm
7 days a week

3190 S. MAIN (EXIT 243 OFF 1-81) HARRISONBURG

EVERYONE
HAS AN OPINION
~

What's YOURS? ~

A New Life For
ANew
Millennium
07TERB£1N UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
176 W. M8fl(et St
(oomer o1

w. Ma~et

(r

& High 511)

Harrisonburg VA

434-n47

~

Postei"S

~ Ca~dl es
~ ::J~ce~s e

~

&IK6
.fAL6l
Back to·School Savings
Reg.~-"

Now $289.,

We Also Sell:
• Locks
• Lights
• Oothing

{?

~ Bead C~-~...tai~s
& l:apestl"ie~.., .

• Dlamondbac:k Outlook
List $219.99 Our Price $199.99

• Gary Filber Wahoo San $40.00

a

774 E. Market St. (Rt. 33)
Harrillonburg. VA
Down the hUI from

aw:

DMR I iQ,ii6

-r

Handbell Choir Pracb 6 p.m.
Adult Choir Pracb 7 p.m.

Come worship with us!

Pappa John's Pb:m

432-0280 ~
,

'K

TR£1(

Blacklights,
Cilowda l"k & L a
Li9his

OIAl·A·PRAyot
4l4-n4s

... .
.,'"(''·•

:DIR ECTORY . . .

STUDENT STORAGE

~ '-"""'eea:o 8 ectet.
vJ- Jb)ull-, B3ouhqu.e

r1

3311 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg , VA 22801

A lternative clothing,
lingerie, accessories, videos ,
adult novelties
Mon~Sat

10 a.m. ~9 p.m.
305 1 S. Main Street 432~6403

•
•
•
•

Located in City Limits
Fire-retardant units
Fenced and well-lit
City police and fire protection

MINI
STOR•IT
Self-Storage

433-1234
• Climate Control
• Close to JMU

Special Summl·r R.llt'' lor Studl'nl'

190 E. Mosby Rd.
Harrisonburg
(1 block across from Dukes Plaza)

~"teez {Q

~d.vertis./

<I>~

\\

~'l'UDIII~ •
BIDDING

S!LI

MEN'S BASKETBAll

10 yr. warranty-

Mattress Sets
Twin Set- 169.00
Full Set- 199.0U
Queen Set - 249.00
(Hurry while supply la.'<ts!)

ALSO I N STOCK•••

DON'T MISS THE ACTION
MAKE PLANS TO SUPPORT THE MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM THIS SEASON

• Large Vinyl Bc;m Bag.<

ern,.,,.

All games are FREE to students

~

JMU MEN'S '99-'00 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

• Open Slock BL'Ilroom
Ore'"""' & 8~'1.1.<
• Apanmcnl Site Dincuc Si-'L<

··;:

FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
1157 S.•11h Hi~h Stn.'<l
lksiUc the Ku~y W:ucrto"LY
(J~ So.Jthorl.uip's Pia.:•)

433-0909

Store Hours:
Mon.·Fri. I().6 Sawrday I0-4

Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 12
Nov. 20
Nov. 22
Nov. 27
Dec. 4
Dec. 18

Intra-Squad Scrimmage
Team Champion
Court Authority
UNC-Greensboro
Boston University
East Tennesee State
East Carolina
Long Is land University
March 3-6

Dec. 28
Jan. 5
Jan. 8
Jan. 26
Jan.29
Feb. 2
Feb. 16
Feb. 19

St. Peters
American
George Mason
UNC-Wilmington
Richmond

vcu

William & Mary
Old Dominion Univ.

CAA Tournament-Richmond

All games listed are home /Games are played at the Convocation Center

•.•..,,
I

the sights,
sounds and
textures of intriguing
creations handcrafted
by skilled artisans from
30 Third World countries.

• EXCEllENT TEACHIN6
• TRADITIONAL WORSHIP
• 8IBLE STUDY
•fELLOWSHIP
•
OPPORTUNITIES TO seRVE

t~•

~~

4 34-6551 .· • WITHIN WALICIN6 DISTANCE

--·---.111 ......

CrirT ©TTIIUrT

snor

A Program~

Mennonl.te
centraJ. Commi.ttee

<

227 N. Main St..,
Harrisonburg

lll.liiC& ..US,ISSICIITI PIS181

Mon..·Sat. 9".30-5

YOUR PURCHASE
MAKES A DIFFERENCE

The Joshua \X'ilton
cutd
House Inn
Qestournn t ,

~CAFE
DESIGNED FOR CASUAL DINING.

• homemade breads and desserts
• reservations for six or more
• sunroom and patio

Craig and Roberta Moore
are noted throughout the
Shenandoah Valley for their .
excellent and unique cuisine.

~m!!sPIJ!!~~
~
540434-1400 Offer ends 6.00'2000

....

Now Performing Repairs on All Makes & Models!

FINE DINING HOURS
5:30-CLOSE
Reservations Suggested

'"t'

£DiRECTORY ...

1~

Luncheon Buffet
11:30 a.m. · 2:30 p.m.

Evenin!! Buffet

ROAST PORK

SOUP

(W. Rk;e)

Sm.
Wonton ........................................................ 1.2.S

Lg.
2.45

~~fc~:liti~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~ ~::~

Chicken Noodle........................................... l.25 2.45
Vcgetable...................................................... l.25 2.45
Hot & Sour (For Two)...................................... 3.9.S.
Ten Ingredient (For Two).............................. 4.25
Bean Cake (For Two) ...........................................4.25

Sm. Lg.
Pork w. Tomato & Pepper............................... 3.55 6.75
Pork w. Pepper & Onion ...............................3.55 6.75
Pork w. Bean Sprouts ....................................3.55 6.75
Pork w. Chi nese Vegs ................................... 3.55 6.75
Pork w. Mushrooms ...................................... 3.75 6.95
Pork w. Snow Pea Pods................................... 3.85 7.25
Almond Pork Ding.........................................3.55 6.75
Pork w. Broecoli.. .................................Per Portion 7.25
Pork w. Scollions...................................................... 7.25

APPETIZERS
Vietnamese Egg Rolls ....................................... l .25
Egg Rolls (2) .................................................... 1.90
Shrimp Toast .................................................... 3.50
Sliced Roast Pork............................................... 3.25
Bar·B·Q Ribs (6) .................................................5. 15
Fried Wontons (8)..................................: ............ 2.45
Fantail Shrimp (6) ...............................................5. 75
Fried Chicken Wings (6·8) ................................... 3.05
Fried or Ste.1m Dumplings (8)...............................4.45
Paper Wrap Chicken (6) ........................................ 3.50
Beef Sticks (6) .....................................................5.25
Fried Mushrooms w. Ranch .................................. 3.95
Corn Nuggets .................................................... 3.50
Crab Rangoon ................................................... 3.25

FRIED RICE

Sm.
Chicken, Pork. or Ham .............................. 2.95
Shrimp or Becf............................................ 3.45
Vegetable................................ ..................... 2.75
Young Chow (Combo) .................................. 3.95

Lg.
5.45
5.95
5.35
6.95

CHOWMEIN
Sm. Lg.
(w Ace & Nocdes)
Chicken or Pork ........................................... 2.95 5.35
Shrimp or Beef............................................. 3.25 5.75
Vegetable....................................................... 2.85 5.25
Subgum C hicken ........................................... 3. I 5 5.65
Subgum Shrimp...............................................3.45 6.35
House Special (Combo) ..........................................7 .25

CHOP SUEY
(W Ace)
Sm. Lg.
Chicken or Pork ..............................................2.95 5.55
Shrimp or Beef................................................3.35 5.95
Vegetcble......................................................... 2.85 5.25
Per Portion

Chicken. Pork. or Veg...........................................5.35
Shrimp or Beef......................................................5.75
Subgum (Combo) .....................................................6.95

SWEET&SOUR
(W. !b)
Per Portion
Chiclcen or Pork .....................................................6.2S
Shrimp................................................................ 6.95

EGG FOO YOUNG
(w. Rice)

rl1

Ve(ls P1ace

Mond11y: Closed
Tuesday·Saturday: 5:30 p.m.·9:00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 p.m.·8:00 p.m.

LO MEIN

~

Per Portion

Chicken or Pork.. .........................................5 .25
Shrimp or Beef...............................................5.95
Vegetable & Mushrooms ..........................................5.25

SPECIALTY NOODLES
PerPCM'tlon

Cantonese Seafood C how Mein............................. ll .95
Cantonese C how Mein ..........................................6.95

MEl FUN
Chicken or Pork ............................................... 6.55
Shrimp or Beef............................................... 6.95
Combination ...............................................8.55
Curry Mei Fun...............................................6.75

BEEF
(w. Ace)

Sm. Lg.
Beef w. Scallops...............................................8.95
Beef w. Tomato & Pepper............................... 3.65 6.95
Beef w. Chinese Veg ....................................... 3.65 6.95
Beef w. Chinese Mushrooms..........................3.95 7.55
Beef w. Black Be.1n Sauce.............................3.65 6.95
Beef w. Be.1n Sprouts.....................................3.65 6.95
Beef w. Onions .............................................3.65 6.95
Pepper Steak.................................................3.65 6.95
Curried Steak.................................................3.65 6.95
Beef w. Broccoli.. .................................. Per Ponion 7.45
Beef w. Snow Peas .........................................7.45
Beef w. Scall ions....................................... 7. 45
Beef w. Oyster Suace...................................7.45
Cashew Beef. ............................................7.45
Beef w. String Bean ...................................7.45

Delivers To Your Place
Minimum Orders of:
••JMUCampus
$5.00 or S0.50 charge
..In Town

$10.00 or $1.00 charge
••Belmont Estates
$15.00 or $1.00 charge

SEAFOOD
Sm. Lg.
(w. Rce)
Shrimp w. Lobster Sauce...............................- ...........8.2.5
Shrimp w. Chinese Vegetables.....................................8.2.S
Shrimp w, Bean Sprouts..............................................8.2S
Shrimp w. Pepper & Tomai0........................................8.2.S
Shrimp w. Muahrooms........................................8.2.S
Curried Shrimp.............................................8.2S
Butterfly Shrimp........................................8.2S
Almond Shrimp Ding ........................................8.2.S
Shrimp w. Black Beall Sauce........................................8.2S
Shrimp w. Mixed Vegetablc3........................................S.7S
Shrimp w. Oyster Sauce........................................8.2.S
Shrimp w. Snow Pea Pocb........................................8.2.S
Shrimp w. Broccoli........................................ 8.SO
Cashew Shrimp....................... ................. 7.95
Seallops w. Oyster Sauce........................................8.SO
Seallops w. Lobster Sauce........................................8.SO
Lobsler w. Black Beall Sauce.....................5easonal Price
l..obsler Cantonesc:....................................Seasonal Price
Curried Calamari........................................ 8.95
Cllamari w. Sauteed
.........................8.95

CHICKEN

(W. Ace)
Pe r Portl~
Moo Goo Gai Pon ....................................................6.55
Almond Chicken Ding .............................................6.55
Fried Boneless Chicken............................................6.95
Curried Chicken ........................................6.55
Lem on Chicken ........................................... .6.75
Chicken w. Pepper & Tomato .......................... 6.55
Chicken w. Bean Sprouts ............................6.55
Chicken w. Snow Pea Pods ......................... 7 .25
Ch icken w. Broccoli .................................. 7.25
Chicken w. Scallops...................................8.95
Cashew Chicken .......................................7.25
Chicken w. String Bean ............................................7.45

,.,.,n ,.,..

HOUI8 SPECIALnE8
ScNtfNIM a
~ & Spcy) (w.lb) ... Portion
•Kuag Pao Shrimp or Pork ............................6 .9S
• Kung Pao Shrimp or Beef............................7.6S
*Kung Pao Calamar i.. ................................8.9S
•Sucbuaa Beef or Chicltea ............................7.15
•szechuaa Pork ..........................................7.2.5
•Hunao Beef. Cbickea oc Pork............................7. 1S
*Huna n Sbrimp..........................................8.9S
• Huaaa Scallops..........................................8.95
*Huoan Calamari ...................................... 8.95
•Cttid:en w. Garlic Sauce ............................7.JS
*Pork w. Garlic SIIIC0...................................6.9.5
•Beef w. Garlic Sauce..................................7.1S
•SIIri•p w. Garl ic Sauce............................8 .9S
*Scallop w. Garlic Sauc:e...................... ..,...8.95
* Mao Pao Tofa ..........................................6 .95
•Giaaer Cllickea............................................7.25
*Shrilup, A SpiCy TCNDMo....................................9.9S
•Lobtlet & Spicy Tomato..............Seasooal Price
S~ecb. .a Sbrimp.................................... 9.95
•'J'rice COoked Pofk.........................................7.2S
'"'l'wiU-~

Reef or Clllc:ken............,.................7.23

i*Mimc9J111i Beef..................................... ...7.9S
·•lCia..., Pclrt or Clllc:)ell....................................7.9S
..Oraaac Bact or Olcba..................................,7.9.5
•sesame Clliclleti........................................ 7.9S
•Criap)' Cllicba........................................1 ..25

=

~~~:::: : : : : : : : : :·: ·: .:.:.: : : :~ +=~

'- -------· ··---- -- .. -- -·-------------------------------- -*-H<>t-&-Spicy-·-·-... . .

VEGETABLES Per Portion
Diet Pudding Lady...........(Y..(.J~~l.. .............6.25Mixed
Chinese Vegetables ........................................5.25
Snow Peas & Broecoli ........................................S.25
Mix Mushroons & Snow Peas........................................6.2.S
Mix Mushrooms & Broccoli........................................6.25
Curried Bean Curd ........................................5.25
Sauteed Broccoli........................................ 5.2S
•Bean Curd Szecbu:111 Sryle........................................S.2.S
•String Bean Szechuan Style........................................S.2S
BEVERAGES
Coca Cola. Diet Coke, Mr. Pibb, Sprite
Sunkist Orange or Grape 16 oz botlle.................0.95

COMBINAnoN PLATTERS
'·.•..a~E:-l~.:,. r·.:.. i ~:.....
~;:..~ .•-~~... '

jJ

I. Chicken Chow Mein........................................S.2S

2. Shrimp Chow Mein ........................................5.2S
3. Subgum Chicken Cbow Mein ..................................S.45
4 . Pepper Steak........................................5.45
5. Beef w. Chinese Veg........................................S.45
6. Bar-B-Q Ribs ........................................ 6.35
7. Shrimp w. Lobster Sauce........................................6.95
8. Moo Goo Gai Pan........................................6.45
9. Pork Egg Foo Young ........................................5.2.S
I 0. Sweet & Sour Pork........................................6.45
11. Beef chop ~ERic.Aiffiooi)"
5.4s

...........

Ham Sandwich ........................................ 2.25
Turkey Sandwieh........................................ 2.2S
Egg Saodwich ........................................ I .4S
Hamburger.............................................. 2 .2S
Cheeseburger............................................... 2.50
French Fries............................................. 1.45

,{o'l R. E C T 0 R Y.••

e

WE HAVE THE LARGEST SELEcnON
of PETS & SUPPLIES IN H•BURG
the GUARANTEED Lowest Prices!

BACK to School Spedals
55 GAL AQUARIUM SET $249.95
10 GAL STARTER SET $34.99
10 KINDS of TROPICAL FISH
UNDER-$1

,12',.,~~'

¥2K "BUG iS AlRE..A-nY HEREJ
COME GtiEGK IT OUT

RULE

Contact Your JMU Rep.,

BRUCE WEBB

at Rul e H onda- Volkswagen

lHJHORDA __-___1_6_1_1-G-re_e_nv-il-le_A_v_e_.,_s_ta_u_nt_on_
v A_,_2_4_4o_1_ _ _ __
f) Volkswagen

1-800-277-0598

www . ruleauto .coin

1- 540-886-2357

r.swns
~t!NETS
O£P1;t'itt~
SP(!RTS 8011~
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